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I. INTRODUCTION

The Vice Presidency has evolved into an institution far different from its original design. The founding luminaries assembled at the Constitutional Convention of 1787 conceived the Vice Presidency as little more than a postscript to the text of the Constitution, an afterthought whose eventual creation was virtually accidental.\(^1\) In the intervening years since that revolutionary gathering, the Vice Presidency has blossomed into an office of international reach and influence whose occupant enjoys a springboard to the Presidency—a dramatic transformation that lays bare the vastly enhanced significance of the Vice Presidency in the modern American polity. Yet this expansion of power and prestige has been nothing if not eventful, each chapter written in response to a crisis, either imminent or lived.

There have been four pivotal constitutional moments in vice presidential history. First, in the early nineteenth century, an electoral crisis—the nearly disastrous election of 1800 in which presidential hopefuls Thomas Jefferson and Aaron Burr both implausibly garnered the same number of Electoral College votes—precipitated the Twelfth Amendment, a rehabilitative remedy to the poorly crafted constitutional mechanism for presidential and vice presidential selection.\(^2\) Second, an imminent crisis of congressional tyranny gave rise to the Twentieth Amendment, advancing the date of the quadrennial presidential and vice presidential inaugurations and consequently neutralizing the subversively undemocratic machinations that an outgoing Congress might plot against an incoming administration.\(^3\) Third, shortly following Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s unprecedented fourth election to the Presidency, the American people again rallied for constitutional change—this time to avert the hastening crisis of an imperial executive. The increasing concentration of state power in the hands of the President and Vice President triggered deafening calls for the Twenty-Second Amendment, limiting Presidents to two elective terms in office and Vice Presidents to no more than ten total years of presidential service.\(^4\) Fourth, at the height of the Cold War in an era of newly emergent threats amid concerns about presidential health, the Twenty-Fifth Amendment constitutionalized a congressional procedure for nomination and confirmation in the event of a vice presidential vacancy.\(^5\)

Today, the Vice Presidency confronts yet another crisis. Unlike the actual or anticipated crises that have quickened vice presidential constitutional change in the
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2. See infra Subsection III.B.1 for an analysis of the catalytic role of this electoral stalemate in the evolution of the Vice Presidency.
3. See infra Subsection III.B.2 for a discussion of this crisis of congressional tyranny.
4. See infra Subsection III.B.3 for a review of the events prompting presidential term limits.
5. See infra Subsection III.B.4 for a history of the Twenty-Fifth Amendment.
past—an electoral crisis, a congressional crisis, an executive crisis, and a continuity crisis—the Vice Presidency must now contend with an amorphous and much less tangible crisis: popular illegitimacy.

The Vice Presidency has long been mercilessly disparaged as irrelevant and distantly removed from the spheres of influence and power in Washington, but its evolution into a vital command post in the national and international affairs of state—second only to the Presidency in power, now in fact not just in name—has since quieted detractors. This contemporary status is the bountiful harvest of seeds sowed nearly one century ago. Alongside constitutional amendments to the Vice Presidency, the office has furthermore developed as a matter of both substance and practice. Substantively, Presidents have made progressively greater use of their deputies in the elaboration and marketing of domestic and foreign policy. Indeed, the Vice Presidency has matured exponentially since the founding era, the most critical phases of transformation having arisen in the latter half of the twentieth century. Politically and structurally, the contemporary constitutional edifice of the Vice Presidency has conspired with the new functional scope of the office to propel its occupant to certain contention for her party’s presidential nomination.

Yet despite this staggering progress, the Vice Presidency has descended into popular illegitimacy. The Vice President takes office—and accepts the vast power it confers upon its occupant—at the invitation not of the people but of the President. It has long been the prerogative of a presidential nominee to bestow the Vice Presidency upon any constitutionally eligible individual without any measure of popular input or consent. This arrangement may have been tolerable in the past when the Vice President was a mere minion wielding only negligible influence upon the organs of government. But the modern power and prestige of the Vice Presidency—which now holds prime ministerial dominion in America and commands transnational authority—calls for the popular legitimization of the office. As the Vice Presidency continues to stand only one heartbeat from the Presidency in the precarious international context governing American interaction with friend and foe alike, the office can no longer defensively remain the exclusive province of the President. The United States must democratize the Vice Presidency with some form of popular consent buttressing this focal post in American government, at last liberating the office from its crisis of popular illegitimacy.

In Part II of this Article, I review the foundations of the Vice Presidency. I focus primarily on the constitutional and political origins of the office, including the compromises and concessions that led to its creation. Part III canvasses the evolution of the Vice Presidency from the founding to the present day, framing its constitutional transformation as discrete steps prompted by various crises. This Part also illuminates the structural, substantive, and political axes along which the Vice Presidency has ripened since the eighteenth century. Parts II and III are deployed in the service of Part IV, which develops a model for legitimizing the Vice Presidency according to popular will and consent. Part V frames the modern profile of the Vice Presidency in the larger political context and concludes with a few parting thoughts.

6. See infra Section III.A for a survey of the increasing prominence of the Vice Presidency since the creation of the office.
II. FOUNDATIONS

In his influential contribution to the study of the Vice Presidency, vice presidential scholar Joel Goldstein has ascertained three principles that inform the Founders' blueprint for the Vice Presidency as a visionary model of prudent statecraft. Goldstein is correct to state that the structure of the Vice Presidency reflects far more than an "absolute devotion to popular sovereignty." To be sure, the Founding Fathers could have established a self-standing electoral mechanism for filling the second highest executive office, wholly independent from the procedures established for electing the commander in chief. But the Founders chose otherwise, recognizing that "too frequent elections" could "jeopardize other goals," including their wise objective "to mitigate the influence of popular opinion and to lend stability to government." Consistent with their lofty aspirations for the nascent American federal democracy, the Founders designed the Vice Presidency to serve the interest of effective democratic government insofar as its design exhibited the primary American democratic values of popular consent, stability, and competence.

Consider, for instance, how the Founders' designation of the Vice President as successor to the President advances each of these three values. A Vice President who succeeds to the Presidency in the event of death, incapacity, or otherwise will likely mirror the policies of his predecessor, in so doing sheltering herself under the cover of the most recent national expression of popular will in support of the incapacitated President and thus legitimizing her inherited authority. Similarly, the organs of government remain stable and unshaken in the course of a vice presidential succession to the Presidency largely because only the Vice President occupies a position to "provide a smooth transfer of power." Likewise, as the presidential understudy, the Vice President learns to navigate the ducts of public administration and acquires a certain measure of experience that is unavailable to all but one other civil officer, thus rendering the stand-in "prepared to assume control immediately." These three values—popular consent, stability, and competence—inform the common understanding of the Vice Presidency, both in its origins and evolution, and vindicate the far-sighted judgment of the Founders.

In the study of the foundations of the Vice Presidency, considerations of process and substance ought to occupy distinct spheres of inquiry. Process—the order and manner in which various issues wound their way to the floor of the Constitutional Convention for deliberation—differs from substance, meaning the actual content and timbre of the resolutions presented for debate and resolution. True, it was a late addition to the Convention agenda, but the Vice Presidency in no way emerged in the Founders' final design from a careless mélange of last-minute proposals and

8. Id. at 209.
9. Id.
10. Id. at 209-10.
11. Id. at 217.
12. GOLDSTEIN, supra note 7, at 210.
13. Cf. id. at 220 (stating that any successor to chief executive—particularly under adverse conditions—"must be prepared to assume control immediately").
compromise. On the contrary, though the Vice Presidency does not today retain its flawed founding framework, the Founders indeed gave careful thought to the role, responsibility, and constitutional structure of the Vice Presidency (although the office was admittedly no more than "a constitutional luxury"\(^{14}\)). The Framers’ labors produced an office that—in a single station—has pulled together executive duties, legislative tasks, caretaker responsibilities, and both national and international functions. Yet it was this very practical multiplicity of roles—an anomalous amalgam within the American constitutional order\(^{15}\)—that aroused powerful dissenting voices at the Constitutional Convention.

A. Origins

The Vice Presidency merited little attention at the Constitutional Convention of 1787.\(^{16}\) Only near the close of the Convention was the office even considered, raised as an option, and subsequently introduced for debate and discussion.\(^{17}\) Yet, in fashioning the Vice Presidency, the Founders did not operate in vacuity, devoid of any conception of political and practical workability. Quite the reverse, in fact, for before them stood the existing 1777 Constitution of the State of New York, which featured a lieutenant governorship—an executive office bearing a striking resemblance to the very office the Founders ultimately enshrined in the U.S. Constitution as the Vice Presidency. Indeed, the New York lieutenant governorship served as a model for the Founders—namely those writing to the citizens of New York under the penname Publius urging ratification of the proposed federal Constitution—in elaborating their own rendering of a second-in-command.\(^{18}\)

Specifically, the American Vice President shares similarities with the New York lieutenant governor on each of the three bases that were determinative in shaping the Vice Presidency: (1) selection; (2) vacancy; and (3) Senate leadership. The 1777 New York Constitution provided that the lieutenant governor was to "be elected in the same manner with the governor,"\(^{19}\) a stipulation revealing a similar solicitude for the popular

\(^{14}\) Akhil Reed Amar & Brian C. Kalt, *The Presidential Privilege Against Prosecution*, 2 NEXUS 11, 16 (1997) ("Although the Twenty-Fifth Amendment dramatically narrows this window of vulnerability, our Constitution also allows Congress to provide for Presidential succession without Vice Presidents, making them, ultimately, a constitutional luxury.").

\(^{15}\) George Anastaplo, *Constitutionalism, The Rule of Rules: Explorations*, 39 BRANDEIS L.J. 17, 102 n.221 (2000-2001) ("The Vice-President created by the Constitution has always had an anomalous position in the American constitutional system.").


\(^{18}\) See THE FEDERALIST NO. 68, at 366 (Alexander Hamilton) (J.R. Pole, ed., 2005) ("It is remarkable, that in this as in most other instances, the objection, which is made, would lie against the constitution of this state. We [in New York] have a lieutenant governor chosen by the people at large, who presides in the senate, and is the constitutional substitute for the governor in casualties similar to those, which would authorize the vice-president to exercise the authorities and discharge the duties of the president.").

\(^{19}\) N.Y. CONST. art. XX (1777) ("That a lieutenant-governor shall, at every election of a governor, and as often as the lieutenant-governor shall die, resign, or be removed from office, be elected in the same manner with the governor, to continue in office until the next election of a governor . . . ").
legitimacy of the deputy chief executive that is also evident in the Founders' chosen method for selecting the Vice President. Moreover, just as the New York Constitution authorized the lieutenant governor to succeed to the governorship in the event of the governor's inability to serve, the Founders likewise delegated an analogous responsibility to the Vice President. Finally, the Founders looked favorably upon the lieutenant governor's appointment to preside over the state senate, so much so that they devolved comparable powers upon the Vice President, whose station similarly straddled the boundary separating executive and legislative functions. These three issues in particular—(1) presidential selection; (2) presidential vacancy; (3) Senate leadership—appear to have catalyzed the creation of the Vice Presidency.

1. Presidential Selection

More than perhaps anything else, the Vice Presidency owes its existence to the Founders' search for a way to neutralize the advantage presidential candidates would enjoy from their respective home states. Specifically, the delegates to the Constitutional Convention feared that electors would look favorably upon only presidential candidates from their own state, to the detriment of preferable continental figures who could better lead and unify the several states of the new union. The Framers successfully hurdled this favorite-son problem—or so they thought—by establishing an electoral device that required an elector to cast two votes for President, one of which had to count toward the tally of a candidate hailing from a state different from the elector's own. The Framers had a twofold impetus for creating this double-vote solution. First, to minimize the possibility of deadlock among electors, whose ballots for the election of a President required a majority vote. Second, in the words

20. U.S. Const. art. II, § 1, cl. 3.
21. N.Y. Const. art. XX (1777) ("And in the case of the impeachment of the governor, or his removal from office, death, resignation, or absence from the State, the lieutenant-governor shall exercise all the power and authority appertaining to the office of governor until another be chosen, or the governor absent or impeached shall return or be acquitted . . .").
22. U.S. Const. art. II, § 1, cl. 6 ("In Case of the Removal of the President from Office, or of his Death, Resignation, or Inability to discharge the Powers and Duties of the said Office, the Same shall devolve on the Vice President, and the Congress may by Law provide for the Case of Removal, Death, Resignation or Inability, both of the President and Vice President, declaring what Officer shall then act as President, and such Officer shall act accordingly, until the Disability be removed, or a President shall be elected.").
23. N.Y. Const. art. XX (1777) ("And such lieutenant-governor shall, by virtue of his office, be president of the senate, and, upon an equal division, have a casting voice in their decisions, but not vote on any other occasion.").
24. U.S. Const. art. I, § 3, cl. 4 ("The Vice President of the United States shall be President of the Senate, but shall have no Vote, unless they be equally divided.").
26. To consider whether the Framers may have been mistaken in their assessment, see infra Section III.B.
28. Witcover, supra note 1, at 14 ("Because it had been decided that election of the president would require a majority vote, a deadlock would result if each state cast all of its votes for a favorite-son—a not unreasonable assumption. To avoid the favorite-son problem, the convention struck on the idea that each
of Connecticut delegate Roger Sherman, to counteract the anticipated tendency of the electorate to “vote for some man in their own state” thus “never giv[ing] a majority of votes to any one man,” with the result that “the largest states will have the best chance for appointment.”

This latter motivation—recognizing that voters in a given state would possess insufficient information to measure the candidacies of out-of-state nominees and thus automatically support their home-state candidate, likely the only one personally known to them—figured prominently in the Founders’ calculations. Presidential historian James Ceasar explains that the elector’s first of two votes would almost certainly be cast for her favorite-son candidate but the second vote (reserved for a candidate from another state) would likely crystallize around one or more candidates of national stature, whose reputation and influence transcended the boundaries of their respective home states. Convention delegates—holding steadfastly to the notion of presidential selection immediately, or at least mediately, by the electorate—had envisioned only the most virtuous and politically disinterested “continental characters” vying for the Presidency. The intent of this double-vote device was therefore plain: to “give a boost to national candidates—respected statesmen who might be everyone’s second choice after the local favorite son.” Ever so skeptical, the Founders did not simply hope that this electoral system would lead to the election of a truly national President, whose appeal extended beyond the territorial confines of her home state. They added a further wrinkle to the double-vote device, reckoning that electors might otherwise feel strategically inclined to discard their second vote in order to assure the election of their favorite-son to the Presidency.

The new wrinkle was the Vice Presidency. Convention delegates aimed to discourage electors from throwing away their second vote by stipulating that the runner-up in the presidential race would become Vice President. Under the Founders’ plan, no elector would actually vote for a Vice President. Rather, all electors would

29. Ceasar, supra note 25, at 78 (“[T]he people will never be sufficiently informed of characters and besides will never give a majority of votes to any one man. They will generally vote for some man in their own state, and the largest states will have the best chance for appointment.”) (quoting Roger Sherman).

30. Akhil Reed Amar, Architecuture, 77 IND. L.J. 671, 688 (2002) (“Although voters in a given state would know enough to choose between leading state candidates for House races and for the governorship, these voters would likely lack information about which out-of-state figure would be best for the Presidency.”).


33. Martin S. Flaherty, The Most Dangerous Branch, 105 YALE L.J. 1725, 1785-86 (1996) (“The Convention opted for this indirect method partly to placate the advocates of vestigial state sovereignty and partly to insure that only the most virtuous, disinterested individuals—in Wilson’s phrase ‘Continental Characters’—would gain the office.”) (citations omitted).

cast two votes for President, one of which had to count toward a candidate from a different state.\textsuperscript{35} If any candidate earned a majority of the whole number of electors, she became President.\textsuperscript{36} If no candidate achieved a majority, the House of Representatives was to choose the winner by ballot, with the presidential candidate scoring the second highest popular vote total becoming Vice President (unless a tie resulted among runner-ups, in which case the Senate would choose the winner by ballot).\textsuperscript{37}

Thus, the Vice Presidency served the dual purpose of dissuading electors from jettisoning their second vote, and encouraging them to take seriously their mandate to cast two substantive votes. Faced with the task of filling the nation’s two highest executive offices—including one whose holder would succeed to the Presidency in the event of the President’s inability to serve—the electors, thought the Founders, “would have reason to cast their second votes for the best man from some other state rather than for a nonentity.”\textsuperscript{38} The Founders’ injection of the Vice Presidency into constitutional negotiations underscores the gravity of their insistence that an elector cast her second vote only after careful deliberation. And with reason, for after all the Vice Presidency would be filled by the presidential candidate who had garnered the second highest tally for President.\textsuperscript{39}

Looking back on the Founders’ deftness to keep the electors honest in the enterprise of selecting a chief executive, their strategy meaningfully attended to each of the principal democratic values served by the Vice Presidency: (1) popular consent; (2)

\begin{footnotesize}
36. \textit{id.} at 80.
37. The U.S. Constitution states:

\begin{quote}
The Electors shall meet in their respective States, and vote by Ballot for two Persons, of whom at least one shall not be an Inhabitant of the same State with themselves. And they shall make a List of all the Persons voted for, and of the Number of Votes for each; which List they shall sign and certify, and transmit sealed to the Seat of the Government of the United States, directed to the President of the Senate. The President of the Senate shall, in the Presence of the Senate and House of Representatives, open all the Certificates, and the Votes shall then be counted. The Person having the greatest Number of Votes shall be the President, if such Number be a Majority of the whole Number of Electors appointed; and if there be more than one who have such Majority, and have an equal Number of Votes, then the House of Representatives shall immediately choose by Ballot one of them for President; and if no Person have a Majority, then from the five highest on the List the said House shall in like Manner choose the President. But in chusing the President, the Votes shall be taken by States, the Representation from each State having one Vote; A quorum for this purpose shall consist of a Member or Members from two thirds of the States, and a Majority of all the States shall be necessary to a Choice. In every Case, after the Choice of the President, the Person having the greatest Number of Votes of the Electors shall be the Vice President. But if there should remain two or more who have equal Votes, the Senate shall chuse from them by Ballot the Vice President.
\end{quote}

art. II, § 1, cl. 3.


39. \textit{WITCOVER}, \textit{supra} note 1, at 14 (“In a large sense, it was from this solution to the potential favorite-son dilemma in presidential ballotling that the office of vice president was made part of the American political structure. And in it could be seen the clear intent of the Founding Fathers that its occupant be that person esteemed by his peers second only to the individual elected president, since each elector was to cast two votes for president, not one for president and the other for vice president. Thus, an elector’s second vote could not, or should not, have been cast cavalierly.”).
\end{footnotesize}
competence; and (3) stability. By naming the second-place presidential aspirant to the Vice Presidency, the Founders entrusted the office to a candidate who would in at least some measure be: (1) clothed in popular legitimacy; (2) regarded by the electorate as a competent leader capable of managing the affairs of the state; and (3) prepared to assume the reigns of power seamlessly without disruption in the event of the elected President’s inability to serve.

2. Presidential Vacancy

Delegates to the Constitutional Convention also appreciated the need to establish a mechanism by which to assure an orderly transition of power in the event of the President’s inability to serve. However, early discussions appeared to lack the necessary urgency that this significant matter of constitutional design probably should have commanded. Nevertheless, in due course the Framers elected to designate the Vice President as first successor to the President in the event of the President’s death, resignation, or inability to otherwise discharge the duties and responsibilities of the Presidency.

Presidential succession should probably have been an issue of the first order in deliberating the scope and function of the Vice Presidency, but the Convention relegated succession debate to secondary importance.40 The issue lay unresolved until the closing days of the revolutionary assembly.41 This does not suggest, however, that the constitutional drafting committees minimized the importance of the succession deliberations. The committees took the Vice Presidency quite seriously. This is evident in the Convention’s measured deliberation of a proposal to name the Chief Justice of the United States as successor to an incapacitated or deceased President.42 It is also evident in the work of the Committee of Eleven—consisting of delegates from each of the eleven former colonies represented at the Convention43—that incorporated into its draft succession provision a resolution put forth by Virginian delegate Edmund Randolph44 authorizing the Congress to designate an official order of succession.45 The proposal then made its way to the Committee on Style, which subsequently crafted what became the nation’s founding succession rule.46 But the Convention ultimately failed to provide a mechanism to fill a vice presidential vacancy occasioned when the Vice President succeeded to the Presidency.47

40. Id. at 17 (“The convention, ironically, seemed much more concerned with whether the vice president would serve as president of the Senate than with the infinitely more important matter of his succession to the presidency if fate or circumstance dictated.”).
41. Feerick, supra note 17, at 382.
44. For more on Randolph, see generally John J. Reardon, Edmond Randolph (1974).
45. Witcover, supra note 1, at 17-18.
46. Id.
47. Joel K. Goldstein, The New Constitutional Vice Presidency, 30 Wake Forest L. Rev. 505, 512 (1995) ("Moreover, if the framers thought the vice presidency uniquely suited to solve that riddle [of presidential succession], they would presumably have arranged to fill a vice presidential vacancy. The framers
Writing in The Federalist Papers, Alexander Hamilton defended the proposal to assign succession responsibilities to the Vice President over other possible successors. In view of the Vice President’s weighty role, wrote Hamilton, it was appropriate that she be selected in the same manner as the President. As reviewed above, the original method for selecting the President also produced the Vice President. But Hamilton’s enthusiasm for the succession provision may have blinded him to a not immaterial shortcoming in the Convention’s design of the Vice Presidency. Consider the text of the succession clause, which states that upon the President’s “[i]nability to discharge the Powers and Duties of [the Presidency], the Same shall devolve on the Vice President.” This passage reflects a latent ambiguity as to whether the Vice President—upon succeeding to the Presidency—actually becomes President or merely acts as President. The provision leaves unclear whether “the Same” refers to “office” of the Presidency or simply to the “powers and duties” of the Presidency. Nonetheless, despite its arguably careless wordsmithship, the Convention adopted the clause by a vote of eight to two.

Ambiguity aside—which, by the way, endured until the twentieth century—the Framers exhibited farsightedness and political acumen in choosing the Vice President to succeed to the Presidency when circumstances so dictated. Three reasons bear this out. First, the choice furthered the interest of stability insofar as the Framers put the electorate and foreign observers on notice that a pre-selected individual would assume the leadership of the nation in the event that the sitting leader became unable to serve. Second, as an officer whose functions would place her in both the executive and legislative spheres of government, the Vice President would acquire a certain competence that would serve her in good stead should she be called to manage the affairs of state. Finally, the selection of the Vice President as successor to the

made no such provision.”).


49. THE FEDERALIST No. 68, at 366 (Alexander Hamilton) (J.R. Pole, ed., 2005) (“The other consideration is, that as the vice-president may occasionally become a substitute for the president, in the supreme executive magistracy, all the reasons, which recommend the mode of election prescribed for the one, apply with great, if not with equal force to the manner of appointing the other.”).

50. See supra Subsection II.A.1 for a discussion on presidential selection.

51. U.S. CONST. art. II, § 1, cl. 6 (stating further that “the Congress may by Law provide for the Case of Removal, Death, Resignation or Inability, both of the President and Vice President, declaring what Officer shall then act as President, and such Officer shall act accordingly, until the Disability be removed, or a President shall be elected.”).

52. Joel Goldstein acknowledges this ambiguity but concludes from his study of Convention debates that the Framers intended the Vice President simply to act—and not become—President. See GOLDSTEIN, supra note 7, at 203-04 (“Study of the records of the Constitutional Congress makes clear that the framers intended the Vice President merely to ‘discharge the powers and duties’ of the President in all situations.”); Goldstein, supra note 47, at 517 (“If the textual argument is not dispositive, the debates at the Convention reveal the framers’ intent that the Vice President simply act as, but not become, President.”).

53. Goldstein, supra note 42, at 789.

54. The ambiguity besieging the phrase “the same,” for instance, whether it referred broadly to the actual “office” of the Presidency or narrowly to the “powers and duties,” was first clarified by bold presidential action and ultimately by constitutional amendment. See infra Section III.B.2.
Presidency demonstrates the Framers’ conviction that the moral leader of the nation should be sustained by popular consent. In view of the Founders’ original electoral design—which selected the President and Vice President pursuant to the same electoral mechanism—both the sitting President and a Vice President succeeding to the Presidency could rest their authority to govern upon some measure of democratic legitimacy.

3. Senate Leadership

Having created the executive office of the Vice Presidency, the Founding Fathers appropriately thought it necessary to charge its occupant with at least one official function. Though the Vice Presidency had been designated a member of the executive branch, her only role was to serve patiently as first successor to the President. Seeking to expand the Vice President’s responsibilities, the Framers sealed the void with the Presidency of the Senate. As Senate President, the Vice President’s principal function—as envisioned by the Framers—would be to cast the final ballot in the event of a tie among the sitting members of the Senate, a task whose value Congress debated at great length when weighing whether or not to pay the Vice President an annual salary. Several considerations figured prominently in the Framers’ thinking on naming the Vice President to lead the Senate, particularly the risk of diluting the vote of duly elected Senators. However, this anxiety proved misplaced. What should have instead given pause to the Senate was the prospect of conflicting allegiances coming to bear upon the Senate President.

The Framers expressly rejected the suggestion that sitting Senators should elect the Senate President. Their primary motivation for choosing otherwise was to ensure that a preferably impartial officer would intervene to bring about a “definitive resolution of the body” in the event of a stalemate among voting Senators. Thus, in accounting for the contingency of a tie in the Senate, convention delegates preferred not to devolve this power unto a sitting Senator because the practical result would have been to either confer an additional vote upon a state or withhold from a state its justly deserved participation in the resolution of a Senate ballot.

Had the Framers named a sitting Senator to preside over the Senate and cast a tie-breaking vote when the Senators were deadlocked, two possibilities—both inequitable—would have arisen. First, the Senator-named-President would cast two votes, the first on the issue brought to the Senate floor, and the second to break a tie

55. U.S. CONST. art. I, § 3, cl. 4 (“The Vice President of the United States shall be President of the Senate, but shall have no Vote, unless they be equally divided.”).


57. John F. Manning, Not Proved: Some Lingering Questions About Legislative Succession to the Presidency, 48 STAN. L. REV. 141, 149 n.46 (1995) (“It is worth noting that in the Convention the principal alternative to a Vice President appeared to be a President of the Senate selected from among the Senators.”).

58. THE FEDERALIST No. 68, at 366 (Alexander Hamilton) (J.R. Pole, ed., 2005) (“It has been alleged, that it would have been preferable to have authorised the senate to elect out of their own body an officer, answering to that description. But two considerations seem to justify the ideas of the convention in this respect. One is, that to secure at all times the possibility of a definitive resolution of the body, it is necessary that the president should have only a casting vote.”).
where circumstances so warranted. This would have conferred an unfair advantage of overrepresentation upon the Senate President’s home state. Alternatively, the Senator concurrently presiding over the chamber would have been prevented from casting a ballot on Senate resolutions, bills, and other official business unless a tie among voting Senators should ever happen to materialize. Convention delegates raised this very objection, protesting that “if an elected senator presided over the Senate regularly and voted only in the event of a tie, the state from which he came would be deprived of a vote on all other occasions.”

In the words of Hamilton, this would have unwisely exchanged “a constant for a contingent vote.”

The Framers found both options equally imprudent. Either the Senate President’s home state would receive an enlarged franchise, in which case it would unjustly amplify the voice of one state over the others—in the process weakening the vote of the other states—or the Senate President’s home state would find itself virtually divested of its full and equitable representation. Each option displayed variations on the same debilitating liability: uniformly subverting the stated motivation in designing the Senate as a deliberative body anchored in the principle of equal representation, in contrast to the model of proportional representation that underpinned the House of Representatives. As a solution to the puzzle of the Senate Presidency, the Founders therefore installed the Vice President, a stand-alone officer whose vote would, in theory at least, neither diminish nor augment any one state’s representation.

Yet by endowing the Vice President with the Senate leadership, the Framers failed to foresee instances in which the Vice President would be conflicted in her role as President of the Senate. For instance, as Bruce Ackerman and David Fontana demonstrate, it was a flagrant misstep to permit the Vice President, as Senate President, to preside over the electoral vote count. This creates a particularly disquieting situation as a matter of political optics, given that a sitting Vice President presiding over the Senate may not infrequently find herself in the position of opening certificates and counting electoral votes cast for herself and her opponent in a presidential race.

59. Witcover, supra note 1, at 15.

60. The Federalist No. 68, at 366 (Alexander Hamilton) (J.R. Pole, ed., 2005) (“And to take the senator of any state from his seat as senator, to place him in that of president of the senate, would be to exchange, in regard to the state from which he came, a constant for a contingent vote.”).

61. The Federalist No. 62, at 332 (James Madison) (J.R. Pole, ed., 2005) (“If indeed it be right, that among a people thoroughly incorporated into one nation, every district ought to have a proportional share in the government; and that among independent and sovereign states bound together by a simple league, the parties, however unequal in size, ought to have an equal share in the common councils, it does not appear to be without some reason, that in a compound republic partaking both of the national and federal character, the government ought to be founded on a mixture of the principles of proportional and equal representation.”).


63. See, e.g., Michael J. Glennon, Nine Ways to Avoid a Train Wreck: How Title 3 Should be Changed, 23 Cardozo L. Rev. 1159, 1187 (2002) (“This can lead to a massive conflict of interest when the Vice President is also a candidate for President.”); James C. Ho, Running for the White House from the Hill, 7 Green Bag 2d 205, 205 (2004) (“The potential for conflicts of interest is obvious.”).

64. See Lynne H. Rambo, The Lawyers’ Role in Selecting the President: A Complete Legal History of
Nonetheless, it remains the case today—as in the first presidential election of 1789—
that the Vice President as Senate President counts the Electoral College votes and
Tabulates the score in the presence of members of Congress. Several sitting Vice
Presidents have had the delicious pleasure of declaring themselves the winner of the
Presidency, including most recently George H.W. Bush. Others, perhaps most
Prominently Al Gore, have experienced the sorrow of announcing that their fellow
citizens had opted to elect a bitter adversary as President.

Together, these three issues conspired to convince the Founders that the nation
would be better served with an understudy. Principally, the Vice Presidency arose as
an answer to the Framers' pursuit of a system of presidential selection that would
Neutralize the advantage that presidential candidates would enjoy from their respective
Home states. Filling a presidential vacancy in the event of the President's inability to
Serve also played a role in the creation of the Vice Presidency, as did the need to give
the Vice President an official function beyond simply preparing for misfortune to befall
the President and tragedy to strike the nation.

B. Dissenting Voices

But the call for a Vice Presidency was far from harmonious. Amid burgeoning
Support for the creation of the office, dissenting voices resounded discernibly through
the halls of the Constitutional Convention. The anti-Federalists, standing in fierce
opposition to the Federalists, refused to accede to any constitutional measure that
Threatened to undermine the otherwise strict delineation of popular authority that
Sustained each of the executive, legislative, and judicial spheres, together constituting
the three principal organs of government.

The anti-Federalists were a group of statesmen who opposed the Constitution for
several reasons: (1) concern that the federal courts would abuse the power of
constitutional interpretation; (2) the unacceptable exclusion of natural rights from the

and counting votes).

65. The Constitution directs the Senate President to preside over the chamber in a joint session of
Congress, where she opens all Electoral College certificates and counts votes for the Presidency. U.S. Const.
art. II, § 1, cl. 3.


67. One scholar describes this scenario as one that only "[a]n unusually imaginative author might have

68. The case of Richard Nixon as Senate President in 1961 illustrates the awkward and prickly
circumstances under which a sitting Vice President must announce that the people have sent his presidential
rival to the White House. See Jack M. Balkin, Bush v. Gore and the Boundary Between Law and Politics, 110
Yale L.J. 1407, 1421 n.55 (2001) (recounting Nixon's decision as Senate President to count Hawaii's votes in
favor of his Democratic opponent, John F. Kennedy, even as the validity of Kennedy's victory remained in
doubt).

69. Jane Rutherford, The Myth of Due Process, 72 B.U. L. Rev. 1, 16 (1992); see also Raoul Berger,
prevailed over anti-Federalists "on the basis of assurances that the dread of illimitable power was groundless").
Constitution;\textsuperscript{70} (3) constraint on future generations by overzealous predecessors;\textsuperscript{71} (4) the absence of a Bill of Rights to check the central government;\textsuperscript{72} and (5) a belief that far-reaching constitutional change—like the wholesale revision diagrammed by the new Constitution—would prove unwise.\textsuperscript{73}

In the eyes of the anti-Federalists, the Federalists’ model of the Vice Presidency—a nominally executive office whose occupant at once stands poised to succeed the Presidency while serving as President of the Senate—put in irreparable peril the fundamental separation of powers doctrine. The anti-Federalists remained so committed to keeping executive and legislative powers actually and symbolically detached from one another that their member Senators did not acknowledge the vice presidential role of the nation’s first Vice President, John Adams, instead recognizing him only as Senate President when he presided over the chamber.\textsuperscript{74} Beneath this ostensible reverence for formality lay the anti-Federalist fear of the executive

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item\textsuperscript{70} Frederick Mark Gedicks, The “Embarrassing” Section 134, 2003 BYU L. REV. 959, 966-67 (2003).
\item\textsuperscript{71} William Michael Treanor & Gene B. Sperling, Prospective Overruling and the Revival of “Unconstitutional” Statutes, 93 COLUM. L. REV. 1902, 1942 (1993) (“Anti-Federalists, for example, opposed the Constitution in part on the grounds that its flexibility and purported ability to adapt to the future was a weakness, not a strength. They claimed that the dead hand control that the Constitution represented would unfairly burden future generations; better to have a time-bound constitution that would be repealed, rather than one that sought to constrain governmental decision-making for all time.”).
\item\textsuperscript{72} Lee J. Strang, The Meaning of “Religion” in the First Amendment, 40 DUQ. L. REV. 181, 232 (2002); Sol Wachtler, Judging the Ninth Amendment, 59 FORDHAM L. REV. 597, 600 (1991) (“The anti-federalists seized upon the omission of a bill of rights as a reason to oppose the ratification of the Constitution.”). See also James Huffman, Governing America’s Resources: Federalism in the 1980s, 12 ENVTL. L. 863, 869 (1982) (“The Anti-Federalists opposed the Constitution not only because they believed it threatened the future viability of the states, but also because they believed that state governments were less likely to infringe upon and more likely to protect the rights of individuals.”).
\item\textsuperscript{73} Charles Fried, Foreword: Revolutions?, 109 HARV. L. REV. 13, 22-23 (1995) (“The Anti-Federalists who opposed the Philadelphia draft felt that constitutional change should be limited to revision of the Articles of Confederation, as envisioned by the original charge to the Philadelphia Convention.”). The Anti-Federalists opposed the Constitution for a number of other reasons. See, e.g., Carl A. Auerbach, Is Government the Problem or the Solution?, 33 SAN DIEGO L. REV. 495, 497 (1996) (maintaining that “the Anti-Federalists, who opposed ratification, argued for a state-centered federalism”); Richard S. Kay, Adherence to the Original Intentions in Constitutional Adjudication: Three Objections and Responses, 82 NW. U. L. REV. 226, 264 n.172 (1988) (“The Anti-Federalists bitterly opposed the Constitution, in part, because they felt it was vague and indefinite.”); Robert G. Natelson, A Reminder: The Constitutional Values of Sympathy and Independence, 91 KY. L.J. 353, 388 (2002) (“Anti-Federalists opposed the new Constitution in part because they believed it would foster dependence.”); Jennifer Nedelsky, Democracy, Justice, and the Multiplicity of Voices: Alternatives to the Federalist Vision, 84 NW. U. L. REV. 232, 240 (1989) (stating that “one of the reasons the Anti-Federalists opposed the new Constitution was that it would create gross disparities of wealth”); James Etienne Viator, The Losers Know Best the Meaning of the Game: What the Anti-Federalists Can Teach Us About Race-Based Congressional Districts, 1 LOY. J. PUB. INT. L. 1, 21-22 (2000) (explaining that “the Anti-Federalists also opposed the Constitution’s system of representation because they feared it would lead to the exclusion of the lower and middle classes from what nowadays we would describe as the right to an effective vote—that is, the ability to elect one of their own”).
\item\textsuperscript{74} David P. Currie, The Constitution in Congress: The First Congress and the Structure of Government, 1789-1791, 2 U. CHI. L. SCH. ROUNDTABLE 161, 168 (1995) (“An important symbolic issue was at stake, however, when Adams insisted on signing official Senate documents as ‘John Adams, Vice President.’ ‘Sir,’ Maclay recorded himself as saying, ‘we know you not as Vice President within this House. As President of the Senate only do we know you, as President of the Senate only can you sign or authenticate any Act of that body.’”) (citation omitted).
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
overpowering the legislature through the Vice Presidency—precisely the opposite apprehension of Federalists, who worried that the legislature would smother the executive.75 Incidentally, the anti-Federalists’ concern has yet to materialize.76

1. Permissive Fusion

Federalist and anti-Federalists both subscribed to a similar theory of separate government powers. Both feared the concentration of disparate government functions in the hands of any one of the three branches, and both therefore thought it prudent to establish checks and balances that granted each branch of government certain preventive powers over the others.77 However, the Federalists and anti-Federalists diverged in mediating the elusive balance between, on the one hand, applying an exacting rule of separated powers that zealously defended the boundary demarcating one sphere of governmental authority from another and, on the other, adhering to a more permissive standard that accommodated the changing conditions of the day while not straying so perceptibly far from the tenets of separation as to disembowel the doctrine of any substantive meaning. Anti-federalists were resolutely perched on the side of strict separation. Federalists lay somewhere in the middle.

Despite their passionate good faith efforts, anti-Federalists could not persuade Federalists of the imprudence of authorizing the Vice President to serve concurrently in the executive branch as an officer of the administration and presidential successor, and in the legislative branch as Senate President. The anti-Federalists’ failure to win over the Federalists is not attributable to the Federalists’ indifference to the separation of powers doctrine, but rather to Federalists’ particular rendering of the doctrine, which allowed for greater nodes of interchange among the branches than was commonly advanced in anti-Federalist circles. To be sure, the Federalists regarded separated governmental powers as a necessary feature of republican government, a “powerful means” to cultivate its virtues while also palliating its deficiencies.78 Indeed, the

---

75. See THE FEDERALIST No. 49, at 275 (James Madison) (J.R. Pole, ed., 2005) (“We have seen that the tendency of republican governments is to an aggrandizement of the legislative, at the expense of the other departments.”); THE FEDERALIST No. 48, at 268, 269 (James Madison) (J.R. Pole, ed., 2005) (“The legislative department is every where extending the sphere of its activity, and drawing all power into its impetuous vortex. . . . [I]t is against the enterprising ambition of this department, that the people ought to indulge all their jealousy and exhaust all their precautions.”); see also THE FEDERALIST No. 71, at 383 (Alexander Hamilton) (J.R. Pole, ed., 2005) (calling attention to “the tendency of the legislative authority to absorb every other”); THE FEDERALIST No. 73, at 392 (Alexander Hamilton) (J.R. Pole, ed., 2005) (referring to “[t]he propensity of the legislative department to intrude upon the rights, and to absorb the powers of the other departments”).

76. William S. Jordan, III, Legislative History and Statutory Interpretation: The Relevance of English Practice, 29 U.S.F. L. REV. 1, 23 n.138 (1994) (“One possible formal source of executive control during the legislative process is the role of the Vice President as President of the Senate, but this has not been a source of significant power for the executive branch.”).


78. THE FEDERALIST No. 9, at 42 (Alexander Hamilton) (J.R. Pole, ed., 2005) (“The efficacy of various principles is now well understood, which were either not known at all, or imperfectly known to the ancients. The regular distribution of power into distinct departments—the introduction of legislative balances and checks—the institution of courts composed of judges, holding their offices during good behaviour—the representation of the people in the legislature by deputies of their own election—these are either wholly new
Federalists rejected any effort to enshrine only nominal separation in the Constitution and likewise let it be known that any evidence of fusion of powers in the proposed Constitution would marshal their bitter disapproval.

Under Federalist philosophy, the two signposts of the separation of powers doctrine were functional separation and genuine independence. On the first tenet, "where the whole power of one department is exercised by the same hands which possess the whole power of another department, the fundamental principles of a free constitution, are subverted." In addition to foreclosing the direct and complete control by one branch over the powers constitutionally retained by another, the second tenet of Federalist separation of powers doctrine forbade "an overruling influence" possessed by one over another.

Yet the Federalists exhibited a certain permissiveness on separated powers, recognizing the sheer impossibility of keeping the executive, legislative, and judicial arms of government fully separate from one another. At the time, the existing constitutions of the several colonies—which uniformly exhibited a certain measure of fused powers—largely informed the Founders' adoption of this pragmatic approach to constitutional theory and practice. When measured against the state constitutions, the proposed Federal Constitution was generally more deferential to the separation of powers doctrine and reflected fewer instances of fused governmental powers, each of which the Federalists could readily tolerate in view of the larger purpose served.

The Federalists—citing, for example, the difficulty of ensuring separate and self-standing mechanisms for appointments to the various branches of government—nevertheless insisted that "each department must have a will of its own," but also understood that the practical administration of government would require some measure overlapping authority and "some deviations therefore from the [separation of discoveries, or have made their principal progress toward perfection in modern times.").

79. The Federalist No. 71, 383 (Alexander Hamilton) (J.R. Pole, ed., 2005) ("To what purpose separate the executive, or the judiciary, from the legislative, if both the executive and the judiciary are so constituted as to be at the absolute devotion of the legislative? Such a separation must be merely nominal, and incapable of producing the ends for which it was established.").

80. The Federalist No. 47, at 261-62 (James Madison) (J.R. Pole, ed., 2005) ("Were the federal constitution therefore really chargeable with this accumulation of power or with a mixture of powers having a dangerous tendency to such an accumulation, no further arguments would be necessary to inspire a universal reprobation of the system.").

81. The Federalist No. 71, at 383 (Alexander Hamilton) (J.R. Pole, ed., 2005) ("The same rule, which teaches the propriety of a partition between the various branches of power, teaches us likewise that this partition ought to be so contrived as to render the one independent from the other.").


83. The Federalist No. 48, at 268 (James Madison) (J.R. Pole, ed., 2005) ("It is agreed on all sides, that the powers properly belonging to one of the departments, ought not to be directly and completely administered by either of the other departments. It is equally evident, that neither of them ought to possess directly or indirectly, an overruling influence over the others in the administration of their respective powers.").

84. The Federalist No. 47, at 264 (James Madison) (J.R. Pole, ed., 2005) ("If we look into the constitutions of the several states we find that notwithstanding the emphatical, and in some instances, the unqualified terms in which this axiom has been laid down, there is not a single instance in which the several departments of power have been kept absolutely separate and distinct.").
powers] principle must be admitted." As additional examples, Federalists pointed to the presidential treaty-making power requiring a supermajority of concurring Senators for ratification—thought to foster "the intermixture of powers"—and to the Constitution's designation of the Senate as the court of impeachments, a constitutional provision that purportedly "confound[ed] legislative and judicial authorities in the same body." In response to the former, Federalists advanced an exception to the strict rule of separate powers for the treaty-making prerogative because this necessary intersection of presidential and senatorial action fulfilled what was, at its core, a contract binding the United States to a sister nation. Thus a treaty differed, argued the Federalists, from the laws that the Senate passed and the President executed in the normal course of their respective duties. In reconciling the latter, the Federalists argued that the uniqueness of impeachment trumped the model of strict separation of powers such that getting impeachment right as a matter of constitutional design and workable administration warranted a certain measure of intermingling between the legislative and judicial functions.

Federalist philosophy on separating powers was practical yet nonetheless firmly moored in theory. Whereas Federalists endorsed just as exacting a demarcation between governmental powers as the anti-Federalists, in the overwhelming majority of

85. Madison explained:
In order to lay a due foundation for that separate and distinct exercise of the different powers of government, which to a certain extent, is admitted on all hands to be essential to the preservation of liberty, it is evident that each department should have a will of its own; and consequently should be so constituted, that the members of each should have as little agency as possible in the appointment of the members of the others. Where this principle rigorously adhered to, it would require that all the appointments for the supreme executive, legislative, and judiciary magistracies, should be drawn from the same foundation of authority, the people, through channels having no communication whatever with one another. Perhaps such a plan of constructing the several departments would be less difficult in practice than it may in contemplation appear. Some difficulties however, and some additional expense, would attend the execution of it. Some deviations, therefore, from the principle must be admitted.


86. U.S. Const. art. II, § 2, cl. 2 ("[The President] shall have Power, by and with the Advice and Consent of the Senate, to make Treaties, provided two thirds of the Senators present concur . . .").


88. U.S. Const. art. I, § 3, cl. 6 ("The Senate shall have the sole Power to try all Impeachments.").


90. See The Federalist No. 75, at 400 (Alexander Hamilton) (J.R. Pole, ed., 2005) ("Its objects are CONTRACTS with foreign nations, which have the force of law, but derive it from the obligations of good faith. They are not rules prescribed by the sovereign to the subject, but agreements between sovereign and sovereign.").

91. The Federalist No. 66, at 354 (Alexander Hamilton) (J.R. Pole, ed., 2005) ("This partial intermixture is even in some cases not only proper, but necessary to the mutual defence of the several members of the government, against each other. An absolute or qualified negative in the executive, upon the acts of the legislative body, is admitted by the ablest adepts in political science, to be an indefensible barrier against the encroachments of the latter upon the former.").

92. The Federalist No. 47, at 262 (James Madison) (J.R. Pole, ed., 2005) (stating that "[t]he oracle who is always consulted and cited on [the theory of separation of powers] is the celebrated Montesquieu" and comparing the theoretical dimensions of the British doctrine of fused powers with existing state constitutions exhibiting the rudiments of separate powers).
circumstances, the Federalists' pragmatic model of republican government was sufficiently supple as to permit "a partial intermixture of those departments for special purposes."93 One such special purpose was the office of the Vice Presidency. Federalists favored vesting the administrative leadership of the Senate in the hands of the Vice President, if only because the Vice President required some official function to discharge alongside serving as a ceremonial deputy to the President.94

But anti-Federalists argued otherwise, particularly through primary spokespersons George Mason95 and Elbridge Gerry.96 Mason held firm to his conviction that the Vice President should not simultaneously serve as Senate President for three reasons: (1) separated governmental powers was an inviolable principle; (2) merging the roles of Vice President and Senate President risked compromising the independence of the Senate; and (3) under no justifiable theory may one give an undue advantage to the Vice President's home state, which could occur when the Vice President casts a tie-breaking vote during Senate deliberations.97 As an alternative to appointing the Vice President as Senate President, Mason proposed the converse: appointing the President of the Senate as Vice President.98 Federalists duly considered this idea,99 but ultimately rejected it.100 Gerry was equally candid about his views on the Vice Presidency.

93. **The Federalist** No. 66, at 354 (Alexander Hamilton) (J.R. Pole, ed., 2005) ("The true meaning of this maxim has been discussed and ascertained in another place, and has been shown to be entirely compatible with a partial intermixture of those departments for special purposes, preserving them in the main distinct and unconnected.").


97. **The Anti-Federalist Papers and the Constitutional Convention Debates** 171, 174 (Ralph Ketcham ed., 1986) ("Colonel Mason, thought the office of vice president an encroachment on the rights of the Senate; and that it mixed too much the Legislative and Executive, which as well as the Judiciary departments, ought to be kept as separate as possible. . . . Hence also sprung that unnecessary officer the vice president, who for want of other employment is made president of the Senate, thereby dangerously blending the executive and legislative powers, besides always giving to some one of the States an unnecessary and unjust preeminence over the others.").


99. **The Federalist** No. 68, at 366 (Alexander Hamilton) (J.R. Pole, ed., 2005) ("It has been alleged, that it would have been preferable to have authorised the senate to elect out of their own body an officer, answering to that description.").

100. On August 6, 1787, the Constitutional Convention's Committee of Detail recommended that "the Senate shall choose its own President" and that the Senate president would succeed to the Presidency where
Fearing that conferring a legislative function to an executive officer would emasculate the very foundation of American constitutionalism, Gerry expressed his dissatisfaction with what he regarded as the Federalists’ brazen defiance of the separation of powers doctrine, declaring that they “might as well put the President himself as head of the legislature.”

2. Compromise and Concession

Federalists gave due audience to anti-Federalist objections that the Vice Presidency was a “superfluous, if not mischievous” office that diluted the force and effect of other innovations emerging in the Convention’s pioneering project of constitutional design. But Federalists could not be convinced that the threat posed by innocuously merging the executive and legislative domains in the person of the Vice President so far prevailed over the countervailing suitability of the Vice President to the role of Senate President as to demand either the abolition of the Vice Presidency entirely or its amendment in part. Federalists did, however, yield on at least two important separation of powers scores: (1) vice presidential liability for libel; and (2) Senate Presidency during presidential impeachment.

First, although the Vice President is (at least nominally) a member of the Senate and (in the exercise of her duties unmistakably) one of its officers, she is of course not a Senator. Consequently, the Constitution bars a Vice President from retreating to the constitutional protections expressly enumerated for legislators, meaning, for instance, that she may not brandish the congressional speech privilege clause as a shield to civil actions brought against her for libel. Second, the Constitution designates the Senate as the sole court of impeachment. Anticipating that impeachment would be a rare and momentous occasion in American history, delegates to the Constitutional

---


103. U.S. Const. art. I, § 6, cl. 1 (“The Senators and Representatives shall receive a Compensation for their services, to be ascertained by Law, and paid out of the Treasury of the United States. They shall in all Cases, except Treason, Felony and Breach of the Peace, be privileged from Arrest during their Attendance at the Session of their respective Houses, and in going to and returning from the same; and for any Speech or Debate in either House, they shall not be questioned in any other Place.”) (emphasis added).

104. But see Akhil Reed Amar, Constitutional Redundancies and Clarifying Clauses, 33 Val. U. L. Rev. 1, 17 n.40 (1998) (stating “the Vice President must obviously be immune from a libel suit for things he says in the Senate, even though he is not, strictly speaking, a Senator covered by the words of the Article I speech clause . . . .”).

Convention disrobed the Vice President of her legislative function to preside over the Senate in a presidential impeachment trial.\textsuperscript{106} Surely this tip of the hat to anti-Federalists made sense in and of itself, particularly given that, otherwise, the Vice President would have been thrust into the delicate—and clearly gainful—position of presiding over a trial that could serve as her own veritable springboard to the Presidency.\textsuperscript{107} One can therefore understand the reasoning driving the Framers’ removal of the Vice President and their consequent selection of the Chief Justice of the United States to preside over presidential impeachments.\textsuperscript{108} One can make even further sense of this forced vice presidential recusal by reference to the Founding period, during which, Akhil Amar underscores, unlike the modern era “Presidents did not hand-pick their Vice-Presidents, who were more likely to be rivals than partners.”\textsuperscript{109}

Each of these provisions confirms that there was a ceiling to the Federalists’ permissiveness on adhering to the doctrine of separating governmental powers. The first compromise—vice presidential liability for libel—provides that the Vice President may act as Senate President but she is not an actual member of the Senate insofar as she is not entitled to invoke certain legislative protections that extend as a matter of course only to members of Congress. The second compromise—shifting the Senate Presidency during presidential impeachment—sends the similar message that the Vice President, although she is President of the Senate, may not assume the full scope of the official powers of the Senate Presidency when doing so would stretch the tolerable bounds of even a permissive rendering of the separation of powers doctrine. Coupled with the Federalists’ broad endorsement of separate government powers and their corresponding rejection of fused government powers except in narrowly circumscribed

\textsuperscript{106} But whether the Vice President may preside over his own impeachment remains an unsolved puzzle. Compare Michael Stokes Paulsen, Someone Should Have Told Spiro Agnew, 14 CONST. COMMENT 245, 245-46 (1997) (arguing that Vice President may preside over own impeachment), and Richard M. Pious, The Intersection of Constitutional and Popular Law, 43 ST. LOUIS U. L.J. 859, 862 n.15 (1999) (“A vice president who is impeached could claim the right to preside over his own trial since he is also the president of the Senate.”), with Joel K. Goldstein, Can the Vice President Preside at his Own Impeachment Trial?: A Critique of Bare Textualism, 44 ST. LOUIS U. L.J. 849, 870 (2000) (concluding that “[t]he Constitution would not support an effort of a vice president to preside over his own impeachment”). However, the 1777 Constitution of New York, whose lieutenant-governorship inspired the Founders’ creation of the Vice Presidency, set forth less ambiguous language on this question. N.Y. CONST. art. XXI (1777) (“That whenever the government shall be administered by the lieutenant-governor, or he shall be unable to attend as president of the Senate, the senators shall have power to elect one of their own members to the office of president of the Senate, which he shall exercise pro hac vice. And if, during such vacancy of the office of governor, the lieutenant-governor shall be impeached, displaced, resign, die, or be absent from the State, the president of the Senate shall, in like manner as the lieutenant-governor, administer the government, until others shall be elected by the suffrage of the people, at the succeeding election.”).

\textsuperscript{107} Akhil Reed Amar, A Few Thoughts on Constitutionalism, Textualism, and Populism, 65 FORDHAM L. REV. 1657, 1661 (1997) (stating that the Chief Justice presides in presidential impeachments “[b]ecause otherwise the presiding officer would ordinarily be the Vice President, who is \textit{ex officio} President of the Senate and he should not be presiding in a trial that could vault him into the oval office”).

\textsuperscript{108} See U.S. CONST. art. 1, § 3, cl. 6. Furthermore, “[n]o Person shall be convicted without the Concurrence of two thirds of the Members present.” \textit{Id}.

\textsuperscript{109} Akhil Reed Amar, On Impeaching Presidents, 28 HOFSTRA L. REV. 291, 312 (1999); see also Brian C. Kalt, Note, Pardon Me?: The Constitutional Case Against Presidential Self-Pardons, 106 YALE L.J. 779, 794-95 (1996) (“Especially since the Vice President originally could have been an adversary of the President, this self-interest and potential disloyalty would have posed a conflict.”).
instances, these compromises uncover the not insignificant effort the Framers devoted to the design of the Vice Presidency.

III. EVOLUTION

The Vice Presidency has evolved along several axes—substance, structure, and politics—since the founding. Substantively, Presidents have made progressively greater use of their deputies in the development and marketing of domestic and foreign policy. Structurally, constitutional amendments have both directly and diagonally visited important modifications to the office. Politically, ticket balancing and other strategic considerations have dramatically changed the modalities of vice presidential selection. The substantive, structural, and political transformation of the Vice Presidency is best assessed as an interlaced series of occurrences, which, together, illustrate the increasing transnational profile of the Vice Presidency.

A. Substantive Function

For most of American history, Vice Presidents have been consigned to a largely ceremonial role devoid of any real involvement in the functioning of government and the elaboration of national policy.\textsuperscript{110} The Vice Presidency has long been an easy target for critics, with some questioning the utility of the office\textsuperscript{111} and others viewing it with pity and derisory humor.\textsuperscript{112} Colorful misanthropists have even included sitting Presidents and Vice Presidents themselves. For instance, John Adams, the nation’s first Vice President, felt powerless and often ignored in his office,\textsuperscript{113} calling the Vice Presidency “the most insignificant office that ever the invention of man contrived or his imagination conceived.”\textsuperscript{114} One hundred and fifty years later, little seemed to have changed as Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s understudy, John Nance Garner, remarked that accepting the vice presidential nomination was “the worst damn fool mistake I ever made.”\textsuperscript{115} In the 1960s, President John F. Kennedy said that his Vice President,

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{110} See Brian Lamb, Vice Presidential Haunts, CHI. TRIB., Sept. 22, 2002, at C1 (“Their [the Vice Presidents’] job was to help the president get elected. Success at that task consigned them to attending funerals and fairs, making speeches and wondering whether history would ever call for them to step forward into the top post.”).
  \item \textsuperscript{111} See generally William B. Welsh, The Not-So-Imperial Vice-Presidency, 21 PERSP. ON POL. SCI. 23, 26-28 (1992) (arguing that occupants of Vice Presidency would have made greater contribution to nation in other capacity); see also Richard E. Neustadt, Training Time, NEW REPUBLIC, June 21, 1999, at 26 (“Until the 1950s, American vice presidents had been in the position of crown princes in most monarchies: confined to asking daily, as one of ours once said, about the ruler’s health and otherwise excluded from the real business of government.”).
  \item \textsuperscript{112} See, e.g., Ralph Z. Hallow, Edward’s Goal Now a More Potent Post, WASH. TIMES, Oct. 5, 2004, at A8 (“But for most of its history, the office has been the butt of jokes such as the story of two sons: one who went to sea and the other who became vice president. Neither was ever heard of again.”); Todd S. Purdum, The Most Insignificant Office, N.Y. TIMES UPFRONT, Apr. 26, 2004, available at 2004 WLNR 9604671 (“For much of American history, the vice presidency has been more a target for jokes than a sought after job.”).
  \item \textsuperscript{113} John E. Ferling, An Office of Unprofitable Dignity, AM. HIS. ILLUSTRATED, Mar. 1989, at 12.
  \item \textsuperscript{114} Editorial, The Importance of the No. 2 Candidates, CINCINNATI ENQUIRER, Oct. 5, 2004, at 6C (“John Adams, the nation’s first vice president, called the job ‘the most insignificant office that ever the invention of man contrived or his imagination conceived.’
  \item \textsuperscript{115} Dennis Rogers, No. 2 Job isn’t Worth it, NEWS & OBSERVER (Raleigh), July 7, 2004, at B1
\end{itemize}
Lyndon B. Johnson, had “the worst job in Washington.” 116 When Johnson later succeeded to the Presidency, he could not help but follow Kennedy’s example of debasing the Vice Presidency. 117 And as recently as the 2004 presidential election, Senator John McCain conveyed a similar lack of enthusiasm, likening the vice presidential nomination to being “fed scraps.” 118 

Yet these criticisms belie the gradually increasing prominence of the Vice Presidency since the founding. One measure of the maturation of the office is its steady advance toward and ultimately into influential circles. As early as 1791, and continuing intermittently throughout the nineteenth century, Vice Presidents have participated in cabinet meetings and have consulted with various cabinet secretaries pursuant to presidential instructions, though only in 1921 did a Vice President first attend cabinet meetings as an official member, in this case Calvin Coolidge participating at the invitation of President Warren G. Harding. 119 Franklin Delano Roosevelt subsequently elevated the status of the Vice Presidency by tasking his first deputy, John Nance Garner, with the responsibility of serving as a liaison between executive and legislative officials. 120 Roosevelt later assigned his second Vice President to run the Economic Defense Board during World War II, 121 an appointment that saw Henry Wallace become “heavily engaged in winning a war.” 122 

Paradoxically—though Roosevelt did enlarge the sphere of influence of the Vice Presidency by entrusting his first two Vice Presidents with weighty assignments—even in reversing course and refusing to keep his third Vice President (Harry Truman) apprised of such critical information as the existence of an atomic bomb in the American military arsenal, 123 Roosevelt actually catalyzed a historic broadening of the


117. Steven Dornfeld, *Vice Presidency is No Longer Something to Spit at*, ST. P Paul PIONEER PRESS, May 6, 2002, at A10 (canvassing history of Vice Presidency and recounting “indignities that [President Lyndon B. Johnson] heaped upon his vice president [Hubert H. Humphrey]”).

118. Editorial, *Spit and Scraps*, ST. LOUIS POST-DISPATCH, July 26, 2004, at B6 (“As far as me and the Vice Presidency is concerned . . . I spent a number of years in a North Vietnamese prison camp in the dark and (was) fed scraps, and I don’t know why I would want to do that all over again.” (quoting United States Senator John McCain)).

119. See generally Charles O. Paulin, *The Vice President and the Cabinet*, 29 AM. HIST. REV. 496 (1924) (documenting vice presidential interaction with cabinet from Washington through Harding presidencies).

120. Paul T. David, *The Vice Presidency: Its Institutional Evolution and Contemporary Status*, 29 J. OF POL. 721, 725 (1967) (“Garner became Vice President in 1933 with a definite understanding that he would attend cabinet meetings and assist in maintaining liaison between the Executive and Legislative Branches, as he did for several years.”).

121. Blake Hurst, Book Review, *Lord Corn Wallace*, AM. ENTERPRISE, Dec. 31, 2000, at 52 (reviewing JOHN C. CULVER & AMERICAN DREAMER: A LIFE OF HENRY A. WALLACE (2000)), available at 2000 WLN 4648138 (“At the beginning of Roosevelt’s third term, Wallace was entrusted with huge responsibilities as head of the Economic Defense Board and may well have been the most powerful Vice President in American history.”).


123. See Todd S. Purdum, *Bush Team’s 2001 Transition is Re-Examined in Light of Sept. 11*, INT’L
vice presidential mandate. Pledging that no Vice President would ever be as inadequately prepared as he had himself been under Roosevelt, Truman wasted little time once he became President to translate his humbling experience as Vice President into concrete steps to prepare his own Vice President to assume the reigns of government. Truman sponsored the National Security Act of 1947, which established the National Security Council, and gave the Vice President ex officio membership to its board—Truman’s most powerful contribution to the institution of the Vice Presidency.

Credit for the next great leap in the growth of the Vice Presidency belongs to President Dwight D. Eisenhower and his Vice President Richard Nixon. Over the course of their eight-year alliance, Eisenhower delegated several domestic and foreign projects to Nixon, who set the precedent for meaningful vice presidential participation in foreign affairs. Indeed, Nixon’s performance as Vice President is widely regarded as masterful, so much so that his successful “efforts to strike a proper balance between being prepared for power but not overeager for it became the model for future Vice Presidents.”

HERALD TRIB., Apr. 5, 2004, at S, available at 2004 WLNR 5267567 (“No one disputes that the process of preparing to assume the Presidency has improved a lot since Harry S. Truman took office on the death of Franklin D. Roosevelt without knowing even of the existence of the atomic bomb, which he would drop four months later.”); see also Allen J. Salterian & Gregory H. Salterian, A Review of FDR’s Mental Capacity: During His Fourth Term and Its Impact on History, FORENSIC EXAMINER, Mar. 22, 2005, at S, available at 2005 WLNR 4256382 (suggesting that Roosevelt’s diminishing mental capacity accounted for his failure to actively and adequately prepare his Vice President for ascension to Presidency in event of Roosevelt’s inability to serve).

125. Joshua Spivak, A Strong VP is Good for the Country, USA TODAY, July 8, 2004, at A13 (“The rehabilitation of the office began with Harry Truman, who assumed the Presidency in the waning days of World War II with almost no preparation for the immense job before him. Truman saw to it that Alben Barkley, his vice president after 1948, would be at least somewhat prepared, and he made the VP a member of the National Security Council. Subsequent presidents have added substantially to the vice president’s portfolio.”).
127. The National Security Council consists of several principals, including the President, Vice President, Secretaries of State and Defense, Director of Central Intelligence, and, among others, the Chairperson of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Loch K. Johnson & Karl F. Inderfurth, The Evolving Role of the National Security Adviser: From Executive Secretary to Activist Counselor, 4 WHITE HOUSE STUD. 3265 (2004), available at 2004 WLNR 17670147.
128. Paul Kengor, The Vice President, Secretary of State, and Foreign Policy, 115 POL. SCI. Q. 175, 176 (2000) (“President Truman took steps, both statutory and informal, to make the Vice President more involved in foreign policy, including making him a statutory member of the National Security Council.”).
129. See Steve Neal, An Uneasy Marriage of Destiny, CHI. SUN-TIMES, Jan. 20, 2001, at 12, available at 2001 WLNR 4490944 (“Julie Nixon Eisenhower says that Ike pulled her father aside before they delivered their acceptance speeches at the ‘52 convention in Chicago and promised that he would make the Vice Presidency a real job. Eisenhower delivered on that promise, giving Nixon a role in foreign and domestic policy.”).
After the Eisenhower-Nixon years, the institutionalization of the Vice Presidency accelerated over a series of discrete steps, including: (1) in 1961, vice presidential offices moved from Capitol Hill to the executive compound, closer to the White House; (2) the executive budget for the first time, in 1969, listed a line item for the Vice President under “Special Assistance to the President,” a formulation that has survived to this day; (3) in 1974, the Vice President was given a distinct support staff, freed from relying on White House administrative support; and, among others; (4) vice presidential offices again moved, this time in 1977, from the executive compound into the West Wing, an indication of the Vice Presidency’s growing cachet.132

The Carter administration, which paired President Jimmy Carter with Walter Mondale, set in motion the contemporary transformation of the Vice Presidency.133 The Mondale vice presidential model changed the office134—permanently it appears135—into an active participant in executive government.136 Mondale had advocated aggressively for—and received—a central role in the administration.137 He was also granted a weekly luncheon with the President, an office in the West Wing—thus giving Mondale easy and regular access to the President138—and, among other items that signified the burgeoning influence and independence of the Vice Presidency, his own government airplane.139 Forming a genuine partnership with President


133. See Robert Schmuhl, Editorial, Next Election May be First in 56 Years Without Incumbent: Vice Presidents Now do More than Cast Tie-Breaking Senatorial Vote, CHI. SUN-TIMES, Dec. 10, 2004, at 57 (“Beginning with Walter Mondale’s policy involvement under Carter and especially with Cheney’s influential clout throughout the current administration, vice presidents (who, constitutionally, act as president of the Senate) now do more than cast the occasional tie-breaking senatorial vote or serve as “stand-by equipment” in case something happens to the president.”).


135. See William B. Falk, Chance to Hold No. 2 Office Can make or Break a Political Career, BUFFALO NEWS, Aug. 12, 1996, at A5, available at 1996 WLNR 1102236 (quoting vice presidential scholar Joel Goldstein’s statement that, “[n]o future president could significantly diminish the vice president’s role without major political embarrassment”).

136. See Robert A. Rankin, Editorial, Gore Expands Role of Vice Presidency, MIAMI HERALD, Dec. 5, 1993, at M1 (stating that the Mondale Vice Presidency “set the model for the modern vice presidency as the president’s senior advisor on virtually everything”); see also Judith Yates Borger, Mondale: “I am So Proud of this State,” DULUTH NEWS TRIB., Nov. 7, 2002, at A5 (arguing that the Mondale Vice Presidency will be remembered “for changing the vice presidency to a position of participating in governing”); Rose DeWolf, A Bucket of Warm Spit: Thanks to Rocky and Fritz, The Vice Presidency is Somewhat More Influential Today, PHILA. DAILY NEWS, Oct. 5, 1988, at 42, available at 1988 WLNR 509005 (quoting vice presidential scholar Paul Light’s statement that, “there is widespread agreement that Mondale has been the most effective vice president to date”).

137. See Steven Thomma, Mondale Advises Quayle to Fight for Office’s Stature, MIAMI HERALD, Dec. 8, 1988, at A30, available at 1988 WLNR 817546 (explaining that Mondale took with him a copy of a memo he wrote 12 years ago to Jimmy Carter, then the president-elect, arguing for a more activist vice presidency.”).


139. See Alexandra Starr, The Running Mates, WASH. MONTHLY, July 1, 1999, at 12, available at 1999 WLNR 5240870 (explaining that the weekly luncheon, West Wing office, and airplane allowed the Vice Presidency to become “more than a spare tire in the automobile of government”).
Carter, Mondale redefined the Vice Presidency into a focal office. This movement toward greater vice presidential prominence has kept pace since then. On the strength of hints during the 1992 presidential campaign that Bill Clinton and Al Gore would govern as co-presidents, Gore’s vice presidential performance and achievements—particularly in foreign policy—further augmented the power and prestige of America’s understudy. Most recently, the rich and extensive public

140. William J. Clinton, Remarks at a Democratic National Committee Dinner in Greenwich, Connecticut, 36 WEEKLY COMP. PRES. D.C. 1136 (May 22, 2000), available at 2000 WLNR 4264290 ("Then, to be fair, the first big breakthrough came with Jimmy Carter, who made Walter Mondale a genuine partner in the Vice Presidency.").

141. See Timothy Walch, The Evolving Power of the Vice President, MILWAUKEE J. SENTINEL, Jan. 14, 2001, at 1, available at 2001 WLNR 2929773 ("With the support of President Jimmy Carter, Mondale became a partner in leading the nation. In fact, Mondale redefined the office in ways unforeseen by the Founding Fathers. He became, without question, this nation’s most important vice president up to that time."); see also Morton Kondracke, Mondale on Mondale: Is the Vice Presidency a School for Presidents?, NEW REPUBLIC, Apr. 4, 1983, at 15, available at 1983 WLNR 408666 ("There was no precedent for the Vice Presidential role that Carter and Mondale fashioned—that of intimate advisor, free-floating trouble-shooter, personal diplomatic representative, and political advocate."); David E. Rosenbaum, Bush Plans to Emulate Mondale Role, N.Y. TIMES, Jan. 21, 1981, at B3 ("My conclusion is that the Mondale model is a very good model, ’Vice President Bush said in an interview.").

142. Andrew Sullivan, Gore’s Faustian Deal Sours, SUNDAY TIMES (U.K.), Aug. 31, 1997, at 6, available at 1997 WLNR 5317228 ("From the beginning, they presented themselves as a yuppie co-presidency, with Gore being connected with the workings and decisions of the administration as no other vice-president before."); Michael Nelson, Vice President’s Expectations are Probably Too High, ALBANY TIMES UNION, Jan. 17, 1993, at E1, available at 1993 WLNR 233862 ("It was Clinton, after all, who publicly proclaimed before the election that there would be a ‘full partnership’ in the Clinton administration between him and Gore."); see also Chris Reidy, Spitting Image Gore is Remaking the Vice Presidency, BOSTON GLOBE, Aug. 29, 1993, at 67, available at 1993 WLNR 1932284 ("While Bill Clinton and Al Gore have yet to develop the sort of co-presidency they seemed to hint at during the 1992 campaign, the new vice president nevertheless looms large as a potentially influential player in the administration.").

143. See Marianne Means, Gore Closest Thing to Co-President Constitution Allows, SEATTLE POST-INTELLIGENCER, Dec. 3, 1993, at A8, available at 1993 WLNR 1537135 ("In one of the fastest transformations in history, Vice President Al Gore has suddenly become our designated heavy hitter in foreign policy, outdoing President Clinton and Secretary of State Warren Christopher."); see generally Paul Kagor, The Foreign Policy Role of Vice President Al Gore, 27 PRESIDENTIAL STUD. Q. 14 (1997) (describing foreign policy role and achievements of Vice President Gore).

144. James W. Brosman, Clinton Found His Legacy in Nation’s Ideological Center, MEMPHIS COM. APPEAL (Memphis, Tenn.), Jan. 22, 2001, at A7 ("Clinton’s legacy is Al Gore’s legacy, too, but Gore has one of his own: Gore changed the Vice Presidency from a third wheel to a vital power center in the White House with its own responsibilities."); Larry Bumgardner, Gore is Posed to Become a Force in Administration, DAILY NEWS (L.A.), Jan. 10, 1993, at V1, available at 1993 WLNR 1251167 ("But Gore is well positioned to become one of the more powerful vice presidents this nation has ever seen."); Jodi Enda, For Gore, Homework and Persistence are Keys on the Subject of the Environment—An EPA Proposal for Tighter Smog Controls, A Conference in Japan on Global Warming—He Used His Clout, PHILA. INQUIRER, Nov. 5, 2000, at D3, available at 2000 WLNR 2377381 ("So central was Gore to White House decisions that he ’had an agreement with the President that he would get a copy of every paper the President got,’ said George Frampton, head of the White House Council on Environmental Quality and a Gore lawyer."); Linda Feldmann, Capital Assets with VP Picks, Intelligence Wins Out, RECORD (Bergen County, N.J.), Aug. 13, 2000, available at 2000 WLNR 7418743 (stating that "Gore has filled the role of major governing partner"); Mimi Hall, Gore Supporters See Silver Lining for 2000 Race, USA TODAY, Feb. 12, 1999, at A4, available at 1999 WLNR 3314694 ("Gore has been able to reinforce his image as a co-president and co-architect of popular administration policies that have helped fuel the strong economy."); Glenn Kessler, So Much for Mr. Clean,
service experience that its current occupant has brought with him to the office has elevated the Vice Presidency to its apex as a veritable ganglion of political influence and authority.\textsuperscript{145} The critical observation is that the Vice Presidency has traveled light

\textbf{BUFFALO NEWS,} Oct. 19, 1997, at H1 (quoting a statement by Joel Goldstein, an expert on the Vice Presidency at St. Louis University, that “Gore has certainly been the most influential vice president in the 20th century, if not ever.’’); Bill Nichols, \textit{The Heir Apparent has Solid Record and Solid Image, USA TODAY,} Aug. 29, 1996, at 6A (“Republicans and Democrats alike agree Al Gore has become a model for a new vice presidency in which the second in command has real power and influence—the ‘juice.’’’); Christina Nifong, \textit{Two Men on a (Vice) Presidential Mission, CHRISTIAN SCI. MONITOR,} Oct. 8, 1996, at 10 (stating that “Mr. Gore has chalked up a list of accomplishments that in the past were completely outside the realm of a vice president’’); Andrew Sullivan, \textit{Mr. Clean Finds It’s a Dirty Game, SUNDAY TIMES (U.K.),} Mar. 9, 1997, at 7, available at 1997 WLNRS 5305960 (“He has transformed what was once called the ‘bucket of warm spit’ of the vice-presidency into something, well, far more agreeable.’’).\textsuperscript{145} See Carl M. Cannon, \textit{The Point Man, 34 NAT’L J. 2956} (2002), available at LEXIS (search “News & Business’’; then “Individual Publications’’; select “National Journal’’ (tracing evolution of Vice Presidency and influence of current officeholder); see also Mike Allen, \textit{Hill to See More of Cheney Treatment, WASH. POST,} Jan. 20, 2005, at A34 (“Given the broadest authority of any vice president in history, Cheney has exercised it aggressively but nearly invisibly.’’); Elisabeth Bumiller & Eric Schmitt, \textit{Cheney, Little Seen by Public, Plays a Visible Role for Bush, N.Y. TIMES,} Jan. 31, 2003, at A1 (‘’You feel when you’ve talked to the vice president you’ve talked to the president,’ said Representative Rob Portman, an Ohio Republican who attended the White House meeting.’’); Peter S. Canellos, \textit{Long Executive Reach Distinguishes Cheney, BOSTON GLOBE,} June 29, 2004, at A3 (“Dick Cheney occupies an unprecedented position in American history. There has never been such a powerful vice president. There has never been anyone other than a president as powerful as Cheney.’’); Joel Connelly, \textit{Cheney Epitomizes the Imperial Vice Presidency, SEATTLE POST-INTELLIGENCER,} Dec. 22, 2003, at A2 (“Given President Bush’s down-home tastes, and impatience with trappings, our current administration has been forced to develop something entirely new in America—an imperial vice presidency.’’); Rupert Cornwell, \textit{Virtue in Having a Good Vice, HAMILTON SPECTATOR (Ont.),} Apr. 17, 2004, at F10 (“Beyond a doubt, the hugely experienced Cheney (who headed Bush’s vice-presidential search team in 2000) is the most powerful holder of the office in modern U.S. history.’’); Jodi Enda, \textit{Cheney Adds Power to Vice Presidency, PHILA. INQUIRER,} Dec. 28, 2000, at A1 (“The soft-spoken, fly-fishing millionaire with the now-famous asymmetrical grin is on track to become the most powerful vice president in history, surpassing even his influential predecessor, Al Gore.’’); Robert Kuttner, Editorial, \textit{Cheney’s Unprecedented Power, BOSTON GLOBE,} Feb. 25, 2004, at A19 (“Dick Cheney is the most powerful vice president in U.S. history. Indeed, there is a fair amount of circumstantial evidence that Cheney, not Bush, is the real power at the White House and Bush the figurehead.’’); Marc Sandalow, \textit{Golden Age of the Second Banana, S.F. CHRON.,} July 4, 2004, at A1 (“For all the ridicule and disrespect given to the No. 2 slot, the vice presidency has evolved into one of the world’s most powerful and influential posts.’’); Eric Schmitt, \textit{When ‘I’m No. 2’ Becomes Something to Cheer About, N.Y. TIMES,} Dec. 31, 2000, § 4, at 3, available at 2000 WLNRS 3231524 (“Mr. Cheney, who is heading the transition, is redefining the scope and influence of an office that John Nance Garner, a vice president under Franklin D. Roosevelt, is regularly quoted as having said wasn’t ‘worth a pitcher of warm spit.’’’); Andrew Stephen, \textit{A Heartbeat Away from Disaster, NEW STATESMAN,} Mar. 12, 2001, at 20 (detailing responsibilities of “most powerful vice-president in US history’’); Richard W. Stevenson & Elisabeth Bumiller, \textit{Cheney Exercising Muscle on Domestic Policies, N.Y. TIMES,} Jan. 18, 2005, at A1 (“But there is little doubt that, by dint of the trust Mr. Bush puts in him, the experience and expertise he brings to many domestic issues and the sheer force of his personality that Mr. Cheney is more than just another advisor.’’); Helen Thomas, \textit{Cheney Wields Considerable Power Behind the Scenes, SEATTLE POST-INTELLIGENCER,} Aug. 27, 2003, available at \url{http://seattlepi.nwsource.com/opinion/136675_helen27.html} (“But I think the current vice president—Dick Cheney—may retire the title [of ‘the most powerful vice president in American history’], given his vast influence in the Bush administration. He makes his predecessors look like Little Leaguers.’’); Kenneth T. Walsh et al., \textit{The Man Behind the Curtain, U.S. NEWS & WORLD REP.,} Oct. 13, 2003, at 26, available at 2003 WLNRS 10998997 (“Not only has he [Cheney] served as Bush’s right hand man through the lesser tribulations of the Presidency, but he has also been his most important counselor after the 9/11 attacks and during the war in Afghanistan and the occupation of Iraq.’’);
years since the founding, with the most important developments transpiring over the last half-decade or so.146

B. Constitutional Structure

Alongside the substantive functional evolution of the Vice Presidency, a number of constitutional amendments have intervened to reshape the structure of the office. First, the Twelfth Amendment reconfigured the presidential and vice presidential electoral processes in order to avert the possibility of a stalemate. Then, the Twentieth Amendment sought to neutralize the threat of subversive or undemocratic machinations by an outgoing Congress, just as the Twenty-Second Amendment sought to deflate the rising imperial executive. Most recently, the Twenty-Fifth Amendment established an orderly procedure for vice presidential nomination and confirmation in the event of a vice presidential vacancy. Each of these amendments is consistent with the three democratic values reflected in the Founders’ design of the Vice Presidency: popular consent, stability, and competence. Furthermore, each of these amendments—with the exception of the Twelfth Amendment, which is commonly and correctly regarded as undermining the potency of the Vice Presidency—strengthened the office and has driven the steady emergence of the office into its present structure and identity.

1. Electoral Stalemate

The Twelfth Amendment, observes Larry Lessig, emerged as “a response to an embarrassing logical omission in the procedure to elect the President.”147 The original system engineered to choose the President was an unsustainable and volatile compromise148 that contained “inherent mechanical flaws.”149 These defects were

Lisa Zagaroli, Cheney Keeps Demeanor Low-Key, to the Point, DETROIT NEWS, Oct. 5, 2004 (Front), available at 2004 WLNR 13708298 (“Nevertheless, historians agree that Cheney may be the most powerful vice president ever.”). But see, e.g., Richard Benedetto, Cheney’s Feet Solidly Planted in No. 2 Spot, USA TODAY, Jan. 19, 2005, available at http://www.usatoday.com/news/washington/2005-01-19-cheney-usat_x.htm (“Stephen Wayne, a Georgetown University political scientist, says Cheney’s influence on policy might wane in a second term. ‘Some of his sheen has been diminished by his questionable advice (to go to war) in Iraq, create an energy policy and other issues that didn’t turn out so well,’ Wayne says.”).

146. See James A. Barnes, The Imperial Vice Presidency, 33 NAT’L J. 814 (2001), available at LEXIS (search “News & Business”; then “Individual Publications”; select “National Journal”) (chronicling evolving influence of Vice Presidency); see also Alan Freeman, Fiery Cheney Slams Kerry as Being Weak on Defence, GLOBE AND MAIL (Toronto), Sept. 2, 2004, at A12 (stating that “the strength and influence of the vice-presidency has been growing for 50 years”); Bruce J. Schulman, Will the Veteran Overshadow the Novice?, L.A. TIMES, Jan. 21, 2001, at M1 (“Over the past 40 years, vice presidents have occupied increasingly important roles in policymaking.”); Jules Witcover, Editorial, Office of Veep Takes a Big Leap, BALTIMORE SUN, Dec. 12, 2001, at A27 (“In any event, there is no question today that the Vice Presidency has come a long way since the days of John Adams, as seen in the almost exalted position in which the once-dismal office is now occupied by the elusive Dick Cheney.”).


148. Stephen M. Griffin, The Nominee is . . . Article V, 12 CONST. COMMENT 171, 171 (reviewing the flaws in the original system, specified in Article II, Sec. 1, which resulted in the need for the Twelfth Amendment only fourteen years after the Constitution was ratified).

underscored in the near disastrous presidential election of 1800—an “electoral
debacle,”150 the “ultimate moment of crisis,”151 and a “near theft of the Presidency”152
according to various scholars—which ultimately spawned the Twelfth Amendment.153

As early as the first presidential election of 1789, observers had discerned a
dormant problem with the Constitution’s requirement that electors cast two
undifferentiated votes for President and Vice President.154 The Framers’ electoral
system functioned as hoped in the first three presidential elections, but collapsed in the
dramatic election of 1800.155 This election resulted in incumbent President John
Adams scoring fewer electoral votes than incumbent Vice President Thomas Jefferson
and challenger Aaron Burr, the latter of whom was understood by all, including the
electors, to be running for Vice President.156 Indeed Burr had been specially nominated
for the Vice Presidency in a congressional caucus.157 Yet when Jefferson and Burr—
both members of the same party158—received the same number of electoral votes, Burr
refused to cede the chance of becoming President and therefore forced the decision to
the floor of the House of Representatives.159

As the Constitution then mandated, the House was to select the President from the
top five finishers—with each state delegation casting one collective vote—where no
presidential candidate received a majority of electoral votes.160 Jefferson and Burr had
both merited seventy-three Electoral College votes, with sixty-five for Adams, sixty-

150. Michael J. Klarman, What’s So Great About Constitutionalism?, 93 NW. U. L. REV. 145, 171
152. H. Richard Uviller & William G. Merkel, The Second Amendment in Context: The Case of the
response to the near theft of the Presidency by Aaron Burr”).
MARY L. REV. 1441, 1442 (1998) (“The Twelfth Amendment, designed with the simple goal of avoiding the
near disaster of the 1800 election, proved to be a surprising can of worms, a monument to the difficulty of
constitutional drafting.”).
154. William Josephson & Beverly J. Ross, Repairing the Electoral College, 22 J. LEGIS. 145, 154
(1996).
155. John V. Orth, Presidential Impeachment: The Original Misunderstanding, 17 CONST. COMMENT
156. Samuel Issacharoff, The Enabling Role of Democratic Constitutionalism: Fixed Rules and Some
157. Alexander Hanebeck, Democracy Within Federalism: An Attempt to Reestablish Middle Ground, 37
SAN DIEGO L. REV. 347, 386 (2000) (“In 1800, a bitterly contested election featured two organized political
parties, which had chosen their nominees for President and Vice President in congressional caucuses.”)
(citations omitted).
158. See Donald Grier Stephenson, Jr., The Wait Court at the Bar of History, 81 DENV. U. L. REV. 449,
464 (2003) (“The election of 1800 yielded a tie between top electoral vote recipients Thomas Jefferson and
Aaron Burr, both of them Democratic-Republicans.”).
(“While they (and their supporters) knew which had run as President and Vice President, and thus which
should have been considered the victor in the presidential election, Burr’s refusal to acknowledge the obvious
forced the House of Representatives to resolve which of the two men was President.”).
160. U.S. CONST. art. II, § 1, cl. 3.
four for Charles Pinckney,161 and one vote for John Jay.162 When the decision fell
upon the House, the Federalists offered to shift their support to Burr on the condition
that he govern as one of them (in an effort to withhold the Presidency from Jefferson),
but Burr refused this entreaty.163 Burr similarly rejected the contrived notion that—
should the House select him to fill the Presidency and Jefferson to occupy the Vice
Presidency despite Burr’s acknowledged original candidacy for the Vice Presidency—
Burr should immediately resign in order to trigger Jefferson’s succession to the
Presidency.164 Ultimately, the House needed thirty-six ballots165 and significant
backroom bargaining166—not to mention considerable pressure from Burr’s New York
rival, Alexander Hamilton167—to eventually name Jefferson President and appoint Burr
to the Vice Presidency.

The tie was a matter of mere happenstance. Republican electors held a majority
over their Federalist counterparts and were thus mathematically assured of placing their
own candidates in office: Jefferson for President and Burr for Vice President.168 But as
a result of the rise of political parties, electors who were affiliated with a political party
predictably behaved strategically and cast both of their electoral ballots for their
preferred candidates for President and Vice President.169 This was a vote along straight
party lines.170 But in order to avoid a deadlock between Jefferson and Burr, a South
Carolinian Republican elector had been instructed not to vote for Burr, but he
nonetheless inexplicably voted for Burr.171

161. See Ackerman & Fontana, supra note 62, at 569 & n.45 (noting that Thomas Pinckney was John
Adams’ running mate in 1796 and Charles Pinckney (brother of Thomas) was Adams’ running mate in 1800).
162. Christopher Scott Maravilla, That Dog Don’t Hunt: The Twelfth Amendment After Jones v. Bush,
164. Jennifer Van Bergen, Aaron Burr and the Electoral Tie of 1801: Strict Constitutional Construction,
1 CARDOZO PUB. L. POL’Y & ETHICS J. 91, 115-116 (2003) (recounting Burr’s refusal to entertain the
possibility of resigning if elected by the House to the Presidency).
165. Robert J. Lukens, Comment, Jared Ingersoll’s Rejection of Appointment as One of the “Midnight
Judges” of 1801: Foolhardy or Farsighted?, 70 TEMP. L. REV. 189, 208 (1997).
166. Victor Williams & Alison M. MacDonald, Rethinking Article II, Section 1 and its Twelfth
Amendment Restatement: Challenging Our Nation’s Malapportioned, Undemocratic Presidential Election
Systems, 77 MARQ. L. REV. 201, 203 (1994) (“After much back room bargaining and more than thirty ballots
later, the House elected Jefferson as President.”).
MINN. L. REV. 1435, 1439 (1999) (claiming that Burr lost the Presidency only because Alexander Hamilton
used his influence in the House of Representatives to ensure that Jefferson would win the election).
168. Robert J. Reinstein & Mark C. Rahdert, Reconstructing Marbury, 57 ARK. L. REV. 729, 740 n.51
(2005).
n.10 (2004).
(“Incidentally, this unpleasantness occurred because the electors voted on straight party lines, something which
the Founders never imagined would happen.”).
171. Matthew M. Hoffman, The Illegitimate President: Minority Vote Dilution and the Electoral
In order to guard against a similar catastrophe of electoral stalemate in future elections, Congress crafted the Twelfth Amendment, which interceded to require electors to discriminate in their choice of President and Vice President, instead of continuing the practice of simply casting two votes for President, with the runner-up appointed Vice President.\textsuperscript{172} The Twelfth Amendment also features noteworthy clauses. First, the opening portion of its text includes an Inhabitant Clause, providing that electors cannot cast their respective ballots for a President and Vice President who inhabit the same state.\textsuperscript{173} The Twelfth Amendment also reduces from five to three the number of candidates in the contingent House presidential election and from three to two the eligible candidates in the contingent Senate vice presidential election.\textsuperscript{174} Finally, the amendment also retains the supermajority quorum provision requiring the presence of two-thirds of all states in order for the House of Representatives to select a President when the Electoral College fails to produce a winner.\textsuperscript{175}

\begin{flushright}
172. The Twelfth Amendment states:
\begin{itemize}
  \item The Electors shall meet in their respective states and vote by ballot for President and Vice-President, one of whom, at least, shall not be an inhabitant of the same state with themselves; they shall name in their ballots the person voted for as President, and in distinct ballots the person voted for as Vice-President, and they shall make distinct lists of all persons voted for as President, and of all persons voted for as Vice-President, and of the number of votes for each, which lists they shall sign and certify, and transmit sealed to the seat of the government of the United States, directed to the President of the Senate.—The President of the Senate shall, in the presence of the Senate and House of Representatives, open all the certificates and the votes shall then be counted;—The person having the greatest number of votes for President, shall be the President, if such number be a majority of the whole number of Electors appointed; and if no person have such majority, then from the persons having the highest numbers not exceeding three on the list of those voted for as President, the House of Representatives shall choose immediately, by ballot, the President. But in choosing the President, the votes shall be taken by states, the representation from each state having one vote; a quorum for this purpose shall consist of a member or members from two-thirds of the states, and a majority of all the states shall be necessary to a choice. And if the House of Representatives shall not choose a President whenever the right of choice shall devolve upon them, before the fourth day of March next following, then the Vice-President shall act as President, as in the case of the death or other constitutional disability of the President.—The person having the greatest number of votes as Vice-President, shall be the Vice-President, if such number be a majority of the whole number of Electors appointed, and if no person having a majority, then from the two highest numbers on the list, the Senate shall choose the Vice-President; a quorum for the purpose shall consist of two-thirds of the whole number of Senators, and a majority of the whole number shall be necessary to a choice. But no person constitutionally ineligible to the office of President shall be eligible to that of Vice-President of the United States.
\end{itemize}
\end{flushright}

U.S. CONST. amend. XII.


In responding to the demands of his constituents, New York Senator DeWitt Clinton was the first to advocate the rule that ultimately became the Twelfth Amendment. The amendment took life in 1803. The rapid pace at which Congress assented to the amendment demonstrates the legislators’ sense of urgency: the House proposed it on October 28, the Senate amended it on December 2, and the House assented to the Senate amendment on December 8. Once both congressional chambers had passed the amendment, the several states spared no time ratifying it, which was in part a concession to the anti-Federalists. During debate about the constitutional amendment, smaller states objected that the larger states would draw an advantage from the separation of presidential and vice presidential elections because electors representing the smaller states would be fewer in number—and thus in voice and influence—than those electors hailing from the larger ones. The rebuttal—a particularly effective one—was this: whatever their disadvantage at the front end of the electoral process, smaller states may neutralize any inequity at the back end when, if necessary, the presidential vote is thrown to the House of Representatives, where the vote proceeds by state delegation such that a single-member-state like Montana possesses the same voting power as the entire Californian delegation. Nevertheless, states supported this revision to the electoral process because it protected the interest of state electors to determine the outcome of a presidential race. The Twelfth Amendment became operative three months after its ratification.

176. Kris W. Kobach, May "We the People" Speak?: The Forgotten Role of Constituent Instructions in Amending the Constitution, 33 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 1, 71 (1999) (“In the wake of the Jefferson-Burr contest for the Presidency in 1800-01, the legislature of New York instructed its senators to press for a revised system of electing Presidents.”).


178. Sanford Levinson, One Person, One Vote: A Mantra in Need of Meaning, 80 N.C. L. Rev. 1269, 1291 (2002).


182. See Brendan Barnicle, Comment, Congressional Term Limits: Unconstitutional by Initiative, 67 Wash. L. Rev. 415, 423 (1992) (describing the argument advanced by members of Congress that the Twelfth Amendment would benefit large states).

183. See Sanford Levinson, Constitutional Populism: Is it Time for “We the People” to Demand an Article Five Convention?, 4 Widener L. Symp. J. 211, 217 (1999) (criticizing the selection mechanism instituted by the Twelfth Amendment, under which the House of Representatives votes by state delegation to determine the winner of the presidential election).

184. See Donald J. Boudreaux & A.C. Pritchard, Rewriting the Constitution: An Economic Analysis of the Constitutional Amendment Process, 62 Fordham L. Rev. 111, 142 (1993) (asserting that Twelfth Amendment increases the likelihood that electors, appointed by state legislatures, will affect the outcome of presidential elections). But see Brendon Troy Ishikawa, Everything You Always Wanted to Know About How Amendments are Made, but Were Afraid to Ask, 24 Hastings Const. L.Q. 545, 570 (1997) (“During the
Today, the Twelfth Amendment facilitates the practice of pairing candidates on a single ticket for the two executive offices.\textsuperscript{186} Such a coupling of presidential and vice presidential candidates is typically possible only with organized political parties, whose rise and role in the American polity was implicitly recognized in the Twelfth Amendment.\textsuperscript{187} This raises a striking irony, given that the Constitution had been fashioned in sizeable measure to discourage the growth of political parties.\textsuperscript{188} The Framers viewed the party system as “government by ‘faction’ and ‘junto,’”\textsuperscript{189} a state of affairs most prominently decried through the voice of James Madison in his famed appeal on how to contain factions.\textsuperscript{190} Just as the Framers regarded factions quite unfavorably, they looked upon parties in the same way.\textsuperscript{191}

Nonetheless, although Congress had designed the Twelfth Amendment in part to counteract growing factionalist tendencies in the new Union, the reverse occurred.\textsuperscript{192} The amendment consolidated the power of the majority party in Congress by making outright victory possible in both the presidential and vice presidential races.\textsuperscript{193} The Twelfth Amendment has in effect constitutionalized politics\textsuperscript{194} and harmonized the Electoral College with political parties,\textsuperscript{195} a ubiquitous creature of modern politics that the Framers had not foreseen.\textsuperscript{196}


\textsuperscript{186} George Anastaplo, Loyal Opposition in a Modern Democracy, 35 LOY. U. CHI. L.J. 1009, 1011 (2004).


\textsuperscript{188} Steven G. Calabresi, Political Parties as Mediating Institutions, 61 U. CHI. L. REV. 1479, 1494 n.54 (1994).

\textsuperscript{189} Sanford Levinson, Why I Do Not Teach Marbury (Except to Eastern Europeans) and Why You Shouldn’t Either, 38 WAKE FOREST L. REV. 553, 555 (2003).

\textsuperscript{190} See The Federalist No. 10, at 48-54 (James Madison) (J.R. Pole, ed., 2005) (extolling the virtues of a unified republic in dealing with factions).


\textsuperscript{192} See generally John J. Turner, Jr., The Twelfth Amendment and the First American Party System, 35 HISTORIAN 221 (1973) (arguing that the Twelfth Amendment was intended in part to neutralize factionalism but ultimately cultivated it).


\textsuperscript{194} Theodore B. Olson, Remembering Marbury v. Madison, 7 GREEN BAG 2d 35, 37 (2003).

\textsuperscript{195} Thomas E. Baker, Towards a “More Perfect Union”: Some Thoughts on Amending the Constitution, 10 WIDENER J. PUB. L. 1, 11 (2000) (“The Twelfth Amendment (1804) sought to harmonize political parties with the Electoral College to avoid the problems the House of Representatives had with the election of 1800 between Thomas Jefferson and Aaron Burr.”).

\textsuperscript{196} See George Anastaplo, Law, Judges, and the Principles of Regimes: Explorations, 70 TENN. L. REV. 455, 528 (2003) (stating that Framers “had evidently not foreseen in 1787 the emergence of strong party allegiances in national politics”). But see Luis Fuentes-Rohwer & Guy-Uriel Charles, The Electoral College, the Right to Vote, and Our Federalism: A Comment on a Lasting Institution, 29 FLA. ST. U. L. REV. 879, 890 (2001) (“In the delegates’ defense, it may be said that they suspected that some semblance of party politics,
Though the Twelfth Amendment successfully intervened to address the Framers’ failure to foresee the dominance of political parties, it reveals a number of intellectual gaps. Consider that its design would permit a candidate who had won both popular and electoral vote pluralities—and whose party held a majority of the House of Representatives—to lose the Presidency.\(^\text{197}\) Moreover, it is not clear how Congress should treat electoral votes for deceased candidates.\(^\text{198}\) Likewise, while it is a reasonable reading of the Twelfth Amendment that the Vice President could not vote in the Senate selection of a Vice President because she is not a member of the Senate, it remains unsettled who would cast a tie-breaking vote.\(^\text{199}\) What is more, as Michael McConnell has observed, “it is unclear whether [the Senate President’s duty to count electoral votes] carries with it the power to determine which ballots count, or whether such a ruling would be subject to an appeal to the floor, and if so, on what basis the votes of the senators and representatives would be counted.”\(^\text{200}\) A related, though conjectural, question is whether the task of counting electoral votes is a ministerial or judicial task.\(^\text{201}\) What is certain, though, is that the Twelfth Amendment empowers Congress to count state electors.\(^\text{202}\)

Beyond these academic ambiguities, the Twelfth Amendment has been the subject of dueling interpretations. Succession crises have arisen approximately once every century.\(^\text{203}\) Most recently, the 2000 presidential election illuminated a textual ambiguity in constructing the Twelfth Amendment phrase “majority of the whole number of Electors appointed.”\(^\text{204}\) Prior to that election, the 1876 presidential race saw however rudimentary, would creep into the presidential electoral process.”\(^\text{)}\).

\(^{197}\) Mark V. Tushnet, The Hardest Question in Constitutional Law, 81 MINN. L. REV. 1, 5 n.16 (1996).


\(^{199}\) See Richard A. Posner, The 2000 Presidential Election: A Statistical and Legal Analysis, 12 SUP. CT. ECON. REV. 1, 29 (2004) ("The Twelfth Amendment provides that if no candidate for Vice President receives a majority of electoral votes, the Senate shall choose the Vice President—but to win, a candidate must receive a majority of the entire Senate, and the 50-50 split in the Senate would prevent this. (The Vice President is not a member of the Senate, and so he could not vote to break this tie.).")


\(^{202}\) Robert J. Pushaw, Jr., Judicial Review and the Political Question Doctrine: Reviving the Federalist "Rebuttable Presumption" Analysis, 80 N.C. L. REV. 1165, 1179-80 (2002) ("Finally, if a dispute over a state’s electoral votes persists, the Twelfth Amendment authorizes Congress to count—and, by implication, to determine the validity of—each state’s slate of electors.").


\(^{204}\) U.S. CONST. amend. XII. Compare John Godfrey, Voters Pick Electors, Instead of Candidates, WASH. TIMES, Nov. 26, 2000, at C6, available at 2000 WLNR 353159 ("What is not clear is what ‘whole number’ means. Is it the current 538 Electoral College votes or the 513 votes that would remain, absent Florida’s votes?"), and Douglas Kiker, Dramatic Script has Many Endings Despite Vote Results, Courts, Congress, College Could Hold Key to Outcome, CHARLOTTE OBSERVER (N.C.), Nov. 20, 2000, at A6, available at 2000 WLNR 1959444 ("The dilemma, then, is the definition of ‘appointed,’ and whether it means the number of electors before, or after, the election."). and Duane Marsteller, Florida’s Electoral Votes May Not Count, BRADENTON HERALD (Fla.), Nov. 14, 2000, at 1, available at 2000 WLNR 1011292 ("Without Florida, the candidate who garners the majority of the remaining electoral votes cast that day will win, they
Republicans arguing that the Senate President was authorized to choose among competing electoral certificates and Democrats contending that the House was charged under the Constitution with the task of electing the President in the event that no candidate received a majority of electoral votes.205

As a matter of constitutional theory, it is no accident that the Twelfth Amendment entrusts the resolution of electoral disputes to the House of Representatives, the "preeminently popularist institution" in the United States.206 As Laurence Tribe writes, delegating to Congress "the power to resolve disputes over the legitimacy of electoral votes constituted the grand finale of the Constitution's deliberately contemplated political process."207 It thus seems wholly uncontroversial to read the amendment as designating Congress to occupy the primary role in resolving disputed presidential elections.208 Indeed, adopted in part to "vindicate majoritarian popular will,"209 the Twelfth Amendment "deliberately and conspicuously excluded the courts."210

One consequence of the Twelfth Amendment has been to set in motion the development of a populist211 or plebiscitarian Presidency.212 But its most important immediate consequence for the Vice Presidency was to precipitate the decline of said. But others disagree, saying the Constitution requires a majority of all 538 electoral votes—270—to win, regardless of how many are cast.


208. Mark Tushnet, Law and Prudence in the Law of Justiciability: The Transformation and Disappearance of the Political Question Doctrine, 80 N.C. L. REV. 1203, 1226 (2002) ("Reading the Amendment, one certainly gets the general impression that Congress was supposed to play a large, and perhaps the only, role in resolving contested presidential elections."); see also Rachel E. Barkow, More Supreme Than Court? The Fall of the Political Question Doctrine and the Rise of Judicial Supremacy, 102 COLUM. L. REV. 237, 278 (2002) ("The text of Article II—as amended by the Twelfth Amendment—makes clear, then, that Congress plays a vital role in the election of the President.").


211. Akhil Reed Amar, An(other) Afterword on The Bill of Rights, 87 GEO. L.J. 2347, 2359 (1999) (noting that later generations of Americans have "restructured the electoral college, via the Twelfth Amendment and other election reforms, precisely to facilitate such a presidency").

America's second office. Under the amendment's proposed executive selection procedures, electors would cast one ballot for President and another for Vice President, meaning that candidates would be designated in advance for either of these two positions. No longer would candidates run just for the Presidency. The Twelfth Amendment created two tiers of candidates, with lesser candidates vying for the role of understudy. This anticipated effect was not lost on those debating the Twelfth Amendment in Congress, as South Carolina Senator Pierce Butler foretold that the amendment would weaken the Vice Presidency.\(^\text{213}\) This prediction proved accurate,\(^\text{214}\) as the office "was no longer a consolation prize for the presidential runner-up"\(^\text{215}\) and consequently became regularly filled by occupants who scarcely fit the mold initially envisioned by the Founders.\(^\text{216}\) This drift persisted at least until the early twentieth century, when circumstance shook the Vice Presidency from its moorings and dispatched the office on its great journey from pauper to principal.\(^\text{217}\)

2. Congressional Machinations

The Twentieth Amendment\(^\text{218}\) is commonly known as the "Lame Duck Amendment."\(^\text{219}\) This is a dual reference to a "lame duck" public official who fails to

\(^{213}\) Edgar Wiggins Waugh, Second Consul 50-51 (1956).
\(^{214}\) Id. at 53-58 (mapping decline of Vice Presidency).
\(^{215}\) Goldstein, supra note 47, at 520.
\(^{216}\) Witcover, supra note 1, at 25-26. The Founders' initial vision saw the Vice Presidency occupied by an individual "esteemed by his peers second only to the man elected president." Id.
\(^{217}\) See supra Section III.A for a review of the Vice Presidency's transformation through the twentieth century.
\(^{218}\) U.S. Const. amend. XX:

Section 1. The terms of the President and Vice President shall end at noon on the 20th day of January, and the terms of Senators and Representatives at noon on the 3d day of January, of the years in which such terms would have ended if this article had not been ratified; and the terms of their successors shall then begin.

Section 2. The Congress shall assemble at least once in every year, and such meeting shall begin at noon on the 3d day of January, unless they shall by law appoint a different day.

Section 3. If, at the time fixed for the beginning of the term of the President, the President elect shall have died, the Vice President elect shall become President. If a President shall not have been chosen before the time fixed for the beginning of his term, or if the President elect shall have failed to qualify, then the Vice President elect shall act as President until a President shall have qualified; and the Congress may by law provide for the case wherein neither a President elect nor a Vice President elect shall have qualified, declaring who shall then act as President, or the manner in which one who is to act shall be selected, and such person shall act accordingly until a President or Vice President shall have qualified.

Section 4. The Congress may by law provide for the case of the death of any of the persons from whom the House of Representatives may choose a President whenever the right of choice shall have devolved upon them, and for the case of the death of any of the persons from whom the Senate may choose a Vice President whenever the right of choice shall have devolved upon them.

Section 5. Sections 1 and 2 shall take effect on the 15th day of October following the ratification of this article.

Section 6. This article shall be inoperative unless it shall have been ratified as an amendment to the Constitution by the legislatures of three-fourths of the several States within seven years from the date of its submission.

\(^{219}\) Joseph C. Sweeney, The Prism of COGSA, 30 J. Mar. L. & Com. 543, 559 n.119 (1999); see also
win reelection on Election Day,\textsuperscript{220} and to "lame duck" legislative sessions, during which sitting congressional members are affiliated with the existing Congress and not the newly-elected Congress.\textsuperscript{221} The fundamental purpose of this appendage to the Constitution is to guard against the embittered or opportunistic designs of an outgoing Congress, or in the more vivid words of Bruce Ackerman, to check the power of a lame duck Congress to take meaningful action in "intolerable violation of democratic principles."\textsuperscript{222} Its proponents were primarily motivated by fears that defeated members of Congress might initiate disruptive legislative and other action in the interval between their defeat at the polls and the installation of the newly elected Congress.\textsuperscript{223} Yet Congress is not the lone target of the amendment, which by its very blueprint also curtails the ability of a repudiated President to continue enjoying the spoils of the office and discharging its untold power and influence.\textsuperscript{224} The Twentytenth Amendment palliates the perceived disadvantages of the original four-month period between Election and Inauguration Day by also ensuring a sooner political transition from outgoing to incoming President.\textsuperscript{225}

Introduced in 1932,\textsuperscript{226} the Twentieth Amendment was the first amendment to include an expiration date in its text.\textsuperscript{227} It was approved on February 6, 1933,\textsuperscript{228} with

---

\textsuperscript{220} One scholar identifies four possible definitions of a lame duck, suggesting that it is a public official who: (1) is barred from seeking another term; (2) has publicly announced her intention not to seek reelection; (3) fails to win on election day; or (4) whose successor has been formally designated. Settling on the third option as the correct one, Nagle finds deficiencies in each of the three others: the first and second options are overbroad; the fourth option is too narrow. The third option "properly focuses upon both the voice of the electorate and the status of the outgoing official." John Copeland Nagle, \textit{The Lame Ducks of Marbury}, 20 CONST. COMMENT. 317, 338 (2003).

\textsuperscript{221} Amy Keller, \textit{Looking Back}, ROLL CALL, Nov. 18, 2002.

\textsuperscript{222} Harvey Berkman, \textit{Can Lame-Duck Congress Impeach Mr. Clinton?}, NAT'L J., Dec. 21, 1998, at A7 (quoting Bruce Ackerman).


\textsuperscript{224} See Sanford Levinson, \textit{Presidential Elections and Constitutional Stupidities}, 12 CONST. COMMENT. 183, 184-85 (1995) (questioning whether repudiated Presidents should exercise the benefits of the "most powerful political office in the world").

\textsuperscript{225} See Thomas DiBacco, \textit{Weather History, With Respect}, WASH. TIMES, Jan. 14, 1996, at B4 ("When the Inaugural date was changed to Jan. 20 by the 20th Amendment to the Constitution in 1933, the objective was good, namely, to ensure a faster political transition from the November election date."); Edward Hartnett, \textit{A "Uniform and Entire" Constitution; or, what if Madison had Won?}, 15 CONST. COMMENT. 251, 280 (1998) (stating that the Twentieth Amendment was "designed to eliminate lame duck sessions of Congress"); Michael J. Klarman, \textit{Constitutional Fetishism and the Clinton Impeachment Debate}, 85 VA. L. REV. 631, 632-633 (1999) ("The Twentytenth Amendment shortens the terms of lame-duck Presidents and Congresses."); John Copeland Nagle, \textit{CERCLA's Mistakes}, 38 WM. & MARY L. REV. 1405, 1458 (1997) (identifying the intent of the Twentieth Amendment as abolishing lame duck sessions of Congress).

\textsuperscript{226} 47 Stat. 745 (1932).

\textsuperscript{227} See Michael J. Lynch, \textit{The Other Amendments: Constitutional Amendments That Failed}, 93 LAW
no state withholding its assent to ratification. The Twentieth Amendment covers at least three principal bases: (1) presidential, vice presidential, and congressional installation; (2) succession; and (3) annual congressional assembly. The text of the amendment reads clearly. Section one establishes that: (1) presidential, vice presidential and congressional successors take office at the end of their predecessors’ respective terms; (2) presidential and vice presidential terms of office end at noon on January 20; and (3) the terms of Senators and Representatives end two and one-half weeks earlier on January 3, also at noon. Section two requires Congress to meet at least once every year on January 3 unless its members agree to a different date. Section three provides that the Vice President shall become President if the President dies before Inauguration Day. In the event Electoral College electors have yet to choose the President by this day, the Vice President shall assume the Presidency until the choice is settled. This section also asserts in advance the governing procedures established by Congress for presidential and vice presidential selection should neither office be filled by Inauguration Day. Section four authorizes Congress to legislate procedures for presidential selection when the choice falls to

LIBR. J. 303, 305 (2001) (demonstrating that beginning with the Twentieth Amendment, Congress has included a time limit for ratification in either the proposed amendment or joint resolution proposing the amendment).


229. Id. at 474.


231. See Scott E. Gant & Bruce G. Peabody, Mastings on a Constitutional Mystery: Missing Presidents and "Headless Monsters", 14 CONST. COMMENT. 83, 83 (1997) (explaining that the demarcation between end and beginning is not entirely clear where the President and Vice President are reelected to a second term).

232. U.S. CONST. amend. XX, § 1.

233. This section is said to have repealed an existing provision of the Constitution, though not expressly. See Gabriel J. Chin, Reconstruction, Felon Disenfranchisement, and the Right to Vote: Did the Fifteenth Amendment Repeal Section 2 of the Fourteenth Amendment?, 92 GEO. L.J. 259, 277 n.100 (2004) (discussing modification of Article I, Section 4, Clause 2 of the United States Constitution).

234. Jules Witcover narrates an instance during the second presidential debate in 1988 pitting George H.W. Bush and Michael Dukakis in which Section three of the Twentieth Amendment was the focus of moderator Bernard Shaw’s opening question to Bush. Quoting Section three’s provision that the Vice President elect is to become President where the president-elect dies before Inauguration Day, Shaw asked pointedly “[A]utomatically, automatically, Dan Quayle would become the forty-first president of the United States. What have you to say about that possibility?” WITCOVER, supra note 1, at 354.

235. Though Section three provides that the Vice President shall act as President until a President qualifies, it offers no solution where a President has been chosen but the electors disagree as to who she is. See John Harrison, Nobody for President, 16 J.L. & POLY. 699, 714 n.35 (2000). See also Law of Presidential Succession: Hearing Before Senate Subcomm. on the Constitution, 103d Cong. (1994) (statement of Walter Berns, John M. Olin Professor of Law, Georgetown University), available at 1994 WL 212703 (testifying that “there may not be a president and vice president elect until Congress resolves all disputes (if any) concerning the regularity of the electoral vote and announces the result”). Section three likewise fails to offer any guidance for resolving the analogous situation involving the Vice President. See Vasan Kesavan, Is the Electoral Count Act Unconstitutional?, 80 N.C. L. REV. 1653, 1809 n.607 (2002) (highlighting that Section three of the Twentieth Amendment does not answer who should act as Vice President in the event of a vacancy in that office due to disagreement among electors).

236. U.S. CONST. amend. XX, § 3.
either of its houses.\textsuperscript{237} Section five provides for the coming into force of the amendment, and Section six sets forth the rules for validating state ratification.\textsuperscript{238}

One cannot fully appreciate the calculations that informed the drafting of Section three without the benefit of historical context. Consider the impetus to the prescription in this Section that “[i]f, at the time fixed for the beginning of the term of the President, the President elect shall have died, the Vice President shall become President.” As we learn from Jules Witcover, one of the foremost political historians, President William Harrison succumbed to death only one month into his Presidency in 1841, failing to conquer a persistent spell of pneumonia that he had developed after braving the harsh wintry elements to take the presidential oath of office and deliver a then-record two-hour inaugural address.\textsuperscript{239} Next in line was John Tyler, derisively named “His Accidency” as the first Vice President ever to succeed to the Presidency.\textsuperscript{240} But, queries Witcover, although Vice President John Tyler was indeed sworn in as President shortly after the death of Harrison, did Tyler in fact become President?\textsuperscript{241}

At the time, the terms of the original Constitution controlled the law of presidential succession, providing that:

[In the case of the removal of the President from Office, or of his Death, Resignation, or Inability to discharge the Powers and Duties of the said Office, the Same shall devolve on the Vice President, and the Congress may by Law provide for the Case of Removal, Death, Resignation, or Inability, both of the President and Vice President, declaring what Officer shall then act as President, and such Officer shall act accordingly, until the Disability be removed, or a President shall be elected.\textsuperscript{242}

The ambiguity as to whether Tyler actually became President upon the death of Harrison stemmed from the language of the succession clause, which, in stating only that “the same shall devolve on the Vice President,” left open the possibility that the Framers had intended merely that “the powers and duties of the said Office” devolve upon the Vice President instead of devolving the Presidency itself upon him. The second half of the clause further complicated matters by stating that the succeeding officer shall only “act as President” and not in fact become President.\textsuperscript{243} Casting aside all doubt,\textsuperscript{244} Tyler exhibited little reluctance in seizing the Presidency for himself,

\begin{footnotes}
\item[237] Id. amend. XX, § 4.
\item[238] Id. amend. XX, § 5.
\item[239] Witcover, supra note 1, at 35-36.
\item[240] Paul E. McGreal, There is No Such Thing as Textualism: A Case Study in Constitutional Method, 69 Fordham L. Rev. 2393, 2399 (2001).
\item[241] Witcover, supra note 1, at 36.
\item[242] U.S. Const. art. II, § 1, cl. 6 (emphasis added).
\item[243] For instance, both the House of Representatives and the Senate heard motions proposing to withhold the title of President from newly-inaugurated President John Tyler. John McKeon, a New York member of the House of Representatives, favored referring to Tyler as “Vice-President, now exercising the office of President,” and Senator William Allen of Ohio suggested “the Vice-President, on whom, by the death of the late President, the powers and duties of the office of President have devolved.” David P. Currie, His Accidency, 5 Green Bag 2d 151, 152 (2002) (citations omitted).
\item[244] But one scholar suggests that Tyler himself believed that he was merely Vice President acting as President, not an actual President. Edward S. Corwin, The President: Office and Powers, 1787-1984, 60 (5th ed. 1984).
\end{footnotes}
deeming it unnecessary to untangle the textual intricacy of the Constitution. He took the presidential oath of office, delivered his inaugural address less than a week following the death of his predecessor, and framed his succession as the first time the Vice President “has had devolved upon him the presidential office.” Tyler did not acknowledge the possibility that only the “powers and duties” of the Presidency had devolved upon him, thereby authorizing nothing further than to “act as President.” It therefore became purely academic to accuse Tyler of mounting an unconstitutional power grab, as some have in the intervening years.

Thus, the Twentieth Amendment sought to assuage several doubts about succession—“succession wrinkles,” according to Akhil Amar—notably whether the Vice President became President or merely acted as President. By affirming that “the Vice President elect shall become President” upon the death of the President, Section three constitutionalizes the decision of then-Vice President Tyler to assume the Presidency. Oddly enough, Section three may have been superfluous in light of the Tyler precedent because subsequent Vice Presidents succeeding Presidents who had died in office predictably followed Tyler’s example and unabashedly assumed the office of the Presidency, brushing aside constitutional arguments that may have cautioned otherwise.

Section four of the Twentieth Amendment also reaches beyond its immediate text, tracking the language of the original Constitution that authorizes Congress to establish a line of succession to the Presidency. Congress has since passed three succession statutes, each of which repealed the former. The first, in 1792, named the President pro tempore of the Senate followed by the Speaker of the House of Representatives as the

---

245. Yet Tyler’s interpretation may have been mistaken. The leading authority on the Vice Presidency writes that “[s]tudy of the records of the Constitutional Congress makes clear that the framers intended the Vice President merely to ‘discharge the powers and duties’ of the President in all situations.” Goldstein, supra note 7, at 203-04.

246. Witcover, supra note 1, at 37.

247. See James C. Ho, Unnatural Born Citizens and Acting Presidents, 17 CONST. COMMENT. 575, 583-84 (2000) (noting that “[t]he distinction between actual Presidents and acting Presidents is recognized throughout the text of the Constitution as well as the United States Code.”) (citations omitted).

248. But, true to form, Akhil Amar argues in persuasive fashion that neither Tyler’s formal presidential authority nor tenure turned on whether Tyler merely acted as President or became President. Akhil Reed Amar, Presidents Without Mandates (With Special Emphasis on Ohio), 67 U. CIN. L. REV. 375, 377-78 (1999).

249. E.g., Richard H. Hansen, The Year We Had No President 9-20 (1962).


251. U.S. CONST. amend. XX, § 3 (emphasis added).

252. Then-Vice Presidents Millard Fillmore, Andrew Johnson, Chester Arthur, Theodore Roosevelt and Calvin Coolidge boldly followed the Tyler precedent even prior to the ratification of the Twentieth Amendment. See Ronald D. Rotunda & John E. Nowak, TREATISE ON CONSTITUTIONAL LAW: SUBSTANCE AND PROCEDURE § 9.17, at n.6 (3d ed. 1999) (stating that Fillmore, Johnson, Arthur, Roosevelt and Coolidge all followed Tyler’s precedent).

253. U.S. CONST. art. II, § 1, cl. 6 (“In the case of the removal of the President from Office, or of his Death, Resignation, or Inability to discharge the Powers and Duties of the said Office, the Same shall devolve on the Vice President, and the Congress may by Law provide for the Case of Removal, Death, Resignation, or Inability, both of the President and Vice President, declaring which Officer shall then act as President, and such Officer shall act accordingly, until the Disability be removed, or a President shall be elected.”).
first two successors to the Presidency in the event of a vice presidential vacancy or inability to serve.254 The second, in 1886, replaced the President pro tempore of the Senate and the Speaker of the House with members of the presidential cabinet.255 Congress deemed this change necessary because of conflict of interest concerns and extended vacancies that had plagued the offices of Speaker and President pro tempore.256

Upon assuming the Presidency in 1945, President Truman wrote to Congress urging its members to revise the presidential succession law of 1886 in the interest of order and stability.257 Truman’s discomfort with the existing rules of 1886 concerned the Secretary of State being named first successor to the Presidency. Since he as President could appoint whomever he wished to occupy the office of Secretary of State, Truman could effectively appoint his own successor in the event of a vice presidential vacancy. This was too vast a power for the President to hold, so thought Truman.258 Moreover, Truman was adamant that an elected official—not a presidential appointee—should occupy the Presidency. The Speaker or the President pro tempore fit the Truman rule more appropriately than an appointed cabinet secretary.259 Thus, in 1947, Congress revised the line of presidential succession to rank the Speaker first, followed by the President pro tempore, and then the various cabinet officers.260

Beyond giving rise to these intended modifications, the Twentieth Amendment has effected other changes in the American polity. First, it has moderated the practice of filibustering at the close of congressional sessions.261 The Twentieth Amendment moreover changed the adjournment practices of Congress, which now adjourns more


256. Howard M. Wasserman, Structural Principles and Presidential Succession, 90 KY. L.J. 345, 354 (2002) (“This change was brought about in part by concerns for the long stretches in which the offices of Speaker and President Pro Tem were vacant during the previous century, as well as concerns for the conflicts of interest that arose under the original statute.”).

257. See Joseph E. Kallenbach, The New Presidential Succession Act, 41 AM. POL. SCI. REV. 931, 932 (1947) (“Public interest was heightened when President Truman himself addressed a special message to Congress on June 19, 1945, urging revision of the 1886 law in the interest of ‘orderly, democratic government.’”) (citations omitted).

258. See William F. Brown & Americo R. Cinquegrana, The Realities of Presidential Succession: “The Emperor Has No Clones,” 75 GEO. L.J. 1389, 1421-22 (1987) (“Influenced by his own succession experience and the prospective absence of a Vice President for almost a full four year term, Truman expressed concern that by appointing a Secretary of State, he had the power to appoint his successor.”).

259. See Americo R. Cinquegrana, Presidential Succession Under 3 U.S.C. § 19 and the Separation of Powers: “If at First You Don’t Succeed, Try, Try, Again,” 20 HASTINGS CONST. L.Q. 105, 110 (1992) (“[Truman] believed this [ability to appoint a successor] was inconsistent with democratic principles and that the Presidency should be occupied by elected officials insofar as possible.”).


261. Catherine Fisk & Erwin Chemerinsky, The Filibuster, 49 STAN. L. REV. 181, 202 n.114 (1997) (stating that the Twentieth Amendment “will prevent filibusters and legislation by blackmail. It will put an end to that condition under which in a short session an individual senator may prevent the enactment of desirable legislation unless some measure in which he is interested is also allowed to pass.” (quoting 71 CONG. REC. 2390 (1929) (statement of Sen. Swanson))).
frequently for short periods of time when in session, and between sessions settles for a relatively brief adjournment.262 One further consequence has been to abbreviate the presidential transition interval and thus deprive an incoming President of valuable time to prepare her administrative and budgetary program.263 Whereas a President could have previously allowed herself a leisurely pace from November to March, the Twentieth Amendment radically condensed the incoming President’s time for preparatory work to ten weeks, “too short a period for a freshly minted president to change from his campaign garb to the raiments of power.”264 Finally, the Twentieth Amendment emboldened Congress, which had previously ceded a nearly yearlong head start to an incoming President. Prior to the Twentieth Amendment, the new Congress elected in November 1848 would not assemble for its first session until December 1949.265 The ratification of the Twentieth Amendment authorized Congress to convene three weeks before Inauguration Day, thus giving Congress “time to gird for battle,” according to presidential historian Richard Neustadt.266

Today, a new Congress is installed seventeen days ahead of Inauguration Day.267 Yet prior to the enactment of the Twentieth Amendment, a newly elected Congress was installed in March of the year after Election Day and did not convene until December.268 This delay was attributable to the conditions of the day, for instance travel by horseback or stagecoach and communication exclusively by mail.269 The mechanics were peculiar: in even-numbered years, the electorate would elect a new Congress in November and, in December, the old Congress would convene for an exceptionally brief session with the knowledge that its term would soon end. This peculiar congressional calendar produced untold machinations, with non-returning members insisting on legislative and other actions that new members might not.270 Such a short and well-timed session presented an occasion—a particularly appealing one to retiring and other members who had failed to win reelection—to pass self-serving legislation or perhaps even measures that would prove purposely disruptive to

264. Walter Shapiro, Bush Keeps His Balance in Whirlwind Transition, USA TODAY, Feb. 9, 2001, at 9A.
268. U.S. CONST. art. I, § 4, cl. 2 (“The Congress shall assemble at least once in every Year, and such Meeting shall be on the Monday in December, unless they shall by Law appoint a different Day.”).
269. Claiborne Pell, Editorial, Lame and Dead Ducks, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 21, 1982, § 4, at 19 (discussing origins of two-month delay between the election of a member of Congress and her first official day in office).
270. See Anthony Lewis, A Terrible Precedent, DENVER POST, Jan. 6, 1999, at B9 (opining on last minute efforts of lame duck Congress during Clinton impeachment proceedings).
the incoming class. As one scholar puts it, lame duck members of Congress “suffered from perverse incentives” because “on the one hand, once defeated, members were unaccountable to the electorate” and, on the other, they “were viewed as susceptible to pressure from the President and from special interests.”

The call for an end to the actions of lame duck Congresses—which were viewed as contrary to representative democracy—intensified in the early 1920s during the Presidency of Warren Harding, who in 1922 openly lobbyed departing members of Congress, in exchange for patronage appointments and other presidential dispensations, to look favorably upon his legislative program subsidizing the shipping industry. In the normal course of governance, managing the legislative agenda demands a certain degree of quid pro quo compromise. But here, the electorate had overwhelmingly defeated congressional candidates sympathetic to the Harding ship subsidy program, which had been a focal topic of the 1922 congressional cycle.

Though the ship subsidy bill may not have been spectacularly offensive or exceedingly abusive of the power and influence of the Presidency, the Twentieth Amendment—conceived as a precautionary and defensive measure—sought to ensure that the ship subsidy bill would be the most objectionable of the dubious devices that outgoing members of Congress would have occasion to plot in a lame duck session. Admittedly, the amendment has not eliminated lame duck sessions entirely, but it has reduced, by roughly half, the length of time available to lame duck Senators and Representatives to “work political mischief.” Thus at its core, the Twentieth Amendment declares an outright repudiation of the constitutional authority of a lame duck Congress to act from Election Day to March of the following year, which had formerly marked the end of the congressional term. The result of the amendment—accelerating the close of the congressional term from March to January—has enhanced the popular legitimacy of congressional action taken from January to March.

273. Id. at 488-89.
274. See Nancy Amoury Combs, Carter, Reagan, and Khomeini: Presidential Transitions and International Law, 52 HASTINGS L.J. 303, 332 (2001) (describing historical instances of tensions arising when a lame duck office-holder used her last days in office to enact policy initiatives unlikely to be supported by her successor).
275. See Eugene J. McCarthy, Editorial, Give Bush Another 100 Days, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 3, 1989, at A39 (“Prior to the Twentieth Amendment, [i]there was no record of obstructionism or irresponsibility on the part of Congress. Nor had a ‘lame duck’ President abused the powers of his office.”).
276. See Mark Tushnet, Evaluating Constitutional Interpretation: Some Criteria and Two Informal Case Studies, 50 DUKE L.J. 1395, 1413 (2001) (noting, however, that the amendment did shorten “the time in which a lame duck Congress could sit”).
278. See Bruce Ackerman, The Case Against Lameduck Impeachment 24-31 (1999) (noting intent of Framers of Twentieth Amendment to end lame duck sessions of Congress); see also Bruce Ackerman, Revolution on a Human Scale, 108 YALE L.J. 2279, 2342 (1999) (describing the impact of the Twentieth Amendment on the Clinton impeachment).
279. See Malla Pollack, What is Congress Supposed to Promote?: Defining “Progress” in Article I, Section 8, Clause 8 of the United States Constitution, or Introducing the Progress Clause, 80 NEB. L. REV. 754, 778 (2001) (cataloguing constitutional amendments devolving more popular control over Congress).
According to its original sponsor, Senator George W. Norris, the Twentieth Amendment is a "great step toward placing the control of our government in the hands of the chosen representatives of the American people."  

3. The Imperial Executive

Fears of an imperial Presidency gave rise to the Twenty-Second Amendment. Proposed in 1947 and ultimately ratified in 1951, the amendment was drafted to "repudiate the invincible" Democratic President Franklin D. Roosevelt, who had recorded an unprecedented third reelection in 1944. Republican legislators dissented from his actions to centralize governmental functions, expand and control the bureaucratic levers of the state, and consolidate popular authority in the Presidency. But more generally, the fundamental purpose of the amendment was to arrest the increasing concentration of power within the hands of the commander in chief by barring Presidents from following Roosevelt's example of serving more than two elective terms of office.

The two-term custom in the United States finds its origin in the nation's first commander in chief, George Washington. In selflessly choosing to serve only two

---


281. The Twenty-Second Amendment states:

Section 1. No person shall be elected to the office of the President more than twice, and no person who has held the office of President, or acted as President, for more than two years of a term to which some other person was elected President shall be elected to the office of the President more than once. But this Article shall not apply to any person holding the office of President when this Article was proposed by the Congress, and shall not prevent any person who may be holding the office of President, or acting as President, during the term within which this Article becomes operative from holding the office of President or acting as President during the remainder of such term.

Section 2. This article shall be inoperative unless it shall have been ratified as an amendment to the Constitution by the legislatures of three-fourths of the several States within seven years from the date of its submission to the States by the Congress.

U.S. Const. amend. XXII.


283. See George Anastaplo, Amendments to the Constitution of the United States: A Commentary, 23 Loy. U. Chi. L.J. 631, 825 (1992) ("The Twenty-Second Amendment reflects the determination by the Republican party to repudiate the invincible Franklin Roosevelt by establishing as the permanent law of the land the two-term limit that George Washington had established as custom.").


285. See David E. Kyvig, Refining or Resisting Modern Government?: The Balanced Budget Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, 28 Akron L. Rev. 97, 103 (1995) ("The Twenty-Second Amendment, limiting a president to two terms and designed to block accretions of power in the executive office, won adoption through the combined support of Republicans and southern Democrats."); see also Sanford Levinson, Why it's Smart to Think about Constitutional Stupidities, 17 Ga. St. U. L. Rev. 359, 365-66 (2000) (recalling a heated discussion on the Twenty-Second Amendment in the larger context of American constitutional history and culture).

286. See James L. Sundquist, Constitutional Reform and Effective Government, 46 (1986)
terms, despite his likely reelection had he declared his candidacy for a third time, Washington is said to have adopted the model of Cincinnatus, the great Roman military commander who conquered pretenders to the throne and refused a coronation, turning away from political glory to return to his farm. 287 After the revolution, Washington, having commanded his people to victory in war, answered the call to preside over the Constitutional Convention and subsequently become the first American President. 288 The Founders wished to instill this noble ideal of disinterested public service—reflected in protagonists from the Roman era and mirrored by Washington—upon the citizens of the thirteen colonies that would ultimately strike common cause to form the United States. 289 As one scholar puts it, the Washingtonian paradigm is “to subordinate personal ambition for the public good.” 290 This Washingtonian standard carried great force until Roosevelt’s departure from the long-standing two-term convention, 291 so much so that only a few years removed from the divisiveness of the Civil War, a bipartisan congressional resolution voiced piercing disapproval of then-President Ulysses S. Grant’s intimations of interest in running for a third term in the election of 1876. 292 Washington’s voluntary retirement after two consecutive terms of presidential service was a shaping moment in American history because it triggered the land’s first contested presidential election in 1796 upon Washington’s retirement. 293

As a textual matter, the Twenty-Second Amendment may be understood as constituting two proscriptions and two exceptions. First, the two-term clause is unmistakable: “No person shall be elected to the office of the President more than twice . . . .” 294 Second, no one who has succeeded to the Presidency and has either become or acted as President for more than two years may be elected President on her own merits more than once. 295 This means, for instance, that should a President

---


291. See JAMES T. FLEXNER, GEORGE WASHINGTON: ANGUISH AND FAREWELL 1793-1799, 304 (1972) (“Washington’s decision to retire at the end of his second term was so climactic an act that the precedent he thus established was not violated for more than a century and then restored by a Constitutional amendment.”).


293. Freeman, supra note 151, at 1968.


295. Id. ("[N]o person who has held the office of President, or acted as President, for more than two years of a term to which some other person was elected President shall be elected to the office of the President more than once.").
succumb to death on Inauguration Day, the Vice President would succeed to the Presidency but would be barred from election to the Presidency more than once because she would have served more than two years of her successor’s mandate. Conversely, should a second-term President die the day after the sixth anniversary of her inauguration, the succeeding Vice President could still freely serve as President for two additional elected terms. It appears, then, that under any imaginable circumstance, a successor Vice President may fulfill no more than ten years of presidential service. The amendment also includes two exceptions to these express proscriptions: its restrictions do not apply to either the President in office at the time the amendment was proposed or the President in office at ratification. Harry Truman was President in both cases—March 24, 1947, and February 27, 1951, respectively—296—and therefore exempt from the two-term restriction. 297

The Twenty-Second Amendment was passed just as effortlessly as it reads. Following a petition initiated by five states, 298 Democrats and Republicans at the Capitol joined forces to win approval for the amendment, without which Republican majorities in both houses of Congress would have been insufficient to achieve the obligatory two-thirds prerequisite for transmission onto the states. 299 Each of the several states—except Massachusetts and Oklahoma 300—subsequently ratified the Twenty-Second Amendment with little opposition and debate. 301 Indeed, it “slipped through the Congress and the state legislatures almost without notice.” 302 But not everyone cheered its ratification. 303 Most prominently, perhaps, then-President Truman condemned the amendment for enfeebling and rendering powerless a second-term President, who, at the hands of the Twenty-Second Amendment, lost “a lot of influence” and faced the daily rigor of his presidential duties “with one hand tied behind his back.” 304


297. The second exception also extended to anyone who may have succeeded to the Presidency and either became or acted as President. See U.S. Const. amend. XXII, § 1 (“But this Article shall not apply to any person holding the office of President when this Article was proposed by the Congress, and shall not prevent any person who may be holding the office of President, or acting as President, during the term within which this Article becomes operative from holding the office of President or acting as President during the remainder of such term.”) (emphasis added).

298. Elizabeth C. Price, Constitutional Fidelity and the Commerce Clause: A Reply to Professor Ackerman, 48 Syracuse L. Rev. 139, 198 (1998).

299. Boudreaux & Pritchard, supra note 184, at 151.


302. Henry Steele Commager, To Form a Much Less Perfect Union, N.Y. Times, July 14, 1963, (Magazine), at 5.

303. See, e.g., JAMES W. DAVIS, THE AMERICAN PRESIDENCY 405-07 (2d ed. 1995) (discussing criticisms of amendment and concluding that amendment was “[p]assed more as a result of political spite”).

Scholarly opinion on the Twenty-Second Amendment is emphatically unsettled. While some view the amendment as anti-democratic because it constrains citizen choice, the counterargument is equally powerful, perhaps more so in fact: the people have chosen, through an exceptional process of higher-ordered democratic engagement, to govern themselves by its terms. To some, the Twenty-Second Amendment has not gone quite far enough to prevent an imperial Presidency. Yet one scholar has suggested that the intensely partisan backdrop within which Congress proposed and the states ratified the Twenty-Second Amendment renders the amendment objectionable at best and illegitimate at worst. Others have argued that the amendment removes electoral accountability from a reelected President. Still others contend that it compromises presidential authority or that it shifts the balance of power from the President to the legislature.

Though the targets of the Twenty-Second Amendment were undeniably the Presidency and Roosevelt, the amendment has forever changed the Vice Presidency in at least two ways. The first reverberates in the world of politics. Prior to the Twenty-Second Amendment, a Vice President who held presidential hopes found herself in an awkward holding pattern. On the one hand, she could not overtly chart her trajectory to the Presidency. She risked being viewed as too ambitious—or worse yet, disloyal—if she actively organized a future run for the White House or expressed any interest in the Presidency beyond an uncontrovertial statement about her eagerness to serve in whatever capacity her fellow citizens wish. On the other hand, she could not truthfully disclaim any interest at all in the Presidency and, in the process cede organizational and further advantages to other aspirants to the office. The Twenty-Second Amendment pulled Vice Presidents from this political purgatory insofar as the amendment liberated a second-term Vice President to openly seek her party's nomination, free from cries of

305. See, e.g., John J. Gibbons, Intentionalism, History, and Legitimacy, 140 U. PA. L. REV. 613, 628 (1991) (stating that "the wisdom of the Twenty-Second [Amendment]... is also far from unanimously acknowledged").

306. See, e.g., Davis, supra note 303, at 406 (arguing amendment is anti-democratic because it constrains choice of party and electorate).


309. Carlos E. González, Popular Sovereign Generated Versus Government Institution Generated Constitutional Norms: When Does a Constitutional Amendment Not Amend the Constitution?, 80 WASH. U. L.Q. 127, 207-09 (2002) ("Rather than an expression of a deliberated and discernible popular consensus, the Twenty-Second Amendment was the result of partisan politics.").

310. See, e.g., Harry H. Wellington, Term Limits: History, Democracy and Constitutional Interpretation, 40 N.Y.L. SCH. L. REV. 833, 852 (1996) (arguing that "electoral accountability had been, and still is in the first term, an important check on that office.").


betrayal, duplicity, and disloyalty to the incumbent President.\textsuperscript{313} Second, the Twenty-Second Amendment has also palliated fears of an imperial Vice Presidency because an outgoing or former two-term President may not return to serve her country as Vice President.

This latter point is more than an academic diversion. Indeed, lawyers, scholars, and lay persons alike have debated whether the Constitution permits—and, if it does, whether it should permit—the Vice Presidency to serve as a vehicle through which a two-term President might ascend to the Presidency for a third term. These very issues were at the fore of political discourse as recently as the 2000 and 2004 presidential elections. Pundits first wondered whether Democratic presidential candidate Al Gore could name outgoing two-term President Bill Clinton as his nominee for Vice President.\textsuperscript{314} The same question arose four years later, with John Kerry substituting for Al Gore at the top of the ticket.\textsuperscript{315} One cannot know whether President Clinton would have even considered playing second fiddle to a President Gore or Kerry, but what is beyond question is that he was no fan of the Twenty-Second Amendment.\textsuperscript{316}

In any event, it appears that a two-term President may not, as a matter of constitutional law, accept the vice presidential nomination. Recall the language of Section 1 of the Twenty-Second Amendment, which states: “No person shall be elected to the office of the President more than twice, and no person who has held the office of President, or acted as President, for more than two years of a term to which some other person was elected President shall be elected to the office of the President more than once.”\textsuperscript{317} By its plain and clear terms, there is no doubt that a two-term President may not run for the Presidency a third time, for were she to win, she would be “elected to the office of the President more than twice” in decided violation of the amendment.\textsuperscript{318} But nowhere in its text does the Twenty-Second Amendment declare or even imply that a two-term President is constitutionally barred from joining the bottom half of a

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{313} See Witcover, supra note 1, at 404 (discussing an “unintended consequence” of the Twenty-Second Amendment).
\item \textsuperscript{316} See, e.g., James C. Ho, Employment for Ex-Presidents, 7 GREEN BAG 2d 3, 3 (2003) (describing President Clinton’s proposal to amend the Twenty-Second Amendment “to forbid only three consecutive terms as President”).
\item \textsuperscript{317} U.S. CONST. amend. XXII, § 1.
\item \textsuperscript{318} Id.
\end{itemize}
presidential ticket. To unearth this prohibition, we must return to the Twelfth Amendment.

The very last sentence of the Twelfth Amendment seals the fate of a two-term President with designs on the Vice Presidency. Its drafters appear to have taken great care to state that "no person constitutionally ineligible to the office of President shall be eligible to that of Vice-President of the United States." The formative phrase is "constitutionally ineligible," and it leads to the question whether a two-term President is constitutionally eligible for the Presidency. The answer is yes, according to a powerful article penned by Bruce Peabody and Scott Gant, who argue that the Twelfth Amendment's reference to constitutional eligibility "likely pointed only to" the Constitution's eligibility provision found in Article II. This eligibility clause establishes that the Presidency is not open to anyone who is not an American citizen, has not reached thirty-five years of age, or has not resided in the United States for at least fourteen years. This does not, however, tell the whole story and therefore cannot be the dispositive answer.

Granted, the Twelfth Amendment preceded the Twenty-Second Amendment. And, yes, it would be quite an exercise in originalism to argue that the Framers of the Twelfth Amendment intended to apply its eligibility clause precisely to such circumstances as those contemplated by the Twenty-Second Amendment. Yet, it would likewise be unsound to rely on a narrow clause-bound, textualist analysis of the Twenty-Second Amendment to argue that the drafters' deliberate choice to prevent a candidate from being "elected to the office of the President more than twice" reflects their favorable regard upon a three-term Presidency via the Vice Presidency. It may be more appropriate—and constitutionally faithful—to abandon the practice of reading "the words of the Constitution in order, tracking the sequence of clauses as they appear in the document itself" and instead read "the words of the Constitution in a dramatically different order, placing textually nonadjoining clauses side by side for careful analysis." Adopting this practice—Akhil Amar's intratextualism—would advise reading the eligibility requirements in Article II alongside the Twelfth and Twenty-Second Amendments. Doing so may yield a different conclusion than the one generated by a myopic analysis of constitutional provisions on their own, each independent of other provisions whether they came before or after. It is a mistaken strategy to focus on what may admittedly be the distracting temporal element of chronologically-ratified amendments. Its only consequence is to erroneously reject a

319. Id. amend. XII ("But no person constitutionally ineligible to the office of the President shall be eligible to that of Vice-President of the United States.").

320. Id.


322. U.S. CONST. art. II, § 1, cl. 5 ("No person except a natural born Citizen, or a Citizen of the United States, at the time of the Adoption of this Constitution, shall be eligible to the Office of President; neither shall any Person be eligible to that Office who shall not have attained to the Age of thirty five Years, and been fourteen Years a Resident within the United States.").

323. See Peabody & Gant, supra note 321, at 619 (finding Twelfth Amendment "could not have originally meant to preclude someone from being Vice President who had been elected President twice").

proper, holistic reading of the full text of the Constitution which, inclusive of amendments, counsels that a two-term President may not again become President by serving as Vice President and succeeding an incapacitated or disabled President to the White House.

4. Vice Presidential Succession

More than any other amendment, the Twenty-Fifth Amendment makes plain the modern significance of the Vice Presidency. In addition to establishing procedures for substituting the Vice President or another official in the line of succession into the Presidency when the President is unable to discharge her office or is removed, the Twenty-Fifth Amendment sets forth a congressional confirmation process to fill a vice presidential vacancy. As one scholar has observed, though vice presidential vacancies once may have been nondescript events in American history—the Vice Presidency was unoccupied during sixteen of the thirty-six presidential administrations preceding the amendment—vice presidential vacancies are no longer tolerable.

325. The Twenty-Fifth Amendment States:

Section 1. In case of the removal of the President from office or of his death or resignation, the Vice President shall become President.

Section 2. Whenever there is a vacancy in the office of the Vice President, the President shall nominate a Vice President who shall take office upon confirmation by a majority vote of both Houses of Congress.

Section 3. Whenever the President transmits to the President pro tempore of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of Representatives his written declaration that he is unable to discharge the powers and duties of his office, and until he transmits to them a written declaration to the contrary, such powers and duties shall be discharged by the Vice President as Acting President.

Section 4. Whenever the Vice President and a majority of either the principal officers of the executive departments or of such other body as Congress may by law provide, transmit to the President pro tempore of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of Representatives their written declaration that the President is unable to discharge the powers and duties of his office, the Vice President shall immediately assume the powers and duties of the office as Acting President.

Thereafter, when the President transmits to the President pro tempore of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of Representatives his written declaration that no inability exists, he shall resume the powers and duties of his office unless the Vice President and a majority of either the principal officers of the executive department or of such other body as Congress may provide, transmit within four days to the President pro tempore of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of Representatives their written declaration that the President is unable to discharge the powers and duties of his office. Thereupon Congress shall decide the issue, assembling within forty-eight hours for that purpose if not in session. If the Congress, within twenty-one days after receipt of the latter written declaration, or, if Congress is not in session, within twenty-one days after Congress is required to assemble, determines by two-thirds vote of both Houses that the President is unable to discharge the powers and duties of his office, the Vice President shall continue to discharge the same as Acting President; otherwise, the President shall resume the powers and duties of his office.

U.S. Const. amend. XXV.

326. Michael Nelson, Op-Ed, America's Understudy, Palm Beach Post (Fla.), May 26, 1991, at E1, available at 1991 WLNR 1228793 ("Prior to 1967, seven vice presidential deaths, one vice presidential resignation and eight presidential deaths had left the nation without a vice president during 16 of 36 presidential administrations. Section 2 [of the Twenty-Fifth Amendment] stipulates that, in the modern era, such vacancies are intolerable: the president shall nominate a new vice president when a vacancy in the office occurs, subject to confirmation by both houses of Congress.").
Though the United States had long appreciated the precariousness of a situation in which any doubt surfaced as to who held the Presidency,\(^{327}\) filling a vice presidential vacancy never rose to the level of national urgency. It took a presidential assassination during a time of national uncertainty to befall an air of crisis upon the people and their elected representatives. Congress and the legislatures of the several states\(^{329}\) led the charge to finally enshrine this "housekeeping measure"\(^{329}\) within the Constitution and, at last, to quell longstanding apprehensions.\(^{330}\)

At the height of the Cold War—only a few years removed from the Cuban Missile Crisis—the rise of nuclear weaponry, lingering uncertainty about the scope and meaning of Article II succession, and historical succession precedents all conspired to make plain the exigency of a constitutionalized system of presidential and vice presidential succession.\(^{331}\) The Twenty-Fifth Amendment responded to the need for reliable presidential leadership in the nuclear age, in which the timetable for military action, whether offensive or defensive, was compressed into a matter of mere minutes.\(^{332}\) The assassination of President John F. Kennedy in 1963 moved legislators to action and ultimately drove the new amendment.\(^{333}\)

Fresh memories of the poor health of Dwight Eisenhower (Kennedy's predecessor) highlighted the uncertain status of the nation's leadership and confirmed the need for the amendment.\(^{334}\) Indeed, President Eisenhower himself had encouraged


\(^{328}\) Mark I. Pinsky, *Disabled Pope Would Create a Dilemma for the Vatican*, ORLANDO SENTINEL, Jan. 25, 2004, at 31 (stating that "Congress and the state legislatures pushed for the [Twenty-Fifth] amendment to the U.S. Constitution").

\(^{329}\) Michael C. Dorf, *Equal Protection Incorporation*, 88 VA. L. REV. 951, 987 (2002) (distinguishing constitutional amendments expressing national consensus on certain values from "housekeeping measures, such as the Twenty-Fifth Amendment, that do not speak in especially value-laden terms").

\(^{330}\) Questions about dealing with the contingency of presidential incapacity arose as early as 1881, when President James Garfield was shot and lingered on for over two months. The same questions resurfaced in 1919 upon the collapse and paralyzing stroke of Woodrow Wilson, who remained in office as "a total invalid who barely left his bed and whose wife had to guide his hand when he signed formal documents" for 14 months. Harold Jackson, *Fierce Light that Beats Upon the Polyp: Focus on the Implications for the U.S. Should President Reagan Become Ill*, GUARDIAN (London), July 12, 1985, available at LEXIS (search "News & Business"; then "Individual Publications"; select "Guardian (London)"); see also Robert P. Hey, U.S. 25th Amendment Works Well in Bush Medical Episode, CHRISTIAN SCI. MONITOR, May 8, 1991, at 9, available at 1991 WLNR 964994 (stating that Garfield lay near death for over two months and that Wilson remained in office as "an invalid unable to lead the government" for more than one year).


\(^{333}\) Editorial, Revisiting JFK's Health, TENNESSEAN, Nov. 21, 2002, at A18; Ken Gormley, Impeachment and the Independent Counsel: A Dysfunctional Union, 51 STAN. L. REV. 309, 323 (1999); see also Akhil Reed Amar, This is One Terrorist Threat We Can Thwart Now, WASH. POST, Nov. 11, 2001, at B2 (noting the Twenty-Fifth Amendment "streamlined issues of vice presidential succession").

\(^{334}\) See Richard L. Madden, When Is Top Official's Illness a Disability, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 26, 1980, at B2 (stating that approval of the Twenty-Fifth Amendment was prompted largely by illness of President Eisenhower); The Presidency: Thinking About the Unthinkable, ECONOMIST, Jan. 19, 1985, at 34 ("The illness of President Eisenhower and the assassination of President Kennedy led Congress to propose the [Twenty-Fifth] Amendment, adopted in 1967."); Michael White, Reagan's Operation Gives Bush a Brief Taste of
his contemporaries to adopt contingencies to respond to presidential incapacity, and went as far as devising his own agreement on presidential incapacity with his Vice President, Richard Nixon. New York Representative Emanuel Celler picked up on this issue as well and ordered a congressional study on presidential disability. Thus, what began as informal conversations between Eisenhower and his vice president grew into congressional hearings. In due course, this prompted an amendment bill in 1965 and culminated in the passage of the Twenty-Fifth Amendment in 1967.

Birch Bayh, a U.S. Senator from Indiana from 1963 to 1981, was a leading advocate of the amendment. Even a cursory review of American presidential history reveals the wisdom of constitutionalizing a procedure for filling vice presidential vacancies and attending to presidential disability. In the twentieth century alone, fourteen of nineteen American Presidents lived with significant illnesses while in office. For example, Lyndon B. Johnson and Ronald Reagan had cancer; Woodrow Wilson had kidney disease; William McKinley, William Howard Taft, Warren Harding, Calvin Coolidge, Franklin D. Roosevelt, Harry Truman, and Dwight Eisenhower were diagnosed with coronary heart disease; Wilson, Harding, Franklin D. Roosevelt, and Eisenhower each suffered strokes; and Theodore Roosevelt, Franklin D. Roosevelt, Truman, Eisenhower, Johnson, and Reagan all endured surgery on at least one occasion during their presidency. The Wilson Presidency is perhaps the most
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Evasive Power, GUARDIAN (London), July 15, 1985, available at LEXIS (search “News & Business”; then “Individual Publications”; select “Guardian (London)”) (stating that the Twenty-Fifth Amendment was passed in part “by the wake of Ike’s prolonged illnesses”).

335. Stephanie Harvin, Chief Executives Often Relied on Spin Doctors, POST & COURIER (Charleston, SC), Feb. 18, 2002, at D1 (“Eisenhower began to push the [Twenty-Fifth] Amendment that spells out the specific order of succession in case of incapacity, a far greater problem than what to do if a president dies.”).

336. Charles S. Clark, A President’s Health, CHI. TRIB., May 22, 1992, at C7 (“Eisenhower’s chief legacy on the health issue was a letter of agreement he and Nixon signed stipulating that Nixon would decide whether the president could no longer perform his duties, and the president would decide when he was capable of resuming them.”).


338. Alvin S. Felzenberg, The Modern Veep, NAT’L REV. ONLINE, May 21, 2001 (Guest Comment), available at LEXIS (search “News & Business”; then “Individual Publications”; select “National Review”) (stating that the amendment “began from conversations between Nixon and a recovering Eisenhower over what to do when the president becomes too ill to perform his duties”).


341. See Feerick, supra note 337, at 487-98 (recounting the full history of Twenty-Fifth Amendment).


343. Herbert L. Abrams, The Vulnerable President and the Twenty-Fifth Amendment, with Observations on Guidelines, a Health Commission, and the Role of the President’s Physician, 30 WAKE FOREST L. REV. 453, 461 (1995). Thus far, the only twenty-first century President addition to the list of Presidents who have undergone an invasive medical procedure while in office is George W. Bush. See Elisabeth Bumiller & Lawrence K. Altman, Bush Returns to Activities After 20-Minute Procedure Finds No Polyps on His Colon, N.Y. TIMES, June 30, 2002, at 16, available at 2002 WLNJR 4046710 (“President Bush transferred the powers of the presidency to Vice President Dick Cheney for two hours and 15 minutes this morning while under heavy
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disconcerting example of all. During his illness of several months, which spanned one of the most critical periods in American history, Wilson remained isolated in his private quarters while, according to Birch Bayh, First Lady Edith Wilson and a presidential aide essentially steered the ship of state.

The original constitutional clause on presidential succession accounted for the President’s removal, death, resignation, or inability to discharge the office. But it had been designed chiefly to respond to presidential death—especially an instantaneous or near instantaneous death—not presidential disability. As a general matter, the Twenty-Fifth Amendment is the marriage of law and politics in the service of a necessary constitutional safeguard. Without it, presidential political advisors—and Presidents themselves—may, under certain circumstances, otherwise be reluctant to sanction any temporary transfer of power because of the perceived or actual political damage such a transfer might engender. The amendment codifies the liberal democratic principle that a transfer of executive authority should proceed in a predetermined orderly fashion. It also promotes stability in the affairs of the state insofar as it defuses the possibility that the Presidency will swing from one political party to another as a successor moves into the office. This had been possible prior to the Twenty-Fifth Amendment. When the Vice Presidency was vacant, a presidential death or incapacity would thrust the Speaker of the House into the Presidency, and there was of course no assurance that the Speaker and the President shared the same party allegiance.


345. See Birch Bayh, The Twenty-Fifth Amendment: Dealing with Presidential Disability, 30 Wake Forest L. Rev. 437, 450 (1995) (stating that the First Lady and the President’s chief aide controlled access to the President).

346. U.S. Const. art. II, § 1, cl. 6 (“In Case of the Removal of the President from Office, or of his Death, Resignation, or Inability to discharge the Powers and Duties of the said Office, the Same shall devolve on the Vice President, and the Congress may by Law provide for the Case of Removal, Death, Resignation or Inability, both of the President and Vice President, declaring what Officer shall then act as President, and such Officer shall act accordingly, until the Disability be removed, or a President shall be elected.”).


348. See Nancy Kassop, When Law and Politics Collide: Presidents and the Use of the Twenty-Fifth Amendment, 35 Presidential Stud. Q. 147 (2005), available at 2005 WLNR 3727398 (concluding that White House counsel typically advise Presidents to adhere closely to the spirit and letter of the Twenty-Fifth Amendment, while Presidents hesitate to sanction a temporary transfer of power for at least three reasons: (1) the President appears weak; (2) the Vice President becomes more visible and, perhaps, more powerful; and (3) the possibility arises that the President may be unable to reclaim her office).


Section one of the Twenty-Fifth Amendment, which affirms that the Vice President does not act as President but in fact becomes President when she succeeds to the Presidency, repeats the fundamental substance of Section three of the Twentieth Amendment, which constitutionalizes the Tyler precedent. This first section of the amendment forecloses a special election to fill a presidential vacancy, a possibility that had once seemed mandated by Article II. Section two of the Twenty-Fifth Amendment outlines the procedure for filling a vice presidential vacancy: the Senate and the House of Representatives must, by majority vote, confirm the President’s vice presidential nominee. In the first use of this constitutional provision, the Senate and the House approved President Nixon’s nomination of Gerald Ford to the Vice Presidency by margins of 92 to 3 and 387 to 35, respectively. When Ford later became President and nominated Nelson Rockefeller to the Vice Presidency, the Senate and House approved the choice by respective votes of 90 to 7 and 287 to 128. Taking no fewer than 121 days, the Rockefeller confirmation may be said to have undermined the very purpose of the amendment, which was to establish a speedy procedure ensuring that the Presidency will have an identifiable successor.

Sections three and four of the Twenty-Fifth Amendment relate to presidential disability. Section three stipulates that the President may authorize the Vice President to act as President when the President determines that she is temporarily unable to fulfill her duties. The fourth section empowers the Vice President, along with the support of a majority of the cabinet, to temporarily relieve the President of her office. In such a case, the Vice President assumes the Presidency as acting President until the President declares that she is fit to resume her presidential duties, subject to a congressional procedure for resolving disagreements about presidential disability.

351. U.S. CONST. amend. XXV, § 1. See supra note 325 for the text of the Twenty-Fifth Amendment.
352. Id. amend. XX, § 3 (“If, at the time fixed for the beginning of the term of the President, the President elect shall have died, the Vice President elect shall become President.”).
353. See supra Subsection III.B.2 for a discussion of the Tyler precedent.
355. U.S. CONST. amend. XXV, § 2. See supra note 325 for the text of the Twenty-Fifth Amendment.
357. GOLDSTEIN, supra note 7, at 246.
360. U.S. CONST. amend. XXV, §§ 3-4. In the first real test of the Twenty-Fifth Amendment’s provision for presidential incapacity, aides to President Ronald Reagan refused to invoke the procedures for elevating the Vice President to the rank of acting President despite the apparent incapacitation of the President. Richard A. Knox, Medical Specialists Debate Electorate’s Need to Know, BOSTON GLOBE, Oct. 15, 1996, at A13 (“Yet the first serious test of the amendment failed when Reagan’s aides refused to invoke it, despite the fact that the president had lost half his blood volume and was subsequently incapacitated by the effects of anesthesia, trauma, psychoactive painkillers and profound fatigue.”).
361. U.S. CONST. amend. XXV, § 3. See supra note 325 for the text of the Twenty-Fifth Amendment.
This section exhibits a certain measure of fused powers—as opposed to the traditional American model of separated powers—insofar as it authorizes Congress to determine, in certain instances, whether the President is fit to serve.\textsuperscript{364}

Joel Goldstein argues that Section two of the Twenty-Fifth Amendment exhibits several shortcomings: (1) there is no accepted standard for congressional ratification of the President's nomination; (2) Representatives and Senators may be tempted to put partisanship ahead of national interest and therefore delay or otherwise disrupt the vice presidential appointment process; (3) the confirmation process delves into the nominee's personal life; and (4) the procedure allows a vice presidential nominee to be confirmed and perhaps subsequently ascend to the Presidency via succession without validation from the electorate.\textsuperscript{365}

Another observer argues that, despite its extraordinary specificity and careful attention to detail,\textsuperscript{366} the Twenty-Fifth Amendment fails to address a large universe of eventualities.\textsuperscript{367} For instance, the amendment is silent on non-presidential disability, specifically about what follows when a Vice President\textsuperscript{368} or other public official in the line of succession\textsuperscript{369} is unable to discharge her duties. Equally controversial is whether, in the event of both presidential and vice presidential vacancies, an acting President could nominate herself to the Vice Presidency via the Twenty-Fifth Amendment's congressional procedures in order to ultimately become—and no longer merely to act as—President.\textsuperscript{370}

Finally, with respect to presidential disability, the Twenty-Fifth Amendment does not identify who should conduct the medical evaluation that will uncover the requisite facts permitting the Vice President and the cabinet to make an informed decision about whether the President is in fact fit to serve.\textsuperscript{371} Furthermore, it is unclear whether a President could invoke the Twenty-Fifth Amendment in order to serve a short sentence

\textsuperscript{364} See Elbert P. Tuttle & Dean W. Russell, Preserving Judicial Integrity: Some Comments on the Role of the Judiciary Under the "Blending" of Powers, 37 EMORY L.J. 587, 589 n.10 (1988) (stating that the Twenty-Fifth Amendment "evidences the blending of powers by providing for a congressional determination of the fitness for duty of the President in certain situations").

\textsuperscript{365} Goldstein, supra note 7, at 247.

\textsuperscript{366} But see Peter Jeremy Smith, Commas, Constitutional Grammar, and the Straight-Face Test: What if Conan the Grammarian Were a Strict Textualist?, 16 CONS. COMMENT. 7, 18 n.32 (1999) (arguing that the Twenty-Fifth Amendment contains superfluous commas).

\textsuperscript{367} See Thomas V. Dibacco, Constitutional Tinkering: A Last Resort, ORLANDO SENTINEL TRIB., Apr. 14, 1991, at G3 ("What is more, the inordinate detail of the amendment, making it one of the longest, still may not cover eventualities that are best left to statutes and judicial interpretation.").

\textsuperscript{368} See Richard E. Cohen, The Rules of Vice Presidential Succession, 33 NAT'L J. 727 (2001), available at LEXIS (search "News & Business"); then "Individual Publications"; select "National Journal" (stating that the Twenty-Fifth Amendment is silent about what transpires when a Vice President becomes incapacitated in office).

\textsuperscript{369} See Paul Taylor, Proposals to Prevent Discontinuity in Government and Preserve the Right to Elected Representation, 54 SYRACUSE L. REV. 435, 471-72 (2004) ("Although Section 4 of the Twenty-Fifth Amendment sets out the rules by which the President may be determined to be incapacitated, there are no rules governing how the incapacitation of those below the level of President is to be determined.").


for a misdemeanor,\textsuperscript{372} to contest a trial in a criminal proceeding,\textsuperscript{373} or because a momentary lapse of judgment had so severely compromised her immediate authority that she was temporarily unable to govern.\textsuperscript{374} Nevertheless, in the face of these and other arguable weaknesses,\textsuperscript{375} it may be sufficient, as one author has noted, that Article II authorizes Congress to pass legislation on presidential succession.\textsuperscript{376} Similarly, a recent working group has conceded that although guidelines for the application of the amendment may need to be strengthened, the Twenty-Fifth Amendment does not require revision.\textsuperscript{377}

C. Political Status

As the evolving constitutional structure of the Vice Presidency has ripened the office into a mighty station of policy development and political advocacy, it has also propelled its occupant into certain contention for her party’s presidential nomination, if not the Presidency. According to Joel Goldstein, the foremost authority on the Vice Presidency, three features of the Vice Presidency help explain this correlation: (1) occupying the Vice Presidency guarantees a substantial lead in a presidential primary because its occupant commands instant name recognition, unlike other public officers who, at great expense of time and resource, must divide their time between introducing themselves to the public and national media while pleading their case to the electorate;\textsuperscript{378} (2) discharging official vice presidential duties attracts favorable media coverage insofar as it locates the Vice President “within a presidential context,” thus outfitting the aspiring presidential candidate in a measure of stately legitimacy;\textsuperscript{379} and (3) exploiting the Vice Presidency as a pulpit from which to address the nation on a variety of policy and other issues allows the Vice President to double as a leading party spokesperson.\textsuperscript{380} Nothing appears to pierce the armor enveloping Goldstein’s perceptive thesis.

\textsuperscript{373} Keith King, \textit{Indicting the President: Can a Sitting President Be Criminally Indicted?}, 30 Sw. U. L. Rev. 417, 426 (2001).
\textsuperscript{375} See, e.g., Philip Bobbitt, \textit{Parlor Game}, 12 Const. Comment. 151, 153 (1995) (characterizing the Twenty-Fifth Amendment as one of the Constitution’s “artlessly drafted provisions” because it “enabled a discredited President Nixon to name his successor”).
\textsuperscript{376} James C. Ho, \textit{Ensuring the Continuity of Government in Times of Crisis: An Analysis of the Ongoing Debate in Congress}, 53 Cath. U. L. Rev. 1049, 1070-71 (2004) (“Though some have noted weaknesses and defects in the Twenty-fifth Amendment, the authorization of congressional legislation to deal with Presidential succession in Article II should be sufficient.”).
\textsuperscript{378} Goldstein, \textit{supra} note 7, at 255-58.
\textsuperscript{379} \textit{Id.} at 259-62.
\textsuperscript{380} \textit{Id.} at 262-64.
Consider that fourteen of the forty-three Presidents in American history had formerly held the Vice Presidency. The first Vice President to ascend to the Presidency was John Adams, followed sequentially, though not consecutively, by Thomas Jefferson, Martin Van Buren, John Tyler, Millard Fillmore, Andrew Johnson, Chester Arthur, Theodore Roosevelt, Calvin Coolidge, Harry

381. Adams was Vice President under George Washington from April 21, 1789 to March 4, 1797 and President from March 4, 1797 to March 4, 1801. For more on Adams, see JOSEPH J. ELLIS, PASSIONATE SAGE: THE CHARACTER AND LEGACY OF JOHN Adams (2d ed. 2001); JOHN Adams AND THE FOUNDING OF THE REPUBLIC (Richard Alan Ryerson ed., 2001); DAVID McCULLOUGH, JOHN Adams (2001).

382. Jefferson was Vice President under John Adams from March 4, 1797 to March 4, 1801 and President from March 4, 1801 to March 4, 1809. For more on Jefferson, see JOSEPH J. ELLIS, AMERICAN SPHINX: THE CHARACTER OF THOMAS Jefferson (2d ed. 1998); DUMAS Malone, JEFFERSON AND THE ORDEAL OF Liberty (1962). Aaron Burr and George Clinton served successively as Vice Presidents under Jefferson from March 4, 1801 to March 4, 1805 and from March 4, 1805 to March 4, 1809, respectively. For more on Burr, see BUCKNER F. MELTON, JR., AARON Burr: CONSPIRACY TO TREASON (2002); HERBERT S. PARMET & MARIE B. HECHT, AARON Burr: PORTRAIT OF AN AmbITIOUS MAN (1967). For more on Clinton, see JOHN P. KAMINSKI, GEORGE Clinton: YEOMAN PolitICIAN OF THE NEW Republic (1993).

383. Van Buren was Vice President under Andrew Jackson from March 4, 1833 to March 4, 1837 and President from March 4, 1837 to March 4, 1841. For more on Van Buren, see DONALD B. COLE, MARTIN VAN BUREN AND THE AMERICAN PolitICAL System (1984); ROBERT V. REMINI, MARTIN VAN BUREN AND THE MAKING OF THE DEMOCRATIC Party (1959); JOEL H. SILBEY, MARTIN Van BUREN AND THE EMERGENCE OF AMERICAN Popular Politics (2002). Richard Johnson served as Vice President under Van Buren from March 4, 1837 to March 4, 1841. For more on Johnson, see LELAND WINFIELD MEYER, THE LIFE AND TIMES OF COLONEL RICHARD M. JOHNSON OF KENTUCKY (1967).

384. Tyler was Vice President under William H. Harrison from March 4, 1841 to April 4, 1841 and President from April 4, 1841 to March 4, 1845. The Vice Presidency was vacant during the Tyler Presidency. For more on Tyler, see DAN MONROE, THE REPUBLICAN VISION OF JOHN Tyler (2003).

385. Fillmore was Vice President under Zachary Taylor from March 4, 1849 to July 9, 1850 and President from July 9, 1850 to March 24, 1853. The Vice Presidency was vacant during the Fillmore Presidency. For more on Fillmore, see ROBERT J. RAYBACK, MILLARD FILLMORE: BiOGRAphy OF A PRESIDENT (1992).

386. Andrew Johnson was Vice President under Abraham Lincoln from March 4, 1865 to April 15, 1865 and President from April 15, 1865 to March 4, 1869. The Vice Presidency was vacant during the Johnson Presidency. For more on Johnson, see HANS L. TREFOUSSE, ANDREW Johnson: A BiOGRAphy (2d ed. 1997).

387. Arthur was Vice President under James A. Garfield from March 4, 1881 to September 19, 1881 and President from September 19, 1881 to March 4, 1885. The Vice Presidency was vacant during the Arthur Presidency. For more on Arthur, see THOMAS C. REEVES, GENTLEMAN BOSS: THE LIFE OF CHESTER ALAN Arthur (2d ed. 1991).

388. Theodore Roosevelt was Vice President under William McKinley from March 4, 1901 to September 14, 1901 and President from September 14, 1901 to March 4, 1909. For more on Roosevelt, see JOHN MORTON BLUM, THE REPUBLICAN ROOSEVELT (2d ed. 1977); EDMUND MORRIS, THE RISE OF THEODORE ROOSEVELT (1789); EDMUNDMorris, THEOdore REX (2001). The Vice Presidency was vacant during Roosevelt’s first term as President. Charles W. Fairbanks served as Vice President under Roosevelt from March 4, 1905 to March 4, 1909. For more on Fairbanks, see James H. Madison, Charles Warren Fairbanks and Indiana Republicanism, in Gentlemen From Indiana: National Party Candidates, 1836-1940, at 171-88 (Ralph D. Gray ed., 1977).

389. Coolidge was Vice President under Warren G. Harding from March 4, 1921 to August 2, 1923 and President from August 2, 1923 to March 4, 1929. For more on Coolidge, see DONALD R. MCCOY, CALVIN COOLIDGE: THE QUIET PRESIDENT (1967); WILLIAM ALLEN WHITE, A PURITAN IN BABYLON: THE Story OF CALVIN COOLIDGE (2001). The Vice Presidency was vacant from August 2, 1923 to March 4, 1925. Charles G. Dawes served as Vice President under Coolidge from March 4, 1925 to March 4, 1929. For more on Dawes, see JOHN PIXTON, AMERICAN PILGRIM: A BIOGRAPHY OF CHARLES GATES DAWES (1971); BASCOM N.
Truman,390 Richard Nixon,391 Lyndon B. Johnson,392 Gerald Ford,393 and, most recently, George H.W. Bush.394 In the eighteen presidential elections featuring an incumbent or former Vice President as a presidential nominee, the Vice President has won nine times.395 This trend has only accelerated in recent years—particularly since the Second World War396—as sitting or former Vice Presidents have, with increasing
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NOLLY TIMMONS, PORTRAIT OF AN AMERICAN: CHARLES G. DAWES (1953).

390. Truman was Vice President under Franklin Delano Roosevelt from January 20, 1945 to April 12, 1945 and President from April 12, 1945 to January 20, 1953. For more on Truman, see ALONZO L. HAMBY, MAN OF THE PEOPLE: A LIFE OF HARRY S. TRUMAN (1995); DAVID MCCULLOUGH, TRUMAN (2d ed. 1993); MERLE MILLER, PLAIN SPEAKING: AN ORAL BIOGRAPHY OF HARRY S. TRUMAN (1974). The Vice Presidency was vacant from April 12, 1945 to January 20, 1949. Alben W. Barkley served as Vice President from January 20, 1949 to January 20, 1953. For more on Barkley, see POLLY ANN DAVIS, ALBEN W. BARKLEY: SENATE MAJORITY LEADER AND VICE PRESIDENT (1979); JAMES K. LIBBEY, DEAR ALBEN: MR. BARKLEY OF KENTUCKY (1979). For a detailed autobiographical account of Barkley’s life and political career, see ALBEN W. BARKLEY, THAT REMINDS ME (1954) (detailing autobiographical account of life and political career).

391. Nixon was Vice President under Dwight Eisenhower from January 20, 1953 to January 20, 1961 and President from January 20, 1969 to August 9, 1974. For more on Nixon, see STANLEY I. KUTLER, ABUSE OF POWER: THE NEW NIXON TAPES (1997); RICHARD REEVES, PRESIDENT NIXON: ALONE IN THE WHITE HOUSE (2001); ANTHONY SUMMERS, THE ARROGANCE OF POWER: THE SECRET WORLD OF RICHARD NIXON (2d ed. 2001). Spiro T. Agnew served as Vice President under Nixon from January 20, 1969 to October 10, 1973. For more on Agnew, see JULES WITCOVER, WHITE KNIGHT: THE RISE OF SPIRO AGNEW (1972). The Vice Presidency was vacant from October 10, 1973 until December 6, 1973 when Gerald R. Ford, Jr. was named to the office. Ford served as Vice President under Nixon until August 9, 1974.


393. Ford was Vice President under Richard M. Nixon from December 6, 1973 to August 9, 1974 and President from August 9, 1974 to January 20, 1977. For more on Ford, see JAMES CANNON, TIME AND CHANCE: GERALD FORD’S APPOINTMENT WITH HISTORY (2d ed. 1998); JOHN ROBERT GREENE, THE PRESIDENCY OF GERALD R. FORD (1995); JERALD F. TERHORST, GERALD FORD AND THE FUTURE OF THE PRESIDENCY (1974). The Vice Presidency was vacant from August 9, 1974 until December 19, 1974 when Nelson A. Rockefeller was named to the office. Rockefeller served as Vice President under Ford from December 19, 1974 to January 20, 1977. For more on Rockefeller, see JOSEPH E. PERSICO, THE IMPERIAL ROCKEFELLER: A BIOGRAPHY OF NELSON A. ROCKEFELLER (1982).


396. G. Terry Madonna, For Tom Ridge or Any Candidate, Becoming VP is a Haphazard Process, LANCASTER NEW ERA (Pa.), Apr. 20, 2000, at 14, available at 2000 WLNR 4303964 ("In short, party
frequency, captured their party’s presidential nomination. Moreover the perks, privileges, and advantages of incumbency (for instance air travel in Air Force Two, ground travel by motorcade, advice from presidential aides, assistance from White House staffers, and the power to dispense federal funding) cloak a sitting Vice President in a presidential aura and only serve to solidify her claim to the top of her party’s presidential ticket. It is therefore commonplace, at least in recent decades, to witness aspiring presidential candidates from both major political parties engaging in heated quadrennial jockeying for the vice presidential nomination, though none appear to seek the Vice Presidency for its own sake but instead for the opportunity for advancement that only the second office can offer. As one vice presidential scholar has written, “If ambitious political leaders who are offered the second slot on the ticket fail to recognize the unrivaled steppingstone status of the modern vice presidency, they will reduce their chances of becoming president.”

However once elected to the Vice Presidency, aspiring presidential candidates find themselves maneuvering along the blurred boundary between remaining indefatigably loyal to the President—an understood condition of occupying the office—and disclaiming involvement in policy and other decisions that fall out of favor with the electorate—a natural inclination of any candidate for public office. “Ambitious Vice Presidents,” writes one commentator, “get reminded, often and unceremoniously, of who is No. 1,” citing the infamous exchange between President Dwight D. Eisenhower and an inquisitive reporter, in which Eisenhower playfully requested a couple of weeks to research his answer to a question about what decisions

nominees since World War II have come overwhelmingly from the ranks of sitting vice presidents and former vice presidents. The list is formidable: Truman in 1948; Nixon in 1960; Johnson in 1964; Nixon and Humphrey in 1968; Ford in 1976; Mondale in 1984; and Bush in 1988. Few who seriously entertain the thought of becoming president will turn such an offer down. Even losing vice presidential candidates, can in losing, establish and enhance their national reputations and emerge as their likely party nominee in the future.”

397. See Jules Witcover, Editorial, Past Can Guide Kerry in Search for Running Mate, BALT. SUN, Mar. 8, 2004, at A15, available at 2004 WLN 1459980 (“In eight of the last 10 national elections, one or both major party presidential nominees had first served as the No. 2 man.”); Timothy Walch, There’s Never a Veep Like Cheney, HIST. NEWS NETWORK, Feb. 11, 2004, available at 2004 WLN 6911001 (“Four of the nine men who have served in the Vice Presidency over the past 50 years have gone on to the White House.”).

398. See Sandra Sobieraj, Gore’s Incumbency Provides Advantages on Campaign Trail, SEATTLE POST-INTELLIGENCER, Aug. 25, 1999, available at http://seattledi.com/newsal/evevep/25.shtml (“From motorcades that make traffic tie-ups melt away to tax-policy help from the White House’s economic adviser, the perks of the vice presidency give Gore advantages over the former New Jersey senator and pro basketball star in the chase for the Democratic presidential nomination.”).

399. George Sirugiovanni, The “Van Buren Jinx”: Vice Presidents Need Not Beware, 18 PRESIDENTIAL STUD. Q. 61, 75 (1983) (“Indeed, would-be Presidents of the United States now want to be Vice President, because they know the Vice Presidency is not the dead-end job it used to be, but a free pass onto the fast track toward the White House.”).

400. Michael Nelson, Choosing the Vice President, 21 POL. SCI. & POL. 858, 866 (1988).

401. See generally Michael Nelson, The Curse of the Vice Presidency, AM. PROSPECT, July 31, 2000, at 20, available at 2000 WLN 4341941 (describing loyalty dilemma facing sitting Vice Presidents planning a run for the White House); see also Akhil Reed Amar, Why Veeps Must Hold Their Tongues, NEW REPUBLIC, Dec. 6, 1999, at 16 (“So the first reason for a sitting vice president to hold his tongue is clear enough: he has a unique obligation to do nothing that might destabilize the country or compromise a transition of power.”).
his Vice President, Richard Nixon, had helped make in the White House. A sitting Vice President vying for the Presidency must also contend with the potentially problematic campaign involvement of an outgoing President, whose political rhetoric in support of the Vice President may actually undermine the likelihood of elevating the Vice President to the Presidency. Still, vice presidential success in modern presidential sweepstakes has been impressive enough to supplant the once conventional wisdom that United States Senators—who have for good reason fared poorly as presidential candidates in the contemporary nominating era—are best situated among presidential hopefuls to seek the Presidency.

IV. REBIRTH

No one has articulated the perilous effect of the existing method of vice presidential selection more compellingly than Akhil Amar. Describing what he calls the “legitimacy gap,” Amar posits that “the biggest structural problem of the Vice Presidency is that its occupant lacks a personal mandate from the people.” Compounded by the American electorate’s disposition to staff the Oval Office solely on the basis of the identity of the dueling presidential candidates—without regard to vice presidential candidates, who have no proven effect on the presidential vote—the deleterious consequence to the American polity is that the “vice president simply piggybacks into office.” These traditional modalities of choice fly in the face of participatory democracy, and are “only slightly more democratic than the British monarchy,” writes another commentator. Surely the United States can do better for its citizenry.

402. Joel Connelly, In the Northwest: Kerry Must Avoid Shoals in Picking a Running Mate, Seattle Post-Intelligencer, Mar. 5, 2004, available at http://seattlepi.com/connelly/163302_joel05.html (“Dwight Eisenhower seemed to delight in hanging an insecure Richard Nixon out to dry. ‘I was with President Eisenhower when he made those lonely decisions,’ Nixon told a 1960 campaign crowd. Asked at a press conference what decisions Nixon actually helped make, Eisenhower replied that if given a week or two he might be able to think of one.”). Id.


405. See Robert L. Peabody et al., The United States Senate as a Presidential Incubator: Many are Called But Few are Chosen, 91 POL. SCI. Q. 237, 238 (1976) (“Fueling the ambition of contemporary senators—nothing succeeds like success—has been an impressive performance by senatorial contenders in the presidential and vice-presidential sweepstakes of recent years.”).

406. Akhil Reed Amar, Why Clinton Should Consider a Sabbatical, NEW REPUBLIC, Feb. 8, 1999, at 15, available at 1999 WLNR 5212213 (“However, when something happens to the president, and the vice president must take over temporarily or permanently, our weird electoral system creates a legitimacy gap because we end up with a chief executive no one squarely voted for.”).

407. Id.

408. Id.

A. Triggering Crisis

Five elements have worked in concert to engulf the Vice Presidency at the core of the perfect storm. Together with the evolution of the Vice Presidency along substantive, structural, and political dimensions, two factors—modern executive selection and contemporary modalities of vice presidential choice—raise vice presidential selection to the level of near urgency. Unlike the concrete crises that have spurred constitutional amendments in the past—an electoral crisis, a congressional crisis, an executive crisis, and a continuity crisis—the crisis that now threatens the Vice Presidency and the American polity is an amorphous and much less tangible one: the Vice Presidency is popularly illegitimate.

The Vice President is more involved than ever before in American history in the discharge of executive responsibilities. Substantively, Vice Presidents are now party leaders whose voice on policy issues actually matters—something that could scarcely be uttered of the Vice Presidency in years past without sarcasm. Structurally, constitutional amendments have changed the face of the office and catapulted the Vice Presidency into the pantheon of American domestic and foreign influence. Politically, the Vice Presidency has become a springboard to the Presidency. Yet naming its occupant remains a presidential prerogative, a procedure that is devoid of public input. The failure of vice presidential selection to reflect the substantive, structural and political evolution of the Vice Presidency alone states a strong claim for modernizing vice presidential selection. Modern executive selection and the strategic considerations involved in vice presidential ticket balancing only strengthen the case.

1. Executive Selection

The prevailing political theory holds that the electorate in a presidential election expressly approves the Vice President as presidential successor and consents to her as the nation’s second-in-command. This presupposes that vice presidential nominees exact a meaningful influence on presidential elections. But they do not. The evidence points convincingly in the other direction, suggesting that the Vice Presidency does not figure prominently—or even perceptibly—in the calculations that voters make when casting their ballot for the Presidency. It is thus erroneous to invoke the theory of imputed popular endorsement to clothe the Vice Presidency in popular legitimacy.

410. See supra Subsection III.A for a discussion of the evolution of the Vice Presidency.
411. See supra Subsection III.B for a review of the constitutional changes to the Vice Presidency.
412. See supra Subsection III.C for a survey of the evolution of the Vice Presidency into a stepping stone toward the Presidency.
413. See, e.g., John O. McGinnis, Impeachment: The Structural Understanding, 67 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 650, 661 (1999) (“Since the enactment of the Twelfth Amendment, the President and Vice President have run as a team and therefore voters generally will have approved a specific successor if a President were constitutionally unable to continue.”).
414. See John Jacobs, Dole’s Possibilities for Running Mate Fuels Speculation, FRESNO BEE, Mar. 19, 1996, at B7, available at 1996 WLNR 1655029 (quoting Nelson Polsby, director of UC Berkeley’s Institute of Governmental Studies, noting that vice presidential candidates have marginal impact on, and have even been known to hurt, presidential tickets).
There is a telling dearth of evidence, argues political scientist David Rohde, that running mates have any effect on presidential elections.415 Presidential election expert Nelson Polsby concurs, stating that “[t]he vast bulk of the research in political science has shown that vice presidential candidates don’t have much impact.”416 A recent study by political scientist David Romero has established that vice presidential candidates exert no impact on the electorate’s presidential vote—whether measured for their direct effect on presidential choice or their indirect influence through presidential candidate evaluations.417 As Democratic strategist Vic Kamber puts it, “[t]he reality is when people go to vote they may think of a package, but they still vote for whose hand is on the button.”418

Even former Vice President Dan Quayle agrees that vice presidential candidates do not decide presidential elections.419 Moreover, public opinion surveys and exit polls routinely confirm that vice presidential candidates exact little or no effect on the electorate.420 If it is quantifiable—a questionable proposition at best—the statistical effect of the Vice Presidency on the outcome of a presidential election is roughly one percent.421 While voters and the various news media may pay dutiful attention to vice presidential candidates and take great care to weigh their respective virtues and shortcomings, the race is really only about the presidential candidates. The vice presidential nominees do not change the “big picture desires”422 of the electorate. The same holds for vice presidential debates, which typically have little or no impact in a


418. Lisa Leiter, Republicans Catch Veep Fever, INSIGHT, Aug. 28, 1995, at 10 (quoting Vic Kamber) (“Because the vice-presidential nominee rarely serves as a significant vote-getter for a presidential candidate, he or she basically complements and balances the ticket. There’s no evidence that Americans vote for vice presidents, but Dole being a septuagenarian could cause the electorate to look more carefully at who would occupy the Oval Office if something should happen to him. ‘The reality is when people go to vote they may think of a package, but they still vote for whose hand is on the button,’ Kamber says. The bottom line is: They have to be credible as a workable team.”).

419. Daily News Wire Services, Quayle Declares Loyalty to Presidential Campaign, DAILY NEWS (L.A.), July 23, 1992, at N13, available at 1992 WLNRR 1239720 (“However, [Quayle] insisted that vice presidents are never the deciding factors in presidential elections, and that he was helping the re-election campaign by raising issues such as family values.”).

420. Nelson Polsby, A Safe Choice, But Edwards is on the Sidelines, FIN. TIMES (U.K.), July 8, 2004 (Comment), available at 2004 WLNRR 9768032 (“US public opinion surveys and exit polls have pretty much established that the identity of a vice-presidential candidate has little or no effect on the outcome of a US presidential election.”).

421. Martha Quilllin, She’s So Real, THE NEWS & OBSERVER (Raleigh, N.C.), Oct. 3, 2004, at D1, available at 2004 WLNRR 17510857 (“In any presidential election, the candidate for vice president has an effect of maybe 1 percent on who will occupy the White House . . . .”).

presidential election because voters do not look beyond the top of the presidential ticket on Election Day. The bottom line is that vice presidential candidates simply are not significant considerations in presidential elections.

As with all rules, however, there are exceptions. Two twentieth century examples demonstrate that a vice presidential candidate may in fact help or hurt her party's presidential prospects. In 1960, vice presidential candidate Lyndon B. Johnson helped his running mate John F. Kennedy carry Texas, Johnson's home state. More recently, polls indicated that vice presidential candidate Dan Quayle actually pushed Californians away from his running mate, then-Vice President George H.W. Bush. One writer points to at least four other examples of a vice presidential candidate impacting the presidential election, listing arguable instances of the vice presidential candidate's impact in helping the presidential nominee sweep the Electoral College votes from the vice presidential nominee's home state. But each of these four other

423. See, e.g., Bill Adair, As Candidates Clash, War, Credibility at Issue, ST. PETERSBURG TIMES, Oct. 6, 2004, at A1, available at 2004 WLNR 3727881 (stating that "vice presidential debates typically have little impact in a presidential election"); Richard Clough, Vice Presidential Debate Will Have Little Impact, EXPERTS SAY, DAILY BRUIN, Oct. 6, 2004, http://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu/news/articles.asp?ID=30189 ("It's rare that they [vice presidential debates] have any impact."); said Sheldon Kamieniecki, a professor of political science at the University of Southern California. 'Maybe a difference of a quarter or half of a percent,' he said."); Robert Novak, Kemp Can Take Heart From Lincoln Debate, BUFFALO NEWS, Oct. 15, 1996, at B3, available at 1996 WLNR 1101248 ("Nobody ever believed that the vice-presidential debate would seriously impact the presidential election."); Susan Page, Contenders May Have Been Making Pitch to Year-2000 Audience, USA TODAY, Oct. 10, 1996, at 13A, available at 1996 WLNR 2813768 ("So while vice presidential debates historically have had no measurable impact on the presidential election, political activists were watching this one as a nationally televised test for each man."); Godfrey Sperling, Debates Can Flip-Flop Polls, Even After a Second Round, CHRISTIAN SCI. MONITOR, Oct. 5, 2004, at 9, available at 2004 WLNR 1635594 ("Vice presidential debates have never been known to have a lasting effect on a presidential election.").

424. Howard M. Wasserman, The Trouble with Shadow Government, 52 EMORY L.J. 281, 314 (2003) ("Voters cannot cast a separate vote for vice president, and it is unlikely that the vice presidential candidate's presence will affect the decision to vote for the presidential candidate at the head of the ticket."") (citations omitted)).

425. Bruce Garvey, The Ups and Downs of the Dream Ticket, OTTAWA CITIZEN, July 7, 2004, at A8 ("And then there's the fact that historically, the choice of a vice-presidential running mate has rarely had much impact on the result of a presidential election.").

426. Novak Zone: A Look at John Kerry and John Edwards Ticket; A Big Spat in Texas Over Condom Use Being Taught in Schools—Part 2 (CNN News television broadcast July 10, 2004), available at 2004 WLNR 7338726 (transcript) ("No, and as a matter of fact, Drew, the people vote for presidents. They don't vote for vice presidents. The great exception to the rule of a vice president causing any impact was Lyndon Johnson in 1960, the first presidential election I covered, when he was able to carry Southern states without which John Kennedy from Massachusetts, like John Kerry, would not have been elected."); see also James J. Kilpatrick, The Fine Art of Choosing a Running Mate, N.J. REC., May 27, 1992, at B7, available at 1992 WLNR 1509778 ("Only once in this century has a vice presidential candidate apparently helped his partner. That was in 1960, of course, when Lyndon Johnson helped Jack Kennedy carry Texas. If Kennedy had lost to Richard Nixon in Texas, Nixon could have won the White House by a successful challenge to the crooked count in Illinois.").

427. Jerry Roberts, Quayle Hurting Bush in California, Poll Says, S.F. CHRON., Sept. 17, 1988, at A1, available at 1988 WLNR 916329 ("State voters have a highly negative opinion of vice presidential candidate Dan Quayle, and many say they are less likely to vote Republican because of him, a new California Poll shows.").

purported examples of vice presidential influence on the presidential vote misses the mark. Political science literature has proven that the vice presidential home state advantage is statistically insignificant. It is perplexing, then, that presidential nominees continue weighing prospective vice presidential teammates largely through the lens of geographical ticket balancing, estimating the electoral advantages she will derive from a running mate hailing from a particular state.

2. Modalities of Choice

Though the last half century has witnessed the Vice Presidency evolve in its constitutional structure, substantive function, and political status, the modalities of vice presidential selection have failed to keep pace. Ever since Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s third reelection to the Presidency in 1940, vice presidential selection has been what it remains today: the exclusive province of the presidential nominee. This has distorted the incentives informing vice presidential choices. Rather than selecting a vice presidential nominee for her preparedness to assume the Presidency and her tested ability to wield the escalating power of the Vice Presidency, a presidential nominee is more likely to pick her running mate for strategic purposes of ticket balancing, which generally means selecting a vice presidential candidate whose background generally complements or supplements her own resume. The current practice of vice presidential selection threatens to leave the nation with a novice on deck, one who may be unqualified to competently discharge the increasing duties of the Vice Presidency. Worse still, she may be ill-equipped to lead the nation in the event of presidential disability or vacancy.
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429. Robert L. Dudley & Ronald B. Rapoport, Vice-Presidential Candidates and the Home State Advantage: Playing Second Banana and Home and on the Road, 33 AM. J. POL. SCI. 537, 540 (1989) ("In spite of the remarkably consistent tendency of political parties to choose vice-presidents who balance the ticket geographically, we find the ‘friends and neighbors’ effects in the vice-presidential candidate’s home state to be statistically insignificant.").


431. Jeff Guinn, Vice Guys Quick! Can You Name to Vice Presidents?, FORT WORTH STAR-TELEGRAM, May 25, 1996 (Life & Arts), at 1, available at 1996 WLNR 1198517 ("Ticket-balancing often means selecting a vice president whose political background is different from the presidential candidate’s.").

432. Ralph Z. Hallow, Edwards’ Goal Now a More Potent Post, WASH. TIMES, Oct. 5, 2004, at A8, available at 2004 WLNR 804529 (stating Vice Presidents “were chosen principally for geographical or ideological ticket balancing but not for anything of substance they might contribute”).

433. But see GOLDSTEIN, supra note 42, at 789 (concluding that despite selection process, vice presidential candidates are often prepared to serve as President).
By tradition, the party leadership controlled vice presidential nominations.\footnote{Christopher Matthews, What’s Missing From This Year’s Convention, S.F. EXAMINER, July 12, 1992, at A8, available at 1992 WLNR 48699 (“Not so long ago, political conventions were seedy affairs run by bosses and marked by intrigue.”); see also David Greenberg, The Nation: Mirror, Mirror: The Myths and Mysteries of Picking a No. 2, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 11, 2004, at 43, available at 2004 WLNR 5501198 (“But through the 20th century, power migrated from party bosses to the candidates. . . . The idea of balancing a ticket started in the 19th century, when candidates owed their livelihoods to the party bosses who ran state and city machines—and whose ability to turn out voters decided elections.”).} This practice persisted until the presidential election of 1940 when, facing the American electorate for the third consecutive time, President Roosevelt insisted on picking Henry Wallace as his running mate.\footnote{Edgar Poe, Confident Clinton is Shopping for a Running Mate, NEW ORLEANS TIMES-PICAYUNE, Mar. 14, 1992, at B7, available at 1992 WLNR 817796 (“It was in 1940 that presidential nominees began hand-picking their running mates. That was the year President Franklin Roosevelt forced a belligerent Democratic convention at Chicago to name Henry Wallace to the No. 2 spot on the ticket.”).} Delegates to the Democratic convention disagreed with his pick and were poised to deny Roosevelt his vice presidential preference until Roosevelt threatened to withdraw his own candidacy as President.\footnote{E.g., Thomas V. DiBacco, Bush Not First to Struggle with Pick, WASH. TIMES, July 23, 2000, at C4, available at 2000 WLNR 351250 (“In 1940, Roosevelt, nominated for an unprecedented third term, handpicked Henry A. Wallace of Iowa for his running mate. Wallace, a liberal, alienated conservative Southerners who put up their own candidate. Wallace won by a narrow margin, but only after Roosevelt threatened to refuse the nomination unless his choice was selected.”); Jules Witcover, In VP Hunt, Kerry has Time on his Side, BALT. SUN, Mar. 7, 2004, at C1, available at 2004 WLNR 1460263 (“In 1940, Franklin Roosevelt chose Wallace after a falling-out with Vice President John ‘Cactus Jack’ Garner of Texas over Roosevelt’s decision to seek a third term.”).} Roosevelt’s bold rigidity in making his own vice presidential selection in 1940 established a precedent under which subsequent presidential nominees have reserved for themselves the license to make the vice presidential nomination in the name of their party.

Since then, vice presidential picks have centered around three areas: “geography, generation and ideology,” explains former Vice President Dan Quayle, adding that the selection process is a curious one “because it is done by one person.”\footnote{Stephen Goode, Quayle Predicts Dole Will Pick a Governor, INSIGHT, Aug. 28, 1995, at 12 (quoting Dan Quayle) (“It is a very interesting selection process because it is done by one person. It is a personal decision,’ he says, adding that important considerations such as ‘geography, generation and ideology’ are factors that balance and enrich the ticket.”).} A presidential nominee typically seeks to neutralize certain perceived weaknesses or shortcomings that threaten to make her candidacy vulnerable in the presidential election.\footnote{But the 1992 Clinton-Gore Democratic ticket is widely seen as defying conventional ticket balancing strategies. Bill Clinton and Al Gore were both roughly the same age, hailed from the same region, and practiced the same religion. E.g., Phil Gailey, A Mate to Run With Rather Than From, ST. PETERSBURG TIMES, Aug. 4, 1996, at 3D, available at 1996 WLNR 2382702 (“Bill Clinton ignored the traditional ticket-balancing rules and went with Al Gore Jr. as his vice president in 1992—same generation (baby boomers), same region (the South), same religion (Baptist).”); see also Jeff Mayers, Clinton’s Choice Draws Mixed Reaction in Poll, WIS. ST. J., July 10, 1992, at 4C, available at 1992 WLNR 3464128 (stating “[t]he pick defied the usual ticket-balancing strategy of most past vice presidential choices.”).} A recent study of presidential elections from 1940 to 1992 has verified this very point, concluding that presidential nominees pick their vice presidential nominees primarily according to three factors: (1) the size of the candidate’s home state; (2) whether the
candidate had been the presidential nominee’s rival for the presidential nomination; and (3) the candidate’s age.\textsuperscript{439}

Thus, a younger or nationally inexperienced nominee may choose a Washington veteran, as was the case in the presidential election of 2000 when George W. Bush picked a perennial capitol insider, Dick Cheney.\textsuperscript{440} In much the same way, an older nominee may wish to signal, with the choice of a younger running mate, that her campaign lacks neither energy nor vigor, as in the Bush-Quayle Republican ticket of 1988.\textsuperscript{441} Additionally, a presidential nominee hailing from a small state may enlist the help of a candidate from a larger state in hopes of securing the state’s electoral votes. The most recent manifestation of this example of ticket balancing occurred in the presidential election of 1996, when Kansas Senator Bob Dole recruited Californian Jack Kemp to join him in squaring off against the Gore-Clinton ticket.\textsuperscript{442} A further consideration may be the extent to which the presidential nominee emerged from her party’s presidential primary having defeated a particularly compelling candidate. In such a case—as in 2004 when John Kerry selected Democratic rival John Edwards as

\textsuperscript{439} See Lee Sigelman & Paul. J. Wahlbeck, The “Veepstakes”: Strategic Choice in Presidential Running Mate Selection, 91 AM. POL. SCI. REV. 855, 855 (1997) (examining presidential nominee’s choice of running mate in each election since 1940 and analyzing factors used in selection).


\textsuperscript{442} See, e.g., Press Services, Dole Picks Kemp to Fill No. 2 Spot, Aides Report ‘Quarterbacks are Always Ready,’ MEMPHIS COM. APPEAL, Aug. 10, 1996, at A1, available at 1996 WLNR 3554959 (“Among other things, senior aides to Dole say, Kemp, is expected to help the Republican ticket in California, where he grew up, and in large cities and urban areas because of the activist role he sought to play on behalf of inner city redevelopment as secretary of Housing and Urban Development in the Bush administration.”); Richard Lacayo et al., Punching up the Ticket: By Running With Jack Kemp, Will Bob Dole be Getting More Excitement Than He Bargained For?, TIME, Aug. 19, 1996, at 20, available at 1996 WLNR 4989012 (“Originally from California, [Kemp] polls well in that crucial state, where Dole is trailing Clinton by 25 points.”);
his running mate—the presidential nominee may hope to capitalize on the losing candidate's popular appeal. 443

Likewise, a moderate Democratic nominee may venture to unite divergent party factions by settling on a proud liberal as the vice presidential nominee, as in 1976 when Jimmy Carter tapped Walter Mondale. 444 The reverse, too, is possible. In 1988, liberal Democratic nominee Michael Dukakis selected moderate Democrat Lloyd Bentsen to join his campaign against the Bush-Quayle ticket. 445 Republicans are not above such ideological compromises. Consider the election of 1980, when conservative Ronald Reagan tipped his hat to moderate Republicans by opting for centrist George H.W. Bush, 446 or moderate Gerald Ford's selection of conservative Bob Dole in 1976. 447 Similarly, a northeastern nominee, astutely conscious of the American south and heartland's perception of northeastern sensibilities and proclivities—whether accurate or not—may look favorably upon a southerner or midwesterner, just as a southern nominee may tap a northerner to fill the bottom half of the ticket. This helps explain, respectively, Massachusetts Senator John F. Kennedy's 1960 selection of Texan

443. See, e.g., Dan Balz & Lois Romano, Edwards: 'Hope is on the Way' As Kerry Formally Locks up the Nomination in Boston, Running Mate Vows They'll Reward Work, Not Just Wealth, ST. PAUL PIONEER PRESS, July 29, 2004, at A1, available at 2004 WLN 3539872 ("[Kerry] then yielded the spotlight to Edwards, who was his last major rival in the Democratic primary battle and the popular choice to team with Kerry in the campaign ahead against President Bush and Vice President Dick Cheney."); Julie Hirschfeld Davis, Edwards Gets Kerry's Vote: Populist Southern Senator, Ex-trial Lawyer 'Ready for Job,' BALT. SUN, July 7, 2004, at A1, available at 2004 WLN 1475016 ("Kerry selected Edwards—whose broad grin, populist themes and positive campaigning style made him a popular rival to the more reserved Kerry during the primary season—after a vetting process conducted in painstaking secrecy."); Ken Herman, Kerry Taps Edwards, Democrats' Favorite Popular Appeal Trumps Experience as 'Thrilled' Ex-Rival Completes Ticket, ATLANTA J. AND CONST., July 7, 2004, at A1, available at 2004 WLN 6326809 ("Siding with sizzle over experience, John Kerry announced to a cheering crowd Tuesday that fellow senator and former rival John Edwards will be his running mate. . . . He [Edwards] was the last major Democratic presidential candidate to drop out of the race.").

444. E.g., R.W. Apple, Jr., A Move to the Center, ALBANY TIMES UNION, July 10, 1992, at A1, available at 1992 WLN 166584 ("In 1976 Jimmy Carter felt that, as a Southern moderate in a party with a still-vibrant liberal tradition, he needed to reach out to Northern liberals, so he chose Walter F. Mondale of Minnesota.").

445. E.g., Marie Cocco, Dukakis' Choice: Bentsen; Senator Adds Geographic, Political Balance to Ticket, NEWSDAY, July 13, 1988, at 3, available at 1988 WLN 150711 (describing the "moderate to conservative political record" of Bentsen and referring to Dukakis as "a liberal Massachusetts politician"); Joel K. Goldstein, The Importance of Being Vice President, ST. LOUIS POST-DISPATCH, Aug. 9, 1996, at 7C, available at 1996 WLN 752067 (arguing the Dukakis-Bentsen pairing exhibits ideological ticket balancing because "a liberal, like Michael Dukakis, finds a more moderate running mate in Lloyd Bentsen").

446. United Press International, Bush Stays Close to the Presidency as He Fends Off Attacks from Right, MIAMI HERALD, Aug. 24, 1984, at 13A, available at 1984 WLN 206119 ("Conservatives cried foul when Ronald Reagan picked a seemingly moderate Republican as his running mate, but there has been no more loyal team player in the administration than Vice President George Bush."); Mark Johnson, Quiet Campaigns on for Republican No. 2 Spot: It's Not Cool to Openly Go After Post, RICHMOND TIMES-DISPATCH, Apr. 7, 1996, at A7, available at 1996 WLN 1060474 ("In the past, vice presidential nominees were selected to help geographically, such as Lyndon Johnson for the Democrats in 1960, or to unite the party, such as conservative Ronald Reagan tapping then-modern George Bush in 1980.").

Lyndon B. Johnson and Johnson's subsequent invitation to Minnesotan Hubert H. Humphrey to join the symbiotic Democratic ticket of 1964.

As recently as the 1964 presidential election, hope emerged among advocates of popularizing the Vice Presidency that the vice presidential nomination would shift away from the grasp of the presidential nominee to a more democratic and participatory form of selection. Hubert H. Humphrey secured the 1964 Democratic vice presidential nomination through an active strategy that meticulously canvassed party leaders, prominent elected officials, influential interest groups, convention delegates, and opinion shapers in the news media. This was a well-designed campaign to rally the disparate elements of the Democratic coalition behind Humphrey so as to leave the presidential nominee, Lyndon B. Johnson, no choice but to pick Humphrey—despite retaining the authority under the Roosevelt precedent to ultimately select his own running mate. The Humphrey nomination was thought to signal a new democratic and consent-driven way to name the vice presidential nominee. In light of its success, the Humphrey case spurred predictions that the vice presidential nomination would no longer be motivated by strategic ticket balancing and would instead become a real choice of the people. This, of course, has not materialized. Ticket balancing continues to govern the vice presidential nomination. Yet the myriad poll numbers that a presidential nominee will scrutinize in the run-up to her vice presidential selection does not—indeed cannot—constitute meaningful electoral participation.

The legacy of Roosevelt's 1944 vice presidential selection precedent is unmistakable. Even today, sixty years later, the Roosevelt precedent continues to
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448. See, e.g., Bob Adams, Balancing the Ticket: Bentsen is Many Things Dukakis is Not, ST. LOUIS POST-DISPATCH, July 13, 1988, at C1, available at 1988 WLNR 345547 (“Dukakis is making much of the comparison with 1960, when another liberal from Massachusetts, John F. Kennedy, won by picking a conservative from Texas, Lyndon B. Johnson, who helped carry the South.”); Mel Ayton, The Ghost of JFK Hangs over This Election, HIST. NEWS NETWORK, Nov. 1, 2004, available at 2004 WLNR 15823411 (“It reminded voters of the 1960 Austin-Boston axis, when the liberal Massachusetts Senator John F. Kennedy chose a conservative Southerner, Lyndon Johnson, to balance the ticket.”).

449. E.g., Joshua Zeitz, Democratic Debacle, AM. HERITAGE, June 1, 2004, at 59, available at 2004 WLNR 9601928 (“But the Texas senator harbored presidential ambitions and knew that as a Southerner he could never aspire to the Democratic nomination without forging ties to the Northern wing of the party—particularly to its liberal minority, the spiritual heirs of Franklin Roosevelt’s New Deal.”); see also Scott Lehigh, Kerry’s Uphill Battle, BOSTON GLOBE, Mar. 27, 2002, at A23, available at 2002 WLNR 2597974 (“As he worked to become the Democrats’ leader in the Senate, Johnson, a Texan, needed a bridge to Northern liberals. Humphrey, a Minnesotan, wanted access to Southern senators, who treated him as a pariah because of his speech for civil rights at the party’s 1948 convention.”).


451. Id. at 659 (“Consent, not dictation, is the basic process of free government”).

452. Id. at 657 (“If the Humphrey case is indicative, the second spot will no longer be simply a trading device. There will be efforts to build a consensus behind this choice separately or, more likely, the same coalition will be evident in the selections of both candidates. We are less likely to see ‘balanced’ tickets, in which the two running-mates represent distinctively different positions.”).

453. Walter Shapiro, What if Voters Picked Running Mates?, USA TODAY, Apr. 12, 2000, at 24A, available at 2000 WLNR 3529171 (“It is odd that in a democracy, we routinely allow presidential nominees to designate their successors without any real opportunity for voter participation. (The evanescent poll numbers that both Gore and Bush will endlessly study before making their choices do not constitute meaningful consultation.”)).
shape the American polity—and not necessarily for the better. Consider the most recent available example: the 2004 Democratic vice presidential nomination. Although Democratic presidential nominee John Kerry believed that former House minority leader Richard A. Gephardt was the most qualified politician to assume the Presidency in the event of Kerry’s death or incapacity, Kerry predictably ceded to the enormous pressures of ticket balancing and settled on the more popular one-term Senator John Edwards—whom Kerry is said to have personally held in low regard.\(^{454}\)

In the words of former Democratic vice presidential nominee Geraldine Ferraro, modern vice presidential selection “focus[es] simply on the political” and casts aside otherwise critical qualities of presidential character and disposition.\(^{455}\) One can surely understand—though not necessarily accept—why a presidential nominee would seek to shore up her electoral weaknesses by filling the bottom of the ticket with a complementary or compensatory vice presidential candidate.\(^{456}\) But in the face of the contemporary Vice Presidency’s extraordinary stature in the American polity—which calls for a seasoned public official to fill the office—and the prevailing national insecurity as America wages the war against terror—which requires reliable executive leadership—good politics should not supersede good government.

### B. Popular Legitimacy

Nothing prevents good government and good politics from working well together in harmonizing fashion. This is the legacy of the late Endicott Peabody, a longtime Democratic leader who served the Commonwealth of Massachusetts as its Governor.\(^{457}\) Peabody passed away in 1997 as one of the most outspoken advocates for democratizing the Vice Presidency,\(^{458}\) believing that the party—not the presidential nominee—should select the vice presidential nominee.\(^{459}\) In 1972, Peabody became the first person ever to actually mount an active campaign for the Democratic nomination for Vice President,\(^{460}\) balking at the Roosevelt tradition of letting the
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458. Edgar Poe, *Sizing Up the Vice Presidential Nominating Process*, NEW ORLEANS TIMES-PICAYUNE, Feb. 29, 1992, at B7, *available at* 1992 WLNR 765421 (“Former Massachusetts Gov. Endicott Peabody currently is one of this country’s leading and best known advocates of an amendment to the Constitution to create a change to the present method of selecting vice presidents. He contends that ‘Americans resent they have nothing to say about the selection of the vice president.’”).

459. Irvin Molotsky, *Endicott Peabody: One-Term Massachusetts Governor, Lifelong Liberal*, PITTSBURG POST-GAZETTE, Dec. 5, 1997, at D6, *available at* 1997 WLNR 2880749 (“Mr. Peabody’s contention was that the party, not the presidential nominee, should choose the vice-presidential candidate.”).

460. Wayne King & Warren Weaver, Jr., *Peabody Heard From*, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 13, 1986, at B6,
presidential nominee pick her own running mate. Peabody’s vice presidential campaign took him to forty states. His labors were not for naught, as he had accumulated 107 delegate votes by the opening of the Democratic National Convention. This landmark run formed the centerpiece of his larger idealistic drive to draw attention to the democratic deficiency that shackles the Vice Presidency. Though onlookers had widely viewed his 1972 effort as an exercise in futility, Peabody renewed his campaign for the Democratic vice presidential nomination again in 1992, this time nominating himself for the office at the Democratic National Convention. Peabody would ultimately withdraw his nomination but not before securing a coveted opportunity to address the delegates.

In his remarks, Peabody proposed that voters cast separate ballots for Vice President, thereby permitting them to veto improvident vice presidential nominations. “Only a heartbeat separates the offices of president and vice president, yet we continue to give each presidential candidate authority to select his running mate,” declared vice presidential candidate Peabody, adding that “[c]oupled on the ballot during the elective process, the voters have absolutely no opportunity to exercise their vote directly for the second-highest so called elected official in the

available at 1986 WLNR 785038 (“In 1972 [Peabody] entered the state’s primary as a candidate for the Democratic nomination for Vice President, the first and last politician to attempt that maneuver.”); see also Editorial, Chub Peabody Remembered, BOSTON HERALD, Dec. 4, 1997, at 46, available at 1997 WLNR 265828 (stating that Peabody “caused jaws to drop in 1972 with history’s only declared candidacy for a vice-presidential nomination”).


467. Adam Pertman, Gore Considers Race a Fight for America’s Soul, DAILY NEWS (L.A.), July 17, 1992, at N15, available at 1992 WLNR 1231302 (“Before Gore officially was placed on the ticket, not by a roll-call vote but by acclamation, former Massachusetts Gov. Endicott Peabody promoted his perennial pursuit of the Vice Presidency by putting his own name into nomination.”).

468. David E. Rosenbaum, Under the Big Top—On the Floor; All Over Town, Delegates Hear About Perot, N.Y. TIMES, July 17, 1992, at A12, available at 1992 WLNR 3299515 (“Endicott Peabody, the Governor of Massachusetts in the mid-1960’s, nominated himself for Vice President last night, gave a speech and then withdrew the nomination.”).

nation."

He had only hoped to mobilize support for electing the Vice President independently of the President—a proposal that would require a constitutional amendment.

1. Recasting the Vice Presidency

Any suggestion to legitimize the evolving Vice Presidency should bear at least four features. To begin with, it should be consistent with the three American democratic values that gave shape to the office more than two hundred years ago. These values include popular consent, stability, and competence, each of which has been fluently elaborated by vice presidential scholar Joel Goldstein. These embody the first three of the four requirements for recasting the Vice Presidency. In addition—and this is the fourth feature—any proposal should comport with the existing substance and structure of the Constitution. That is, what unites the overwhelming majority of modern constitutional amendments is a shared language of thought whose animating syntax is broadly anchored in the democratization of the American polity and American public institutions, and the popular legitimatization of political leadership. At least fourteen of the seventeen amendments ratified since the Bill of Rights share this distinguishing feature.

Consider the Constitution’s vision for the popular legitimacy of public officials, as evidenced by the authorization of separate ballots for electing the President and Vice President, the solicitation of public input to fill vice presidential vacations, and the direct election of United States Senators. Or the Reconstruction Amendments, which abolish slavery, extend the equal protection of the laws to all individuals, and authorize citizens of all ethnicities to exercise their franchise. Post-Bill of Rights amendments also grant each citizen a financial stake in the operations of
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475. U.S. Const. amend. XII (eliminating practice of casting two votes for President and requiring electorate to discriminate in ballots between President and Vice President).

476. Id. amend. XXV, § 2 (providing congressional procedure for confirming presidential nominee for vacant Vice Presidency).

477. Id. amend. XVII (authorizing direct election of U.S. Senators).

478. Id. amend. XIII (abolishing slavery and involuntary servitude).

479. Id. amend. XIV, § 1 (extending equal protection of laws to all citizens).

480. U.S. Const. amend. XV, § 1 (extending franchise to all citizens irrespective of ethnicity).
government, frustrate the ability of Congress to increase its own compensation without electoral authorization, limit the capacity of an unrepresentative lame duck Congress to take meaningful action, and stem the increasing concentration of executive power in an imperial executive. Moreover, constitutional amendments have steadily expanded popular participation in the affairs of state: giving residents of the District of Columbia a voice in choosing the President and Vice President, eliminating the bar on women’s right to vote, expanding the universe of eligible voters to include citizens having attained at least eighteen years of age, and prohibiting poll taxes as a condition of casting an electoral ballot. Thus, any reform must fit squarely within this distinctive and distinguishing motif of democratic and popular legitimacy. Call it the constitutional consistency test. This is the fourth requirement.

One of the most intriguing vice presidential reform proposals has taken life under the pen of Akhil and Vik Amar, authors of a novel piece on executive ticket splitting. Ticket splitting allows a voter literally to split her ticket—to cast her electoral ballot for the Republican nominee for President and the Democratic nominee for Vice President, or vice versa. The Amars rebut several arguments against ticket splitting—deriving from such sources as constitutional text and history, federal and state law, law and economics, political theory and public policy—and conclude that nothing compels a unified ticket in federal elections. Moreover, they argue, ticket splitting yields an important collateral benefit for the Vice Presidency: “If parties know that the vice-presidential candidate must compete directly against the opposing party’s vice-presidential candidate, they will be less likely to put forth weak candidates for that office.”

Under the Amarian vision of executive selection, the electorate should have the option of voting for their preferred presidential and vice presidential nominees, regardless of their respective party affiliations. In the 2004 presidential election, for example, this would have meant permitting voters to choose between incumbent Republican President George W. Bush and Democratic challenger John Kerry for

481. Id. amend. XVI (authorizing federal income tax).
482. Id. amend. XXVII (requiring electoral authorization for congressional pay increases).
483. Id. amend. XX, § 1 (shortening tenure of lame duck Congress).
484. Id. amend. XXII, § 1 (limiting Presidents to two elective terms and succeeding Vice Presidents to no more than ten years of presidential service).
485. U.S. Const. amend. XXIII, § 1 (authorizing District of Columbia to cast electoral ballots for President and Vice President).
486. Id. amend. XIX, § 1 (extending franchise to all citizens irrespective of gender).
487. Id. amend. XXVI, § 1 (extending franchise to all citizens at least eighteen years of age).
488. Id. amend. XXIV, § 1 (prohibiting poll or other tax as condition of exercising franchise).
490. Another scholar proposed a similar idea in 1988, suggesting that the Vice President should be elected separately from the President because “binding [the Vice Presidency] to [the Presidency] is an artificial restriction fundamentally anti-democratic in nature.” Richard D. Friedman, Some Modest Proposals on the Vice-Presidency, 86 Mich. L. Rev. 1703, 1726 (1988).
491. Amar & Amar, supra note 489, at 946 (“In the end, we have been unable to find any obviously compelling reason for the prohibition on executive ticket splitting in federal elections.”).
492. Id. at 945.
President and, for Vice President, between incumbent Republican Vice President Dick Cheney and Democratic challenger John Edwards. Since ticket splitting does not bind voters to cast their ballots for their preferred presidential nominee’s choice for Vice President, the result in 2004 could have produced a Republican President serving alongside a Democratic Vice President or, alternatively, a Democratic President with a Republican Vice President as her deputy. Voters would of course have retained the right to reelect both incumbent Republicans or to replace them with both halves of the Democratic ticket.

The Amarian proposal comes close to fulfilling the four conditions outlined above for democratizing the Vice Presidency. First, ticket splitting is consistent with the democratic value of popular consent that underpins the office insofar as it seeks to confer upon the second office a mandate issued directly from the people. Second, the proposal fosters a competent executive because presidential nominees—knowledge that vice presidential candidates will be in direct competition with one another—will be constrained to devalue ticket-balancing considerations and instead select running mates of presidential quality. Third, ticket splitting comports with the existing substance and structure of the Constitution because it democratizes executive selection by authorizing voters to express their disparate preferences on candidates, whether the outcome is a split or unified ticket. But ticket splitting may not meet the fourth test: stability.

Though the Amars take great care to defuse the argument—persuasively, in my view—that an elected split ticket could lead to divided government and internal inconsistency, they do not address how their proposal would mesh with the Twenty-Fifth Amendment. Recall that the amendment authorizes the Vice President to temporarily stand in as acting President until the President regains the ability to discharge her presidential duties. In an America governed by ticket splitting, the President would be even more reluctant than usual to cede her power to a Vice President, particularly to one of a different political stripe.

Moreover, imagine the potential for divisiveness and uncertainty when—as the intervening advent of a temporary change of control—the President seeks to regain her office from the acting President who represents the opposing party. Joel Goldstein has also argued that ticket splitting would foster too much volatility in the American polity, given that the “[d]eath or resignation of the President could lead to a radical shift of government policy and personnel.” Another commentator has suggested that the Twenty-Fifth Amendment—as applied without ticket splitting—already could lead to a situation in which the nation does not know who is really the President because the amendment contemplates that Americans may have two Presidents simultaneously for three weeks pending congressional resolution of this imbroglio. It is, therefore, not difficult to imagine the situation

493. Id. at 938-41.
494. U.S. CONST. amend. XV.
495. GOLDSTEIN, supra note 7, at 285.
496. Edwin M. Yoder, Jr., Op-Ed., The "Acting President" Problem, WASH. POST, Sept. 23, 1988, at A21 ("One can, for instance, imagine a situation in which the nation is unsure who is really president.").
described by Edwin Yoder in which the President has temporarily ceded her powers to
the Vice President, who then refuses to return the office to the President when the
period of temporary disability has elapsed.\textsuperscript{498} If this is possible in a unified Republican
or Democratic administration, the prospects are just as unsavory, if not worse, in a split
administration.

Yet the Amarian proposal embodies precisely the kind of inventive thinking that
the Vice Presidency will require in order to unstack itself of its democratic illegitimacy. As with any creature of human design, the Vice Presidency is an
imperfect institution that lawmakers must never shield from the forces of change solely
for the sake of fidelity to history. Quite the contrary, fidelity to the history of the
evolving Vice Presidency as traced above\textsuperscript{499} demands that the office remain malleable
to accommodate the exigencies of the day. It is in this spirit that I raise several reform
proposals designed to address the democratic deficit that continues to afflict the Vice
Presidency in the modern American polity.

2. The Popular Vice Presidency

With popular legitimacy and democratic integrity as the two signposts, several
designs emerge for modifying vice presidential selection. Some—admittedly more
politically feasible and viscerally attractive than others—may require formal
constitutional amendments and others may call for difficult adjustments to rigid
political customs. The aim of the exercise is to canvass the multiplicity of options
available to democratize the Vice Presidency, an office that has evolved from
insignificance to prominence. The value of the exercise is to demonstrate the viability
of popularizing the Vice Presidency and make plain the several possible approaches—
from narrow to wholesale—to satisfy a pressing need in the American project of
democracy.

a. New Hampshire Vice Presidential Primary

One source of inspiration for vice presidential reform is the state of New
Hampshire, which is unique in currently administering both a presidential and vice
presidential primary every presidential election cycle, something the state has done
since 1952.\textsuperscript{500} Though the tally is not binding,\textsuperscript{501} the New Hampshire Secretary of

\textsuperscript{498} Edwin M. Yoder, Jr., Determining Presidential Health under the Twenty-Fifth Amendment, 30
Wake Forest L. Rev. 607, 608 (1995) ("That is, a situation might arise in which the elected President had
temporarily handed over his duties to the Vice President, who then for some reason declined to hand them
back when the period of temporary 'disability' had passed, or when the disability seemed to the Vice President
and his supporters to linger. Might two or more presidential factions, each claiming constitutional legitimacy,
be unable to agree on who was, or should be, President? Although Section 4 of the amendment outlines a
process for resolving any such dilemma, no such process can be foolproof.").

\textsuperscript{499} See supra Part III for a discussion of the evolution of the Vice Presidency as a matter of substantive
function, constitutional structure, and political status.

content_id=1294 ("In 1952, the state added a beauty contest for president and, inexplicably, vice president.").

\textsuperscript{501} Request Made to Delete Quayle from N.H. Ballot, St. Petersburg Times, Dec. 22, 1991, at 10A,
State sees no need to discontinue the state’s distinguishing practice of holding a vice presidential primary: “It’s just sort of stayed as a tradition in New Hampshire. Usually it doesn’t have much significance, but it’s still there and some people think that maybe someday it might come in handy.”

Some well-known political veterans have cast their lot in the state’s vice presidential primary, including former North Carolinian Republican Senator Jesse Helms in the 1980 election cycle.

Other equally prominent vice presidential aspirants have shunned the primary—and for their political sacrifice have faced unpleasant, though fleeting, consequences. In the 1992 presidential election, incumbent Vice President Dan Quayle refused to run in the vice presidential primary. In a complaint to the state attorney general, a rival primary participant accused Quayle of misleading the New Hampshire electorate by posing as a vice presidential candidate yet not running in the vice presidential primary.

Through a spokesperson, Quayle defended his choice to sit out the primary as merely following recent tradition: “You don’t run for vice president. You serve at the request of the president.” Quayle’s response actually had merit. New Hampshire’s vice presidential primary does not officially elect delegates to the national convention—in fact, New Hampshire law allocates convention delegates according only to the percentage of the vote garnered by presidential candidates in the state’s presidential primary.

Merely implementing New Hampshire’s practice of holding an advisory and nonbinding vice presidential primary to all states would not be a satisfactory modification to Vice Presidency selection. But the New Hampshire model does offer the seedlings of a workable proposal for holding vice presidential primaries in addition...

---

available at 1991 WLNR 1930603 (“The tally isn’t binding.”).


504. Move Afoot to Strike Quayle from ’92 Primary Committee, ROCKY MOUNTAIN NEWS (Denver, Colo.), Dec. 22, 1991, at 111, available at 1991 WLNR 443246 (stating that a participant in the vice presidential primary “wants Dan Quayle’s name removed from the Bush-Quayle ’92 Primary Committee because the vice president isn’t running in New Hampshire’s primary”).

505. Ex-Gov. Peabody Wants Quayle Off N.H. Primary Committee, LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER (Ky.), Dec. 22, 1991, at A6, available at 1991 WLNR 1345286 (“‘You might ascertain that Dan Quayle has determined not to present himself as a candidate for vice president this year since he did not file in the New Hampshire primary, the only primary election in the 50 states of the union,’ Peabody wrote. ‘If this is so, you might recommend that this committee delete Mr. Quayle’s name from the Bush-Quayle ’92 Primary Committee so that supporters will not be misled in the future.’”) (quoting Endicott Peabody)).


507. Federal Election Commission, Advisory Opinion Number 1979-43 (Oct. 5, 1979), available at http://ao.nictusa.com/ao/no/790043.html (“While New Hampshire law permits the separate designation of presidential and vice presidential candidates, the allocation of delegates among candidates is based upon the percentage of vote received by presidential candidates only, and only presidential candidates may designate delegates to be certified. The candidate of the Democratic Party for the office of Vice President is nominated at the Democratic National Convention, and not ’as a direct result’ of the New Hampshire Vice Presidential Primary.”).
to the parties’ respective presidential primaries. Currently, states hold their Democratic and Republican presidential primaries beginning in January of an election year and continuing through the early fall. Typically, at least in recent years, the victor is crowned for all intents and purposes well in advance of her party’s summer nominating convention, either because she has accumulated the requisite number of delegates or because rival candidates have exited the race.⁵⁰⁸

b. Vice Presidential Primary

It would be imprudent to hold a vice presidential primary concurrently with a presidential primary for two principal reasons. First, it would dilute the quality of the vice presidential field because first-tier politicians would instead contest the Presidency, thus precluding their participation in a vice presidential primary administered at the same time. Given the motivation for reforming the Vice Presidency—to infuse the office with democratic legitimacy and to attract candidates of presidential quality—a concurrent vice presidential primary would be counterproductive. Second, it would divert attention away from the presidential primary, which would be harmful from the perspective of citizen engagement because presidential primaries serve at least two important social functions: (1) the invaluable public function of introducing prospective presidential nominees to the nation, often for the first time; and (2) the political function of rallying the party apparatus and party adherents in advance of the general election.

But holding a vice presidential primary after the presidential primary would assuage these two drawbacks. Once a party’s presidential nominee is known—but not yet officially nominated at the nominating convention—the party may hold its vice presidential primary without fear of excluding candidates of presidential timbre because all unsuccessful presidential candidates will be free to run for the vice presidential nomination. This arrangement would also avoid detracting from the attention properly given to the presidential nominee during the presidential primary season. Moreover, a vice presidential primary would confer upon the vice presidential nominee a degree of popular legitimacy comparable to that acquired by the successful candidate in the presidential primary.

Assuming the party wishes to retain its existing nominating calendar alongside the new addition of a vice presidential primary, the nominating convention could remain scheduled for the summer months immediately preceding Election Day in November. Working backwards, the vice presidential primary could be held before the nominating convention during the late spring and early summer on an abbreviated calendar much shorter than the timetable for the presidential primary, which would precede the vice presidential primary. Whereas presidential primaries currently run from January to the late spring of an election year, they would likely have to begin in the early winter of the year preceding the election, nearly a full year before Election Day.

⁵⁰⁸. See Darlisa Crawford, National Party Conventions Focus Attention on Candidates, Issues, WASH. FILE, July 14, 2004, available at http://usinfo.state.gov/dhr/Archive/2004/Jul/14-184669.html (noting that delegates no longer select candidates at political conventions but rather “confirm their support” for a candidate; prior to the 2004 Democratic National Convention, Senator John Kerry’s nomination was “likely to be unanimous” because the other candidates had dropped out of the race and endorsed Kerry).
Consider the resulting calendar, where X is the election year: (1) November in year X-1: presidential primary begins, perhaps still, as today, with the Iowa Caucuses and the New Hampshire Primary; (2) April in year X: presidential primary ends (at the latest); (3) early May – late June in year X: vice presidential primary begins and ends on a condensed schedule; (4) late July – late August in year X: parties hold their respective nominating conventions; and (5) November in year X: presidential election. A few clarifications are in order. First, states would have to revise their primary laws to advance the dates of their respective presidential primaries to accommodate this new calendar. Second, parties would in all likelihood wish to give themselves some time between the end of the presidential primary and the beginning of the vice presidential primary. In addition to allowing party organizers sufficient time to transition from one to the other, the interval would permit unsuccessful presidential candidates to weigh the prospects of running in the vice presidential primary. Third, the vice presidential primary calendar would have to proceed at an accelerated pace over two or three months in order to allow sufficient time between the conclusion of the vice presidential primary and the nominating convention, typically held in July or August preceding Election Day in November.

This first proposal to democratize the Vice Presidency may elicit several strong objections. Two in particular merit attention, though neither is dispositive. First, a vice presidential primary is susceptible to the charge that it would prevent political parties from relying on ticket balancing to unify divergent factions of the party, appeal to certain geographical elements of the electorate, or compensate for perceived shortcomings in the candidacy of the presidential nominee. The rebuttal to this point is that a presidential nominee could summon her persuasive powers and newly inherited status as party spokesperson to signal her liking for a particular running mate in the field of the vice presidential primary candidates. This strategy would of course pose the potentially devastating risk that primary voters would ignore or overtly reject the recommendation of the presidential nominee—not an especially constructive way to begin a run for the White House. But if a presidential nominee was nevertheless keen on a given candidate—whether due to strategic considerations or because she genuinely thought the two of them would make a compatible pair—nothing would prevent her from either obliquely suggesting or forthrightly stating her liking during or preceding the vice presidential primary.

A second objection begins with the proposition that presidential candidates raise and spend enormous sums of money in a presidential primary. It may be unreasonable to hold a vice presidential primary on the heels of the presidential primary because donors—in all probability the same ones in the presidential and vice presidential primaries—are unlikely to be as responsive to candidates for the second office as they were to presidential candidates. Fundraisers, for their part, may be less willing to latch onto vice presidential candidates—whose candidacy is no sure thing in the context of a primary—instead of plying their trade for the presidential nominee, who by then would

509. A third objection is that a vice presidential primary would unduly extend the presidential campaign. Advancing the date of the presidential primary to November of the year preceding election year would require presidential candidates to declare their candidacies much earlier and may transform the presidential election campaign—from beginning (declaration of candidacy) to end (Election Day)—to a full two-year proposition.
already be known and eager to build new symbiotic relationships with those in a position to help her win the general election. The response to this argument is simple and perhaps unsatisfactory: the cost of business in a vice presidential primary will include spending a considerable amount of time cultivating donors—not at all unlike the usual practice in any race for elective office. A corollary to this objection is an analogous fear that a deep-pocketed vice presidential candidate will run away with the nomination thanks to her large personal fortune. But this concern may be addressed by imposing spending limits on candidates in the party’s vice presidential primary. 510 As a practical matter though, a wealthy candidate may not in fact enjoy any particular advantage or head start over her less wealthy rivals in a primary. 511 Just ask Steve Forbes. 512

When measured against the four conditions listed above for democratizing the Vice Presidency, 513 the proposal to hold a vice presidential primary performs commendably. First, a vice presidential primary confers upon its winner a resounding popular mandate, not unlike the claim of popular legitimacy that the presidential nominee takes with her into the general election. Second, the result of a vice presidential primary is to generate a competent candidate, one who has weathered the test of opposition from qualified candidates and has earned the confidence of the primary electorate. Third, a vice presidential primary will yield a stable executive insofar as, compared to the Amarian ticket splitting proposal, a unified ticket poses no substantial risk of intraexecutive dissent and neutralizes the hazard of changing ideological course upon vice presidential succession to the Presidency. Finally, a vice presidential primary democratizes vice presidential selection and thus comports with


513. See supra Subsection IV.B.1 for a discussion of the four features that are indispensable to a popularly legitimate Vice Presidency.
the existing substance and structure of the post-Bill of Rights constitutional amendments.

c. Nominating Convention

A second proposal for democratizing the vice presidential selection process builds upon the quadrennial party nomination conventions. Unlike those of the past, today's nomination conventions are broadly viewed as well-crafted infomercials produced by Hollywood executives whose sole purpose—disingenuous, according to several commentators—514—is to present the focus-group tested and poll-driven face of a political party to the electorate.515 Some, like Eugene McCarthy, have argued that conventions no longer matter in the American polity particularly because they are no longer battlefields where important battles are waged over such issues as platform policy and the selection of the vice presidential nominee.516

But conventions are not irrevocably doomed to inconsequence. Selecting the vice presidential nominee at the convention could produce at least two propitious results. First, conventions could reclaim their lost importance in the American political consciousness. Second, it could permit convention delegates to participate in choosing the vice presidential nominee, thus imbuing the candidate with some measure of popular legitimacy.

There are several ways to involve convention delegates in vice presidential selection. Three suggestions deserve consideration. First, convention delegates could themselves vote to select the vice presidential nominee—a choice that would be binding on the presidential nominee. Second, the party could canvass convention


515. Leonard Steinhorn, Lights, Cameras, Cue the Politicos Conventions, BALTIMORE SUN, July 23, 2000, at 1C, available at 2000 WLNR 1075110 (“Like much of politics today, [political conventions] will be little more than focus-group-tested Hollywood productions designed for consumer consumption, slick and sophisticated sales pitches aimed at the unwitting voter.”).

516. Eugene J. McCarthy, Op-Ed., When Conventions Mattered, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 14, 2000, at A23, available at 2000 WLNR 3231664 (“Once conventions were battlefields where real fights were waged over platforms, personalities and power. Vice-presidential choices were not made beforehand; the selection of the presidential nominee was seldom sure until the convention had run its course. Conventions had lives and logic all their own. And they mattered.”).
delegates for their vice presidential preferences and the presidential nominee would choose her running mate from a limited list of the delegates' top candidates. Third, the reverse scenario also seems intriguing: the presidential nominee could put forth a limited list of vice presidential candidates she deems both presidential and with whom she could work effectively, and then allow the convention to choose her running mate from those candidates. Below, I weigh the merits and demerits of each of these options.

Curiously, the first suggestion—allowing convention delegates to select the vice presidential nominee—is arguably the most democratic of the three, but it may not be the most appealing. Were the objective exclusively to give the vice presidential nominee a popular mandate heading into the general election, this option would be the most attractive insofar as it leaves the selection of the vice presidential nominee entirely in the hands of the convention. But recall that a new vice presidential selection process must answer to more than one requirement. It must fulfill four requirements. It must be consistent with three American democratic values: popular consent, stability, and competence. It must also comport with the existing substance and structure of the Constitution. Authorizing convention delegates to pick the vice presidential nominee would meet three of these (popular consent, competence, consistency with Constitution) but would fail to foster executive stability because one cannot be certain that the choice of convention delegates would be compatible with the presidential nominee. If there is any merit to the current vice presidential selection process, it is that it forces the presidential nominee to consider her compatibility with her prospective running mate and whether she will be able to work harmoniously with her Vice President over the next four to eight years. This first of three options, to let the convention pair the nation's prospective leaders, casts aside this important consideration.

The second option—surveying convention delegates as to their vice presidential preferences and requiring the presidential nominee to choose her running mate from a limited list of the delegates' top candidates—suffers from the same infirmity as the first. Convention delegates might not select candidates who would work well with the presidential nominee. If a President cannot rely on her Vice President for counsel and assistance in administering the affairs of state—or worse, if she is unable to trust her Vice President and leads the nation in fear of her deputy's subversive or insubordinate intentions—she may as well not have a Vice President at all. The importance of executive stability cannot be overstated.

Conversely, the third option has merit precisely because it marries popular legitimacy with executive stability. Under the third suggestion, the presidential nominee compiles a limited list of candidates and asks convention delegates to select the vice presidential nominee from those individuals. Here, the presidential nominee would likely pick candidates with whom she could work comfortably and competently. Moreover, it is likely that the presidential nominee would conduct a vetting inspection of prospective candidates that would include face-to-face interviews with them prior to presenting her final list to the convention. Having meticulously assessed the

---

517. See supra Subsection IV.B.1 for a discussion of the four features that are indispensable to a popularly legitimate Vice Presidency.
advantages and disadvantages of potential running mates (perhaps on the basis of strategic ticket balancing), the presidential nominee would be assured that the convention's choice would bring with it no surprises. Most importantly, the vice presidential nominee would take with her into the presidential election a measure of popular legitimacy that would serve her well in the event her ticket won election and she later succeeded to the Presidency.

Thus the third option appears to be the most appealing of the three proposals to legitimize the Vice Presidency through the engine of the nominating convention. First, it confers upon the vice presidential nominee a popular mandate. Second, it generates a competent candidate who has secured the approval of convention delegates. Third, it spawns a stable partnership that pairs collaborative presidential and vice presidential nominees. Lastly, the third option is wholly consistent with the democracy-promoting substance and structure of the Constitution in that it invites the people to figure notably in vice presidential selection.

d. Post-Election Vice Presidential Selection

Under existing customs of vice presidential selection, presidential nominees typically select their running mates in the spring or summer months preceding the quadrennial November presidential election. The proposals outlined above have sought to respect this customary practice and have thus shared at least one common element: each has approached the task of legitimizing the Vice Presidency with suggestions aimed at selecting vice presidential nominees before the presidential election. However, the period after the presidential election presents equally attractive alternatives for democratizing vice presidential selection. In no particular order, three post-election proposals include: (1) presidential nomination and congressional confirmation; (2) national ratification by referendum; and (3) vice presidential election.

i. Congressional Confirmation

The Twenty-Fifth Amendment's congressional procedure for filling vice presidential vacancies offers an enticing model for vice presidential selection. Recall that, in the event of a vice presidential vacancy, the amendment stipulates that the President is to nominate an individual to serve as Vice President subject to confirmation by both chambers of Congress.518 Why not use this confirmation process to select the Vice President? Applying this model to vice presidential selection would change presidential elections in several regards. First, no longer would a presidential candidate face the electorate with a vice presidential nominee by her side. Presidential candidates would run without running mates. Second, pre-convention posturing and strategy would no longer feature the presidential nominees' long-anticipated vice presidential choices. Third, depending on the timing of the president-elect's nomination—and House and Senate confirmation—of a Vice President, Inauguration Day might not mark the Vice President's installation into office, as it does today.

518. See supra Subsection III.B.4 for a discussion of the Twenty-Fifth Amendment's congressional procedure for filling a vice presidential vacancy.
Under this model, the President-elect would have three time frames within which to nominate a Vice President: (1) between Election Day and the installation of the new Congress, which is January 3 of the year following Election Day;\textsuperscript{519} (2) between the installation of the new Congress and Inauguration Day, which falls on January 20 of the year following Election Day;\textsuperscript{520} and (3) after Inauguration Day. Each presents a common difficulty for an incoming President: partisan sabotage. For instance, should the President-elect seek to have Congress confirm her vice presidential nominee between Election Day and the installation of the new Congress, the President-elect would face a lame duck Congress perhaps all too enthusiastic to disrupt the tenure of the incoming President. Similarly, obtaining congressional confirmation between January 3 and Inauguration Day or after Inauguration Day would present too tempting an opportunity to dissident politicians eager to get the new President off to a bad start.

Yet this model possesses at least two redeeming qualities whose allure may sufficiently outweigh the risks of congressional derailment. Liberated from strategic ticket-balancing considerations, the newly-elected President would be free to select whomever she wishes to serve as Vice President. She would therefore be able to fill the office with the person she deems most prepared to assume the powers and duties of the Presidency in the event of the President-elect’s inability to serve. Moreover, knowing that her choice is subject to congressional confirmation and wishing to avoid the disappointment of congressional rejection of her nomination, the President-elect would be constrained to nominate a Vice President who is likely to meet with the approval of the congressional leadership. This would require consultations between the incoming President’s transition team and congressional leaders, perhaps even leading to an agreement under which the incoming President informally secures congressional pre-approval of a limited number of prospective candidates. The process could in fact produce a candidate with wide bipartisan appeal—and one whom the President-elect believes would make a competent partner.

This option—applying the Twenty-Fifth Amendment model—would require a constitutional amendment but would meet the four conditions for democratizing the Vice Presidency. First, congressional confirmation is a more than adequate proxy for popular consent. Indeed, it is the very process by which the President selects cabinet secretaries, judges, ambassadors, and other executive officers.\textsuperscript{521} Second, vice presidential congressional confirmation would yield a competent candidate who has been tested and vetted by the President, and examined and approved by elected politicians. Third, this option would foster executive stability because the individual nominated by the President will have first been thoughtfully measured by the President. Finally, congressional confirmation democratizes vice presidential selection and therefore meets the constitutional consistency test.

\textsuperscript{519} U.S. CONST. amend. XX, § 1.
\textsuperscript{520} Id.
\textsuperscript{521} Id. art. II, § 2, cl. 2 ("[The President] shall nominate, and by and with the Advice and Consent of the Senate, shall appoint Ambassadors, other public Ministers and Consuls, Judges of the supreme Court, and all other Officers of the United States, whose Appointments are not herein otherwise provided for, and which shall be established by Law . . . ").
ii. National Ratification

An alternative post-election mechanism for vice presidential selection is national ratification by referendum. Under this proposal, the President-elect selects an individual to fill the office of the Vice Presidency. But instead of sending her nominee to face a lame duck Congress for confirmation, the President-elect puts her nominee before the nation in a national referendum. The nominee would run unopposed in an election in which the ballot question—only one—would ask each voter whether she approves of the President-elect’s vice presidential nominee. Here, the American electorate substitutes for the Congress as the confirmatory body for the President-elect’s nomination. This option exhibits largely the same virtues as congressional confirmation. First, it would free the President-elect from strategic ticket-balancing considerations, thus permitting her to pick the most qualified person for the office. And, second, unless the President-elect nominates a competent candidate with wide appeal to the electorate, she would suffer a humiliating and disruptive rebuke at the start of her presidential term.

Certain parameters would need elaboration—for instance, the timing of the referendum (whether it would occur between Election Day and January 3, between January 3 and January 20, or after Inauguration Day), whether a simple majority is sufficient for ratification, not to mention the not-insignificant matter of a constitutional amendment to accommodate this new process. Nonetheless, national ratification would meet the four conditions for democratizing the Vice Presidency. First, national ratification clears the bar of popular consent. Second, it encourages the President-elect to nominate a competent candidate who will meet with the approval of the electorate. Third, it fosters executive stability because the President-elect is unlikely to nominate a candidate with whom she will not work and interact productively. Finally, national ratification democratizes vice presidential selection and therefore meets the constitutional consistency test.

iii. Vice Presidential Election

A third post-election means of filling the Vice Presidency—while ensuring that the office is occupied by a qualified candidate capable of assuming the Presidency—is to hold a separate vice presidential election after the President-elect is herself elected. After Election Day, candidates from the President-elect’s political party could declare their respective candidacies and, in an abbreviated election campaign calendar, make their case to the nation for the job. All voters—not just adherents to the President-elect’s party—would be eligible to cast a ballot for Vice President.

In addition to requiring a constitutional amendment to take effect, a separate vice presidential election raises numerous questions. Would prospective vice presidential candidates be asked to refrain from publicly expressing an interest in running for the office during the presidential campaign? If not, would their public comments not detract from the electorate’s focus on the presidential election? How long would the vice presidential campaign last? Ideally, the campaign would be a short one permitting the Vice President to be installed on Inauguration Day, as is currently the case. But
would a short campaign give the electorate sufficient time to get to know the several vice presidential candidates and make an informed decision on a matter of such critical importance?

Even assuming these and other questions are adequately settled, a vice presidential election as a means of filling the Vice Presidency does not appear to satisfy the four conditions for democratizing the Vice Presidency. Although a vice presidential election would fulfill the first, second, and fourth conditions—popular consent, competence, and constitutional consistency—it would fall short on the third condition: executive stability. In an open vice presidential election—even if limited to candidates from the President-elect’s party—there is no certainty that the victor will mesh well with the President-elect. Indeed, it is not out of the realm of possibility that one of the President-elect’s former presidential primary rivals would win the vice presidential election, perhaps resulting in an uneasy pairing. Although it is not uncommon under the current practice of vice presidential selection for a presidential nominee to tap a rival from the presidential primary as her running mate, being compelled to work with a former adversary is quite different from freely choosing to do so. For this reason, a vice presidential election may not represent the most flavosomes option for democratizing the Vice Presidency. Even so, it remains one of several alternatives for popularizing the second office.

V. CONCLUSION

Having averted constitutional catastrophe and triumphed in the great battles of the twentieth century, the United States faces new twenty-first century challenges that will surely test the fabric of the nation. There is no greater present threat to the American constitutional order than the borderless conflict into which the United States has been drawn, one that military scholars and historians aptly characterize as the Fourth World War. Like the Cold War before it, the modern war against terrorism is likely to
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stretch years into the future. This burgeoning clash of cultures has descended a palpable air of insecurity upon the nation and its people. Nonetheless, the forces of good shall assuredly prevail—just as they did in the Cold War. Yet successfully waging this fateful battle for freedom will demand more than military might, diplomacy, and the untold efforts of the nameless women and men who toil selflessly in the obscurity of back channels and underground cells. The prospect of victory will hinge upon cultivating, nurturing, and multiplying foreign democratic institutions, whose legitimacy may be demonstrated only by freely manifested popular will.

But tending to democracy abroad should not blind the United States to the urgency to remain ever vigilant of the popular legitimacy of its own democratic institutions. Though the cautionary code that must guide the executive, judicial, and legislative spheres of government may admittedly echo a familiar refrain, it remains as pertinent today as ever before. The executive must resist the lure to expand its domestic and foreign authority in the guise of waging the war on terror. Courts must remain independent and unabashed in the face of an emboldened executive. And legislators, as keepers of the score, must faithfully articulate the conscience of their respective communities and hold the executive accountable on behalf of the people.

Though perhaps useful as a vision of grand strategy, these broad strokes risk obscuring the details of the inner workings of American democratic institutions, some of which may benefit from either tinkering, repair, comprehensive redesign, or, at the very least, informed public deliberation. One such American institution is the Vice Presidency. This mighty office must contend with a crisis of popular illegitimacy. As I have argued above, constitutional amendments and changing American political practices have collaborated with the evolving substantive function of the Vice Presidency to transform its occupant from pauper to potentate, and the office into an undeniably commanding hub of power and influence in Washington and across the globe.

Yet the voice of the American electorate is conspicuously silent on who should manage the power of the Vice Presidency and exercise its institutional muscle. Inexplicably, it is instead the victorious presidential nominee—and she alone—who decides who will represent Americans as the nation’s understudy to replace the sitting President in the event of a presidential vacancy or inability to serve. In a liberal
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524. See supra Subsection III for a discussion of the evolution of the Vice Presidency.
democracy, it is odd—unspeakable even—that a choice of such colossal import turns on the caprice of one individual. This arrangement is even more objectionable in the context of the new war against terror, in which the nation finds itself on unsteady ground knowing neither when nor how nor against whom the enemy will unleash its next strike, but accepting with courageous resolve that it will someday come. On this point, the admonition of Walter Cronkite bears repeating—and heeding:

America is a very different country from that led by presidents prior to World War II— in a vastly different world. We can no longer afford to elect mere running mates to the second-highest office. In this increasingly dangerous post-9/11 world we live in, we had better be comfortable with the idea of him or her at the helm. These considerations are of such importance that a candidate’s wish to “balance the ticket” must take a back seat.525

Admittedly, it understates the case to declare that it will be difficult to renew the outmoded contemporary custom of vice presidential selection. Institutional inertia and entrenched preferences are perhaps the two greatest impediments to achieving any meaningful modification to the Vice Presidency. Why would political parties and presidential nominees, of their own accord, ever relinquish the privilege to fill the bottom of the ticket with their candidate of choice? They would not, at least not when the battleground issue is constructed as voluntary disarmament or as surrendering the power to dole out political dispensations. But were the question framed differently,526 for instance, as why political parties and presidential nominees would ever sanction an undemocratic practice that threatens to exact real and tangible consequences upon the American polity, it is more likely that parties and nominees would embrace their social obligation to democratize a patently undemocratic American institution. The public trust commands no less.

In this Article, I seek only to launch—not end—a conversation about reforming the Vice Presidency. Having reviewed the foundations and evolution of the Vice Presidency, I have argued that the office should be democratized and legitimized in light of its modern status. I have offered several suggestions for popularizing the Vice Presidency, detailing electoral and appointive mechanisms that promise—some more than others—to transform the Vice Presidency from a presidential prerogative to a popular selection. There may exist alternatives, some of which may be more practicable, politically feasible, and appealing than the ones I have raised as possibilities. The broad objective of this Article is to serve as a trigger to encourage reflection on renewing the modalities of American vice presidential selection.


526. Berkeley linguist George Lakoff has done much of the current thinking on framing theory. See generally GEORGE LAKOFF, DON’T THINK OF AN ELEPHANT!: KNOW YOUR VALUES AND FRAME THE DEBATE (2004) (arguing that “framing” shapes the arguments of the individual and institutional players involved in policy debates and public discourse); GEORGE LAKOFF, MORAL POLITICS: HOW LIBERALS AND CONSERVATIVES THINK (2d ed. 2002) (arguing that conservatives and liberals trace their respective policy preferences to different moral systems that shape their outlook on the world); George Lakoff, Framing the Dems, AM. PROSPECT, Sept. 1, 2003, at 32, available at http://www.prospect.org/print/V14/8/lakoff-g.html (arguing that Republicans have mastered the art of “framing”); George Lakoff, Metaphor, Morality and Politics, 62 SOC. RES. 177 (1995) (arguing that appreciation of social and political thought requires understanding of metaphorical concepts).
Former Senator Birch Bayh, a critical cog in the conception and design of the Twenty-Fifth Amendment, once advised that the best course of action in constitutional revision is to “do it now before there is a crisis, when you can do it dispassionately and non-controversially . . . .”\textsuperscript{527} The time may be ripe to respond to his compelling call to action. Currently mired in democratic deficiency, the Vice Presidency should be modernized to conform to its contemporary status. Just as the United States has, in the past, recast the Vice Presidency to repair a broken electoral system, defend against congressional intrigue, arrest the rise of an imperial executive, and palliate the uncertainty of presidential vacancy, the Vice Presidency must again evolve—this time to cleanse itself of its popular illegitimacy.